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f('ISH CULTURE in tanks, though on a limited scale, 
' . has been practi sed in India since as early as 350 B.C. 
T he industry apparently became more popular in later 
'ears, as is seen from old records which show that even temple 
auks were regularly stocked with fish and their fishing right. 
leased out periodically. 
Fish culture is very popular in the States of Bihar, 
Bengal and Ori!sa. In other states, too, there has been a 
marked awakening of interest in inland pisciculture. 
At present, about 6,10,000 acres of inland waters are under 
fish culture in our country. This area is very small when 
compared to the actually cultivable inland waters. In Madras 
:.tate alone, there are over 8,50,000 acres of inland waters, in ... 
duding estuaries and backwaters. There are over 40,000 tanks 
d' widely varying areas. In India as a whole, irrigation canals 
",ceed 70,000 miles in length and wells 13.5 million in number. 
Fonds and tanks are much more numerous in Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa than in Madras. 
Cultivable waters are of all types, perennial or seasa 
did nf every description-ponds and tanks, natural lakes 
<rtifh.lal reservoirs, backwaters, irrigation canals and wells, 
13ddy fields, jhils, blutls, borrow.pits, quarry pools, swamps, 
md even shan-season accumulations of water in shallows. 
1:J,.ere is little or no natural fishery in these waters. A 
fstematic cult ivation of quick-growing species of fish in the 
extensive, widel y distributed inland waters will be one good 
yay of ensuring an adequate supply, in' the fresh condition, of a 
heap, ,\'holesome protective food coru.«in:i ng animal protein 
'rueh is badly lacking in the diet of our people. 
As it is still very difficul t for sea fish in good condition 
reach the inland consumer because oflimited facilities for pre~ 
'ation and transport, freshwater fish is always in high de~ 
~d and fetches a comparatively higher price, The systematic 
ation of quick~growing fish in aU cultivable inland waten 
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is thus the ultima te aLIn of inland lisheries development in 
India. 
Indjan carps form the most important g roup of fishes used 
for fi sh culture. Other species, including the preda tory murrtls 
(Ophi"phaills spp.), a nd selected salt-water species such as 
Pearl Spot and :I'l ilk Fish a re also cultivated On a limited scale 
in cert ain areas. 
The la rger T ndian carps li\'e in ri\'crs and spawn during 
the monsoon months of J line to August, when millions of eggs, 
hatchlings and fry are collec ted for stocking in tanks and ponds, 
particularly in Bengal, Biha r, Orissa and Assam . These carps 
do nO[ ordina ri ly breed in ponds. I n Bengal, there is a flourish~ 
ing seasonal fish fry trade. Fishermen collect the fry in 
large numbers in special fry-ea rching nets and· transport them 
in earthen lzundies by rai l to Calcuua for sale. Pond owners 
purchas(! their fish seed requirements from this ma rket and 
release (hem in their ponds. 
I n ~evera l states in India: major carps arc not available, 
and quick-growing local species suitable for cultivat ion are rev 
in number. These sta tes. therefore, im port the seed of the 
major carps mainl y from Bengal, Orissa a nd Bihar every year 
Apart from the open market, fish seed supplies are also obtaincc 
from th l! Fish Seed Syndicate. organ ized under the auspice 
techn ical guidance of the Central Inland Fisheries Researcl 
on, Calcutta . In :Madras. Andhra and the Punjab 
ca fingerlings are collected from rivers, canals and padd) 
field s for stocki ng fish ponds. 
CoI1 cctin~ the fry and rearing them in nursery ponds is z 
paying profession, bu t ye t to be developed in these states 
~1ost fish fa rmers employ em pirica l cuhural practices. The~ 
feel that the), have done their duty when they have released € 
cupfll1 of fry in the pond, and wait for the proper se.:'lson tc 
reap the ha rves t. 
D ue to faulty methods of collectin-; and handling, the lill y 
fry suffer seriolls morta lity from the stage of catching them in 
the riven to that of rearing them in ponds. Ponds are not pro· 
perly cleared of predatory animals before introducing the ba b) 
fish . Adcq nate Sl e p 'i are not taken, due mainly to ignorance 
to ensure sufficient food for the young fish . Ponds are ind iscri 
ruinatel y stocked. Even the expert professional fish 
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therefore, is never sure of a successful crop of fry or fingerli ngs 
in his ponds. Total failures of the fry to survi\'c in such nursery 
ponds are not uncommon. Only a very small fraction of the 
millions of fry collected grow up to a marketable size. 
It is the purpose of this Bulletin to sho\I'" that scientific 
methods of ftsh culture can not only appreciably control the 
heavy mortali ty of the fish seed and raise the percentage of 
survl\ral of the fry, but also improve fish production in the 
nursery and stocking ponds manifold with the minimum rearing 
expenses. 
CULTIVABLE WATERS 
W E have in our country a large variety of inland \vaters, ranging from the icy cold Himalayan streams and 
lakes to the tropical warm ' .... ater ponds. In all these 
waters there is life, and in the majority of them a natural fish 
fauna also. Fish production in these waters, howe\'er, is small. 
The extent of these waters, though not assessed properly 
yet, is indeed enormOllS, and with the number of large mul ti-
purpose river projects nearing completion, the area of the inl rid 
eulli\'able waters \vill increase by several million acres. 
There arc vast swamps and other low-lying accumulations 
of water which only act as breedin~ grounds for mosquitoes, 
thus endangeri ng public health. Converting them into pro-
ductive fish farms will not only check watcr-bornc diseases, but 
also increase fish production in the country. Continued neglcct 
of even cultivated waters often results in an o\·ergro' .... th of 
aquatic weeds in lli rm. This changes the qual ity of the 
waters and rcsults in a reduction in fish productivity. \ Vith 
the adoption of sciel1lilic methods of culture any piece of water 
can be made to yield a bettcr crop of fi sh. 
Our walcrs "ary widely in the different pans of the 
country owing to differences in the soi l and r:linfall and other 
biophysical factors. Hence. they vary in their productivity, ~he 
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water On acid soils, for example, is generall y less productive 
than that on alkaline soils. Acid soils are mostly found in ecr. 
tain parts of Assam, Travancorc-Cochin and in some of the 
upland hilly areas. A recent sun/ey shows that hardly seven 
per cent of the waters in Uttar Pradesh are acid. 
The majority of our inland waters are alkaline. Extreme 
alkaline conditions which are not too good for optimum fish 
production are also met with in some waters of the dry belt 
region. A total alkalinity of over 500 parts per million has 
been recorded in certain waters in the former H yderabad State. 
Fish production in ponds depends on biological factors 
also. A pond with abundant submerged weeds may har-
bour a variety of life like small fish, insects, snails ~nd wonns, 
but the production of edible fish in such a pond, almost every 
time, is poor. 
At present, we have very little information on the natural 
production of fish in our waters, The inland waters of Madras 
State have been tentatively classified into the following different 
groups, based on the scattered observations made in the 
State. 
Pond Nalure of food orgallisms Colour pH JValure Aurage 
type of waltr ,j i""d )illd of 
bollom fish 1'" 
am (in 
pou",u) 
l. Pennanent bloom of Blue Greenish 0.0 Black rot· 2,000 
green algae I ike MicrfICystis ring organic 
Ana~Qlna, or OscillatoritJ matter 
II. Abundant macrovegeta· Colour· 7.5 to 1,000 
tion, J-I;'drilla, Vallimtria, I", 8.5 do. 
POlomogetoll , water lilies, 
etc. 
III. Abundance of zooplank. 
ton l.nd a fe\'~' pbnt or· Brownish ; . 0 do . 500 
ganisms 
IV. Clear throu~hout with an Clear 6.5 to Brownish 300 
occasional bloom 7.5 
V. Few phytoplankton .:lnd C lea r 6.5 10 200 
zooplankton 7.5 
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The above classification, though very general, gives a rough-
idea of the yield that can be expected even from the best type' 
of water. In Bengal, the production of major carps (Calla, 
Rohu and Mrigal) is reported to vary from 264 to 792 
.pounds per acre; with artificial feeding it is about 968 to 
2,112 pounds per acre. The average yield of fish from the 
sewage-manured Bidyadhari fisheries in Bengal is only about 
600 pounds per acre per annum. But by properly selecting 
quick-growing fish, stocking tbem in optimum densities and 
combinations and systematic artificial feeding, this yield can 
definitely be increased . 
• 
TIIE FISH POND 
I N a typical pond, the water is essentially standing or stagnant. \Vater constitutes the immediate environ· 
ment of all aquatic organisms. The dissolved substances 
and nutrients contained in the water undergo changes which 
affect the conditions of existence of the aquatic organisms. 
For the successful rearing of fish , the water should not 
only contain the necessary energy and nutrients in the optimum 
concentrations, but also food organisms of the fish. Certain 
basic elements like carbon, hydrogen, sulphur, nitrogen, phos· 
phorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium and iron should be 
present in certain proportions. Sodium, chlorine, fiourine, 
silicon, manganese, iodine and arsenic are also essen tial for fish 
growth. These substances are obtained from the air and the 
soil which arc in continuous contact with water. Thus, 
the ,,·,rater conditions will largely depend on the nature of 
the soil on which the pond is situated . 
J n each pond, various groups of organ isms, inhabiting 
particular niches or zones are present. The life activi ties of 
these are complicated. There are t\..-o important phases of 
activity in the life history of any organism-the constructive 
and tJle destructive-taking place almost simultaneously. 
For the productive phase, the ultimate basic substances In the 
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pond are the inorganic nutritive materials dissolved in water 
and certain energies (l ight and heat) and gases (oxygen and 
carbon dioxide) from the atmosphere. 
The green coloured microscopic plants that float in 
wa ter (called phytoplankton ), the submerged larger plants 
and certain bacteria synthesise these inorganic nu trients into 
complex living mattcr in the presence of sunlight and dissolved 
gases. The large submerged soil-rooted plants also use up the 
nutrients found in the mud. The microscopic frcc-floating 
plants in water arc eaten by minute animals, the zooplankters. 
Both the!:c groups of organisms are directly consumed by several 
species of fishes. The submerged plants, both in the fresh and 
in the decaying conditions are not only eaten directly by certain 
species of fish, bu t they also harbour a host of herbivorous and 
creeping animals like the snails and insect larvae which, in 
turn, arc: preyed upon by predatory animals. 
A large number of organisms, collectively termed as the 
bottom fauna, feed on the bottom debris. These form the 
food of the fishes and other carnivorous animals in water. The 
latter \vhich feed also on the free swimming animalcules (zoop-
lanktonL are in their turn fed upon by predatory fishes which 
j!TOw and multiply. Thus, this building up phase in lhe pond 
culminates in the production of fish . . 
At each stage of this constructive phase, there is also 
an activ(: destructive cycle, the different organisms being either 
consumed as food by the larger organisms, or dying a natural 
dea th. After death, they settle down at the bouom as organic 
debris and are gradually decomposed by bacterial action into 
the component inorganic substances or eaten by bottom ani-
mals and bottom-feeding fishes. 
The cycle of life in the pond is thus a continuous process 
of building up of substances into morc complex ones and a 
process of breaking up of these substances into simpler oncs 
through bacterial action. In a cultivated pond, we help to 
stimulate the different phases of the constructive cycle by 
cultural methods and periodically harvest the fi nal product, 
the fish. 
The vital life-processes in the pond arc at the optimum, 
when the ph y::; ical and chemical conditions of water are nor-
mal. The important physical and chemical conditions of 
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water which have a great effect on fish production arc given 
below. 
Depth. 'Vhcn lhe water is shallow, light will penetrate 
even to the bOllom, wann up the water and facili tate increased 
production. \Vhen the water is too decp, the bottom layers 
will be colel and less productive, and will graduall y accumulate 
poisonous gases which reduce normal production. A water 
less than three feet in depth, however, is likely to gel heated 
up too much on hot, sunny days. 
Turbidity. The turbidi ty of waler may be due 10 the 
abundance of plankton or to the suspension of fine particles of 
silt. " 'hen the water is too turbid, ligh t penetration is inter-
fered with, resulting in reduction in biological production. 
T';mperature. This is one of the most important 
factors. The temperature varies at different limes of the 
day and also during different seasons of the year, and from 
place to place. In tropical waters, biological production and 
growth are much more rapid than in temperate waters. \"'arm 
wa ter fishes are, therefore, ill-adapted to life in cold waters, a 
fact to be remembered when fishes are selected for stocking. 
In certain parts of India where the summer is vcry hot and the 
winter correspondingly cold, the amplitude of water tempera-
ture is sometimes as much as 20°C or more. The major Indian 
carps usually tolerate this wide range of temperature, but 
during winter, their growth is very much retarded. 
Dissolved oxygen. Aquatic animals get their supply 
of oxygen fo'r breathing from the air dissolved in water. The 
specialized respiratory structures called gills in fishes are 
capable of absorbing oxygen from the water and giving out 
waste gases (carbon dioxide) from the blood into. the water. 
As the \vater surface is always in contact with the air, oxygen 
gets dissolved in water almost conti.ouously. The photosynthetic 
activity of water-plants also enriches the waler with oxygen . 
An ordinary pond will generally contain sufficient dis-
solved oxygen to support its flSh population. \\llen weeds and 
phytoplankton are abundant, lhe dissolved oxygen in water 
undergoes wide fluctuations, some Limes c\-cn rcachi ng dan~ 
gerous limits during the night. Oxygen is bound to be defi . 
cient when the water is highly contaminated with organic 
matter. 
, 
Different fishes need different quanti tics of dissolved ox)"gen. 
The co"mmon trout requires much more oxygen than the carp. 
While the oxygen consumption of fish depends On differen t 
environmental factors, a concentration of three to five parts 
per million of water is sufficient for most of our indigenous 
fishes. Under certain conditions, our major carps have been 
found to tolerate even a much lower concentration of dissolved 
oxygen. 
\ 'Vhen the dissolved oxygen in water is not sufficient for 
respiratory purposes, the fish comes up in distress to the surface 
to gulp in air, and if not transferred to fresh, well-oxygenated 
water, gets easily asphyxiated. 
Carbon dioxide. Though essential for the photos¥nthetic 
activity of the plants, carbon dioxide is a waste product for fish. 
The gas, which is dissolved in water from the air, is often 
abundant in the subsoil spring water. Considerable quan· 
lities of this gas arc formed when there is exccssh'c organic 
decomposiLon like the rotting of plants. In all natural waters, 
some carbon dioxide is usually present, but e\'cn up to 15 to 
20 parts per million it has no adverse effect on fish life. I t 
becomes dangerous only when this concentration is exceeded . 
Acidity, alkalinity and n eutrality of water. Natural 
w;ter, like any o ther liquid, may be acid, alkaline or neutral. 
The reaction is expressed in tcrms of what is called "pH" value. 
\Vhen the rcact ion is neutral, it is generally expresscd as 
pH 7. When the pH is above 7.0, the water is alkaline 
in reaction and when thc pH is below 7.0, the water is acidic 
in reaction. 
The majority of natural waters arc alkaline. Acid water, 
with pH below 6.0 are much less productive than alkaline 
waters, and the fish in such waters of len get diseased and grad· 
ually die. 
Alkalinity of the watcr is mainly due to calcium 
salts in the form 0; bicarbonates and carbonatcs. In highly 
producti\'c \,'atcrs, the bicarbonate contcnt will ordinarily 
be high, over a 100 parts per rnillion of water. 
Dissolved nutrients . Phosphates and nitrates are 
the important nutrients necessary for the production of fish a nd 
fish food in water. In all natural waters, these nutrients are 
.found in varying quantities, dissolved from the su rrounding 
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soil. The atmosphere is a source of nitrogen, which is available 
as nitra tes, nitrites or ammonia in water. 'Vhcn these nutrients 
are deficient) production and growth of organisms in the water 
arc affectcu. 
Deficiencies in one or morc of thcse important environ· 
mental factors have to be artificially made good in fish culture . 
practices, as in agriculture. 
To sum up, a good pond water for fish cultivalion should 
have a slight I)' alkaline reaction (pH ranging from i.5 to 8.5), a 
fair amount of dissolved oxygen of the order of five to seven parts 
per million parts of wa ter, a concentration of 0.2 LO 0.4 parts 
of ph~;ph;'Ies, and 0.06 to O. I pans of nitrates, and about 100 or 
more ~arlS of total a lkalinity in a million parts of water. M 
the natural productivity of Ihe pond, like any piece of cultivable 
land, will steadily decrease with the continued cultivation of 
fish in it, the maintenance of water conditions at the optimum 
level by periodic appl ication of manures will be necessary. 
A regula r chemical analysis of water samples from the pond 
to find ou t when and what corrective treatments arc to be 
applied thus becomes essential. 
The aquatic fauna, like the common plants found in 
fish ponds, can be conveniently classified as animal plankton 
(zooplankton) or frce water organisms, weed-dwell ing organisms 
and boltom-dwelling organisms. 
Zooplankton. Important zooplankters usually found 
in Indian freshwater fish ponds belong to (he Protozoa or 
single-cclled animals, viz., Arctlla, Difllugia, and Ciliates, 
the Rotircra or wheel animalcules (e.g., Brachiollus, Filil/ia, 
Po!;·arlhm. Ptdalia, Kerall'lla, and Asplanclma) and the Crustacea 
dominated by the Cbdocerans or water-flcas (e.g., Daphnia, 
lUoi1lo, Ccriodaplmia, and Simouphaills) and the Cope pods-
several species of D i(1/Jtr111ms and C)'clops and their young ones, 
the ]\"(11lplius lar'\'a('. Ostracods are relatively less common. 
The CladocCl"::lns ilnd Copcpods, nlmos[ universally 
prescnt, rorm the most important food items of baby fish. 
Rotifers arc also equally relished. In manured ponds, these orten 
appear in dense 5" ... "r1l15, but last on ly for a few days. 
Wecd.dwelling fauna. SC\'cral rotifers, flatwonns 
and water mites (hydracarina) which crecp among the leaves 
of water plants, the common Hydra, the snails, the bristleworl'1l.' 
II 
PLANKTON fOOD Of TENDER CARP fRY 
DiaPiomus spp. 
Nauplius larvae The Rotifer, Bro(hiolllLS pala 
Tbe water-fIe,,_ DaJllmia /luJtx The water-flea, '\foillQ bra(hiata 
(Oligochaete.) and the numerous insect larvae are included 
under thjs category. Some of these, like the H)'dra, are attach-
ed to the leaves and derive their subsistence from the deposi ts 
on the leaves, the small organisms that comc ncar the leaves 
a nd also on the tender leaves of plams. This category of 
fauna constitU[cs an important source of food for fish of omni-
vorous feeding habits. 
Bottom.-dwellia.g fauna. Animals living ncar or in 
the bottom mud of the pond are included in this group. The 
red mudworms (Oligochaelts) and the bloodworms or Chirono-
mid (insrct) larvae are two of the important constituents orlhis 
bottom fauna. The Chironomid larvae live inside small tubes 
made of sand and the debris. The mud snails (Limnata and 
Vivipa fa) dragon-fly nymphs, and fresh water crabs are also 
commonly met with in most ponds. 
Fishes which frequent the boltom regions largely feed on 
these organisms. 
WEEDS IN FISH PONDS 
WEEDS in ponds a rc of different types, ranging from the minutest float ing plants (technically termed phyto~ 
plankton) to the larger aquati c plants which may be 
subr:'erged , floa ting or emergent. 
On the basis of their habits, the common weeds may be 
conveniently grouped as below. 
Phytoplankton. These a re minute, microscopic 
plants, pass i\'ely floati ng in v,'aler, of len mult.iplying rapidly 
and occu rring in mi ll ions, impaning a ttlrbit! green, brown or 
yellowish brown colou r to the water. Such a condition is kno\"'n 
as a 'water bloom', and the pla nts a rc generally called algae. 
The majority of planktonic algae in the Indian fresh \\'alers belong 
to the groups green algae (Chloropll)·ctae) and bluc~green algae 
(Cyanoph)'ceae), though a number of diatOms (Bacillarioph)·etat) 
and flagellates (ElIglenintae) a rc also commonly found. The 
algae which have been often found to cause water blooms in 
fishery waters a re Eudorilla, VoLvox, Closltrium, Aclilla.slru~ 
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Sunedesmus, Pediastrum, AIicror.]stis, Anabaena, Oscillatoria , 
Euglena, Ceratium and Atfelosira. 
The microscopic plants are eaten as food by most of the 
higher animal organisms in \vater. Owing to their resistant 
cell wall , some of them, at leas t during certain stages, have been 
found to be unsui table as food for baby fish. Experiments a t 
Cuttack have clearly shown that phytoplankton ha\'e vcr)' limi t-
ed food value so far as the tender carp fry are concerned . 
Hair weed s or filamentous algae . These are ordi · 
narily submerged in water though when growing in profusion 
they float Lp in masses. The common forms encountered in 
fish ponds a re Spirogyra, Cladophora, OedogoniulII, Pithophar. and 
Draparnaldia . Two common forms jVitclla and Chara which 
much resemble higher aquatic plants are, however, con~idered 
closely allied to algae. 
Like the plankton, many of these a re eaten by fish, but 
opinion is divided as to whether they are really being diges ted 
and assimilated. I n certain cases' it has been reported that 
they a re passed out undigested . Filamentous a lgae are very 
often encountered in the gut of the majority of freshwater fishes 
at some time or other. 
The o'/crgrowth of filamentous a lgae restric ts movement 
of fish and of len becomes fa ta l to fish fry which a re trapped 
among the filaments. O rdinarily, when these algae abound 
in water, plankton will be poor. 
They arc undesirable in nursery ponds and thei r over· 
growth is t(. be prevented in other waters . 
Marginal and emer gent weeds. These a re rooted 
higher plants \'t'hich abound in the shallow marginal a reas of 
ponds and in swamps-the transitional zone between the ter· 
restrial and the aquatic habitats. The reeds and sedges iike 
Phragmites, Tj~pha , Scirpus and Acorus are commonly found. 
Species of Aforsilia, Herpesles, Comellina, etc., often form a conti· 
nuous marginal belt of plants, while Ipomea, Jussiaea and others 
trail on the water surface. A continued immersion in water for 
days does not affect these plants adversely, and they th rive on 
the ground just above the water edge as well. 
In nursery ponds they serve as shelter and as breeding spots 
for predatory aquatic insects and should, therefore, be carefully 
~emoved and kept in check. 
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Comm on submerged aquatic weeds: A. "littlla B. Chara 
Surface-floating weeds. Th e obnoxious water hya-
cinth (Eickomia) is a typical example. Pislia is another 'which 
often chokes up lhe \\:a ler surface. The duck weeds LemllQ 
and A;:olld usually form green mats on the water surface. 
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CoIDDlOD aquatic weeds: A. l.irtWJlUhmwm crista/urn, B. IPOrMtl 
mrmJica, C. ] rLIsirua rtpnu and D. Marti/ia quadrifo/io. 
Wolffia is one of the smaller duck weeds, small, green and grain~ 
like, floating on the surface. 
These often form a complete screen on the surface, shutt~ 
ing off sunlight and gases so that food production in the lower 
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layers remains very poor. Overgrowth of these weeds is, there-
fore, to be prevented in fish ponds. 
The duck weeds Lemlla and lVolJfia are reponed to be used 
as food for the Chinese carps. 
Pislia is known to harbour the dangerous .Hansonia 
mosquitoes among its roots. 
Subm erged plants . The majority of the submerged 
plants arc rooled to the bottom. Typical examples are liydrilla, 
Olellia, Valiisllerja, Potamogetoll, "Vaias and LagaroJ jpholl. These 
plants il rc ordinarily confined to the column of water and 
choke the surface only when there is excessive overgrowth 
·during swnmcr when the water level falls steadily and rapidly. 
Some of the submerged plants like ceratophyllum and the 
bladderwort Utricularia, have no typical roots, and , .. herefore, 
merely float in the \ .... ater column. These plants are completely 
adapted to life in water and the latte r ( Ulriculoria) develops a 
series of characteristic round bladders, which trap minute 
.aquatic animals to be used as food. 
Otber plan ts like the lilies and the lotus (Nymphea, 
Nelumbium and Limmalllhtmum) are finnly rooted in the mud 
but their leaves often float at the water surface. 
These true aquatic weeds of(cn grow in sLl ch profusion 
that widlin a few weeks' time the whole pond gets choked, the 
water is impoverished of nutrients and the gro\ .... th of plank. 
ton is thereby hampered. A few fishes like the Gourami are 
known to make use of these plants as food . In the case of 
·others, th ese hamper their movements and badly affect 
their food supplies. Fishing also becomes difficult in such ponds. 
\'Vhen weeds abound, wide fluctuations in water condi· 
,tions occur, which affect the well-being of [he fish. 
Some of these weeds, at least in the rolt ing condition, are 
eaten by carps) but whether this is actually of any appreciable 
nutritive value for the fuh is not known. Observations show 
that of the major carps) Catla does not eat submerged weeds 
to any appreciable extent) though Rohu a nd J\1rigai probably 
utilize tht:m to a limited extent. 
WEED CONTROL 
It is not ordinarily possible to control the algae or weeds 
by chemical agents \vithou t adverse effect on the animal 
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Com.mon floati.n~ aquatic weeds: A. Pis/fa slratiofes, B. LnnM m!Mr, 
C. Lanna pol.Frrhua, D. Azolla pi"n.ala 
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CoIllDlOD .ubmerged rooted aquatic weeds: A. O/tllia alismoitiLs. 
8 . Va/lisnma spiralis 
populations in water. Copper sulphate is one of the well-known 
algicides used for con trolling algae in fil lcrbcds in water 
works. As it is poisonous to lish and zooplankton, it 
cannot be employed in nursery ponds. HO\"'evcr, application 
of COppCI' sulphatc at a daily d ose of 0 .3 pans per million 
parts of water for several days has been reported [0 have 
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Common subme~ed aquatic weeds: C. Hydrilla urlicillata, 
D . iAgarosiphon Rtuburghii 
given sa ti sfactory results in the control of fi lamentous algae, 
without affecting the large fish. 
i\'lcchanical removal of weeds by human labour or by 
weed·cutling machines would appear to be the most salis---
factory method at present in nursery ponds. 
\Vhen labou r is cheap, mechanical removal of weed! 
can be anemptcd in larger waters also. Once the weeds are 
thus removed, a careful wa tch and period ical removal of any 
new sproulin~ plants would effectively keep them in check. 
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A common suhmer~ed aquati c w eed ' Xaias &p. 
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Common s ubmerged aquatic plants: B . Ctratoph)Hll1n demtTs .. m, 
C. Utriclllaria sp. 
c 
Hormone weedicidcs like A'[ethoxont , Agro),:one and 2,4·D 
have all been reported to be effective under certain condi-
tions. <' Dicalox", containing the ethyl ester of 2,4-D , at a 
dose of one ounce per 100 square feet has been reported [Q effe-
ctively destroy submerged weeds like Hydrilla, v,Yaias, Vallisl1eria 
and N)mplua, in about 20 days. '''''hen the dose is doubled, 
the plants a re killed in about 16 days. \ 'Vi th either of the above 
doses, no harmfu l effect has been observed on fish or other 
animal life in the water. 
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When the alkalinity in alkaline waters is first lowered by 
the addition of commercial sulphuric acid (ordinarily not more 
than 10 parts per million of water is required for this) and then 
copper sulphate is applied at 10 parts per million of water, 
lubmerged weeds like HydriUa, Naias and Oul/ia are effectively 
destroyed within 20 days. Copper sulphate alone has very 
little effect on these weeds. Fish, however, are fatally affected 
at the above dose of copper sulphate. 
Sodium arsenitc, though poisonous, has also been success-
fully used for killing surface and submerged weeds. 
CULTIVABLE SPECIES OF FISHES 
A LARGE variety of suitable indigenous species of fishes are available in various parts of India for cultivation 
in ponds. Some exotic species of food fishes have 
also been introduced into this country. The cultural value of 
these fishes varies considerably, depending upon their rela-
tive growtll, size, adaptability to different types of ;vaters, and 
easy availability. 
The large majority of these fishes belong to the group of 
carps which afC utilized for culture. Murrels, a few species of 
catfishes and perches, and a few quick-growing salt water 
fishes are also commonly utilized for cultivation in brackish 
water and freshwater ponds. 
CARPS 
V The common carps of cultural value arc mentioned 
below in the order of their present economic importance . 
.. The Catla (Catla catla). It is commonly called Catla 
in Assam, Bengal, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh; BhakUT in Orissa, 
Thaila in the Punjab; Bo<ha in Andhra; Thoppamu l! in Madras 
and Karakatla in Malabar. Though its natural distribution 
extends only lQ the Godavari river in Andhra Pradesh, it is now 
common in the Kisrna and the Cauvery rivers also. It is the 
• fastest growi ng carp in India. 
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A characteristicall)" deep body with a conspicuous head, 
large upturned mouth, non~rringed lips devoid of barbels and 
a broad dorsal fin with 14 to 16 branched ra" s distinguish 
the adu lt fish and advanced fingerlings. The body is 
ordinarily dull, silver white, but tends to be rather darkish iIi 
weedy waters. The fry , from half to one inch in size, are 
dis tinguished by rhe relatively large head with reddish gills, 
broad dorsal fin with a greyish margi n and the rather pale 
body colour Q\"'i ng to a scarcity of pigment spots. 
Catla is a surface and column feeder and its upturned 
mouth and the large gill rakers are adapted to feeding on the 
numerous organisms floa ting in water. Submerged aquatic 
weeds are not of a ny yaluc as food for Calla. a nd in ponds 
\ ... ·ith an overgrowth of submerged weeds its growth is generally 
unsalisfa crory. Young ones, from the time they begin feeding 
until they reach a length of about 15 to 20 millirnetres, feed 
The Cat" (Catla ,at/a ) 
almost exclusively on water-fieas and other animalcules in the 
water. After tha t stage they a re probably capable of making 
use also of the microscopic plants Boating in the wa ter, though at 
all stages wa ter-fleas and other animalcules in the water consti-
tute an important item of food. 
Catia is reported 10 grow very quick, e\'en up to three (0 
four inches per month. This phenomena l growth may often 
be due to extreme, and perhaps uneconomical, understacking 
in virgin waters. In normally stocked waters: a growth of 15 
to 18 inches in the first year can ordinarily be expected. Catla 
grows to over four feet in length . 
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I f understocked, Calla grows to over 20 inches in length 
in the first year: i t docs nOL, howc\'cr, auain sexual maturity 
at that age. Fish in the second year are ordinarily sexually 
ripe. Specimens 22 months old measuring 18 inches In 
total length and weighing abou t three pounds have been 
observed in ponds ''v-ith the ovaries almost ripe in June. 
They arc, therefore, ready to breed in the third season after 
hatching. 
Calla breeds in rivers during the rainy months of J une 
to August. It docs not breed in ordinary ponds, though in 
certain ponds in Bengal and Bihar, known as bUJ/dh type tanks 
closely akin to the minor irri~a lion tanks of SOllth I ndia, it is 
known to breed during the Sou th -west :Monsoon aru~' sudden 
heavy rains. Early fry arc a\'aiJablc in large numbers during 
J une-J uly in Assam, Benga l and Bi har and during J uly.August 
in O rissa, the Punja b and Andhra , a nd arc collec ted in millions 
and stocked in nursery ponds. 
The Rohu ( Labto rohila ). A \'ery quick-growing carp, 
with almost the same natural distribution a .. Calla and consi-
dered a ta stier fish than any other Indian carp, it is kno ..... n as 
Rolm or Rlli in Bengal, Bihar, Assam, Uttar Pradesh and Punjab, 
Rohi in Ori~sa and B()(ha-ganduT1Ittnu in Andhra, in which State 
it is reported to occur in small numbers in the ri\-er Godavari. 
Like Calla, it has also been transported to the South, hut has 
not yet eS lilblished itself in any of i ts rivers. 
Rohll is easily distingu ished by iLS rel<lli\-cly small or 
pointed head, a lmost terminal mouth with fringed lower lip, 
dull reddi sh scales on th e sides and pink reddish fins. The 
dorsal fin has 12 to 13 b ranc hed rays. The body is marc linea r 
than that of Catla. Young ones 1 to one inch long are 
The Robu ( La heo rohita ) 
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distinguished by their fringed lips, dorsal fin rays and a 
conspicuous vertical, blotch-like dark spot a t the base of the 
tail, \vhich disappears in fingerlings. 
Rohu is a column-bottom-feeder and its ra ther anterior 
fringe-lipped mouth is well adapted to browsing on shallow 
pond boltoms also. Considerable quantities of bottom sand 
or mud, vegetable debris or decaying leaves of aquatic plants, 
planktonic algae, etc., constitute the stomach contents. 
"Vater-fleas and other animalcules are rar ely found among the 
food items consumed, but as in Calla, the young ones com~ 
mence feeding on water-fleas and animalcules. 
Rohu grows very quick, though perhaps relatively a 
Iitlle sI"wer than Calla . A growth of 14 inches to 16 inches 
can norma ll y be expected in the first year in a well stocked 
pond . Sexual maturity is attained towards the end of the 
second year. Rohu grO\ .... s to over three feet in length. 
Like Calla, the Rohu also breeds in the rivers and in the 
bundh type tanks during the monsoons, and its fry are collecr-
ed from these habitats for rearing. 
""The Mrigal (Cirrhina mrigala) . Next in importance to 
Calla and Rohu for cultural purposes is the Al rigal, common 1 
in the major river systems as far south as the Goda\·ari . Locally 
called lv/on' in the Punjab, JVaini in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, 
.AI/rigal in Bengal and .A..ssam, l\tJirikali in Oris~a and 1'"errameen 
The Mrigal (CirrhinQ mrigQ/Q) 
in Andhra, it is easily distinguished by the relatively linear 
bodY, small head with rather blunt snout, terminal mouth 
witl~ thin non-fringed lips, bright silvery body and reddis.h 
fins . T he dorsal fin has 12 to 13 branched rays. The young ones; 
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~ to one inch long, are distinguished by their rather blunt 
snout, thin lips and a rather sma ll. somewha t d iamond-shaped 
dark spot at the base of the (ail, besides the faint greenish tinge 
on the dorsa l aspect of thc body. In sli~htly iargerspccimens, 
the scales at the sides of the body ha\'c their edges pigmented 
dark. The fills also become reddish. 
Jfrigal appears to be a bOllom feeder, though the young 
ones. as soo)n as they commence fceding, lu\\'c the same fee-
ding habits as those of Calla and Ralm. The fingerlings and 
adults take in relatively larger quantities of decaying organic 
and vegetabl e debris, phytoplankton organisms and sand and 
mud t.han in the case of Rohu. The proponion of animal 
matter in the diet is generally poor. The thin terminal lips 
are adapted to picking up things from the mud and fr~m the 
invariable presence of appreciable quantities of sand and mud 
in the gUl, it is presumed that algae in the fresh or decaying 
condition arc also picked up from the bottom . 
. U,igal grows slowe r than Calla or RJlm. I n a pond 
stocked at the rate of about 6,000 fingerlings per acre, an 
ave:rage: size of eigl1l inches may be attained within eight 
months. If the stocking is thinner, quicker growth may be 
expected . The species attains a length of over three feet. 
Like Catla and RfJhu, .\,[rigal becomes sexually mature only 
when aboUl two years old. Fingerlings, however much grown 
in the first year, do not attain maturity, but second year fish 
(third season from hatching) become sexually ripe, even if 
stunted in growth. 
The breeding season and sources of fry are the same as 
those of Gatla and ROM. 
The Kalbasu ( Lab,. calbasu). The Kalbas" occ~rs 
a lmost throughou t India: excepting in :"o.falabar. It is called 
Kalbasu or Kalballs in Bengal, Bihar and Uuar Pradesh, 
A1ahhi in Assam, Kalbaillsi in Orissa, Kalahan in the Punjab, 
JValla Gfllldu Jlunu in Andhra and Kakkamufl in ~vIadras. It docs 
not genera lly occur in large numbers, but whenever available, 
it is stocked in ponds. Though attaining a maximum length 
of 2! feet or more, it is a relatively slow-growing fish. The 
conspicuou~, uniform dark colollr of [he body, the sma ll caper-
ing head with the suuterminal fringe-lipped mOlllh and the 
4:"onspicuous ulack barbels arc its distingl1i~hing characters. 
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Tail portion of f inch to 1.0 inch long lry of A. Catla cotla, B. uhto 
rohita, C. Cirrhina mrtl:oio, D. Labti) calhasu t E. [.abeo bala aDd F. Ci""ina 
mrigaio, showing differences in pigmentation which are visible to the 
unaided eye 
fhe dorsal fin has 12 to 13 b ranched rays as in Rohu and lvfrigal. 
The fry of Kalh asu are easily distinguished from those of o ther 
Indian carps by the ir peculiar pigmentation. \Vhen about 
10 millimetres long, the caudal fin has a t its base a promi-
nent concentration of chromatophores. Slightly larger fry, 
12 to 15 . millimctrcs long, have further conccmrations of pig-
ment at the base of the ta il, at the nape, at the pectoral region and 
a t the base of the dorsal and anal fins. Th e barbels are conspi-
cuously black in colour. 
The Kalba.m feeds on snails and worms at the bo lt om of 
the pond, in addition to the usual algae and other elements on 
wh ich Rohu and Mrigal feed, but the a nimal portio n of 
the die t is generally very small. The early fry of Kalbasu. 
resemble those of Catia a nd other major carps in their feed ing 
habits. . 
\'Vhen only a few specimens of Kalhasu a re kept in ponds, 
the growth is rapid. In well stocked ponds, an average 
annual growth of 10 to 12 inches may be e.xpected in 
the first year. Though often small specimens, about 
8.5 to 9.0 inches long, are sexuall y r ipe there is no di rect 
evidence that they a ttain maturity in the first year . As in the 
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larger species, maturity IS probably attained in the second 
year only. 
The breeding season and the sources or seed are the 
same as in Calla, Rohu and Mrigal. 
T he Fringe-lipped Carp (Lab,o fimbriatus) . Occurring 
chiefly in Madras, Andhra and ~1ysore and extending north 
through Orissa and Bombay lip to the Punjab, L. fimbriatus 
is e.xtensi\·ely used for slOcking ponds in ~'ladras . It is 
known as CheL Ktlldai in ~1adras, Candu A1eenu in Andhra, 
Bahmm in Orissa and Tambra in Bombay. Though a somewhat 
slow-growing fish, it attains a maximum length or over two 
feet (weighing about seven pounds). 
The body is deeper than that of RollII or Kn/basu; the dorsal 
fin has 15 to 18 branched rays, the head is small , both. the lips 
rringed and the body generally yellowish in colour, parti-
cularly in specimens from rivers. The middle rows or scales 
on either side or the body ha\'e reddish central spots. Young 
ones, about 10 millimetres long, resemble the corresponding 
size or Calla, but can be easily distinguished by their relatively 
small head, terminal mouth with thick lips, more unirormly 
distributed d<J.rk pigment on the dorsal fin and the more conspi-
cuous caudal spot. 
L. fimbriatus resembles Ka/basu in feeding habits but 
the long gu t which is often almost double the length of that of 
KaLbasu suggests a more predominantly herbivorous diet than 
the latter. "Mud and sand are invariably round in appre-
ciable quantities in the gut besides planktonic algae and vege-
table debris. Fingerlings have almost the same feeding habits 
as the adults, but the early fry subsist largely on water·fleas and 
other animalcules. 
A maximum growth or 15 inches in the first year has 
been reported , but ir the pond is stocked with a large number of 
fingerlings, the average growth may be less. 
Like other major carps, L. fimbria/us also breeds in the 
rivers during the rainy months, June to September. Even 
when the monsoon rails and extreme summer condi tions pre-
vail, the fish has been reported to breed in the rivers. 
The White Carp (Girrhina cirr,",sa). Indigenous to 
the Cauvery river system in ?·Jadras, C. cirrhosD is the most 
abundant carp in that river. Though Day recorded this fish 
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from the Godavari and the Kistna, i't has not been found in 
recent years in these rivers, where there is no flshery of this 
species. Known as ](""dai or Venkendai in Tamil, it grows to a 
maximum len!1"th of about two feet. 
The rather small head with blnt snou t and thin lip" 
the conspicuous dorsal fin with 14 t 15 branched rays, upper 
margi n concave and the first few rays very elonga[cd, and 
the silvery body with sca les having a red centre except on 
the abdomen, are the distinguishing features. Fingerlings 
resemble the adult except that the first few dorsal fin rays 
arc nOt too elongated and the red spots on the scales have 
not been formed. The life history of the species and the 
distinguishing features of the early or advanced fry are still 
unknO\\'n. 
C . • cirrhcsa appears to be .. a bottom-column feeder 
like the ll1rigal. ~1ud and sand grains mixed with dark muci-
laginous matter form the bulk of the food. Vegetable re-
mains, algal filaments and planktonic algae form about a fourth 
of the gut contents. Animal remains are few. Nlore or less 
similar fceding habits arc found in the fingerlings also. 
It attains 10 to 12 inches in the first year in fairly well 
stocked ponds. It breeds in the rivers during the rainy months 
and fingerlings of different sizes are available from July to 
November. 
The Plg-D1outh Carp (Lab," kontius). Like the 
while carp, L. kOlllius is also a medium size carp, indigenous 
to the Cauvery river system in Madras. Locall y called 
karimulet, kalchel or parmivayi kendai, it has a characteristically 
prominent snout and a somewhat subterminal mouth with 
a fringed lower lip. The dorsal fin has 12 to 13 branched ray •. 
Adult specimens have a deep slaty colour with the scales along 
the sides having a red cen tre. A rather inconspicuous caudal 
spot extending fon\'ard along lhe sides of the body as a distinct 
but th in band of pigment is characteristic of the young ones, 
about an inch and a half long. 
Lahto kontius is a predominantly vegetable feeder, the 
animal part of the food being only about five per c~nt. Sand 
and mud constitute about 30 per cent of the feed and filamen-
tous algae and aquatic macrophytes (decaying) about 33 per 
cent, while the rest of the feed is formed of planktonic algae. 
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The prop.xtion of algae lO sand and mud in the gut contents 
o f the specimens from freshwater ponds appears to be fairly 
high. The- nature of the food consumed and the structure and 
position of the mouth indicate that the species is a boltom and 
column fe eder, browsing on filamentous algae, etc., on stones 
and other objects in the margi nal shallows. 
L. kOlltius attains a maximum length of about two feet. 
Specimens 12 to 14 inches long are sexually mature, and 
in ponds , his size is attained at the end of the first year of its 
life. Like other carps, it breeds in rivers during the rainy 
months (june to August). Laid eggs with a pale transpa-
rent blue tinge are collected in large numbers from the 
Cauvery and Bhavani rivers. They hatch out within 20 hours 
after fertilization. In laboraLO ry aquaria, the hatchLings just 
over five millimetres in length are full y differentiated within 
the next 14 days. They feed voraciously on planktonic crus-
tacea and grow quickly. 
The Reba (Cirrhina reba). Cirrhifla reba is a widely distri-
buted mi nor carp, but has not so far been recorded in ~[a labar. 
It is called nrilljall in 'tadras, elemoose in Andhra, podha in 
Orissa and klzorkfba ta in Bengal and Bihar. Though its 
maximum recorded size is only 12 inches, it is extensively used 
for stocking purposes in !vfadras. 
The characteristic hexagonal scales on the body, the 
lateral dark pigment band on either side and the small taper-
ing head are its distinguishing features. The dorsa l fin has only 
eight to nine branched rays. The fry, 10 to 15 rnillimetres 
long, have three characteristic dark spots at the tail, one at the 
tip of the caudal peduncle and two a t the base of the ta i.l 
proper. A dark pigment band originating on the snout and 
extending up to the tall end_on either side is a lso a distinguish -
ing charac teristic. 
C. reba appears to subsist largely on planktonic algae 
which fonn about 60 per ccnt of the food. Considerable quan-
tities of mud , sand and debris are a lso met with in the gut 
contents . The young ones feed voraciously on zooplankton 
and grow faster than even the young ones ofent/a. The limited 
quantity of decaying leaves and debris found in the gut pro-
bably indicates its more pronounced plankton feeding habits. 
However, as mud and sand are also almost invariably found in 
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the gut, it may be inferred that the fish occasionally feed in the 
marginal shaUows also. 
The Reba (Ciffhina &ba) 
Thotigh a minor carp, C. reba grows fairly quickly and 
by the end of (he first year of life, attains a length of about 
11 inches. It breeds in rivers during the monsoon months~ 
Carp fry collections made from riverine habitats invariably 
contain a large number of fry of C. reba . In Bengal, Bihar-
and Orissa, they are removed from stocking ponds at the fin-
gerling stage. The fully swollen fertilized egg is 2.8 to 3 milli-
metres in diameter and has a pale or light gray tinge. The-
eggs hatch ou t within 15 hours after fertilization at a water 
temperature of 28°, Under laboratory conditions, the hatch. 
lings, about 3.25 millimetres long, are full y differentiated in 
about 12 (0 14 days, provided th,y are adequately fed . 
The Bata (Labeo bala). A medium size carp, a ttaining a 
length of about two feet, it is fairly common in Andhra, Orissa, 
Bengal and Assam. Esteemed as a food fish, it is cultivated in 
ponds along with the major carps. It is known as bala or 
bhangan bala in Bengal, Bihar and Assam and raj podah or raj-
bala in Orissa. 
Adult fish largely resemble Mrigal, but the body appears 
more stumpy with a distinct silvery shine. T he base of the 
scales has a greenish iridescence in fresh specimens. The 
. snout is rather blunt , the lips thin and the mouth \\'ider than in 
Mrigal. There is a characteris [ic conspicuous bluish.green 
shoulder spot on either side of the body at the fi fth·sixth scale. 
The dorsal fin has only 9 to 10 branched rays. The young ones 
resemble Mrigal very much, except that the black caudal spot 
is larger, almost semi.circular, more conspicuous and often 
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deeper in colour than in Mrigal. The shoulder spOt appears 
in specimens over I t inches long. 
The feeding habits of L. bata are very similar to those of 
Mrigal. Being a bottom fish, the gut contents invariably contain 
large quantities of sand or mud, with very little animal matter. 
·Organic d'ebris, including decaying vegetable matter and 
planktonic algae, forms the main item of food. 
Bata grows rather slowly, its average growth being S ' 5 
inches in the first nine months of life in ponds slocked at the 
rate of about 1,500 per acre along with other carps. When 
the population is thin, quicker growth may be expected. Sexual 
maturity is attained" when the fish is 200 millimetres long and 
is at the end of the first year of its life. L. bata also does not 
breed in pOl)ds. During the rainy months, it breeds prolifically 
in rivers and bundhs and the young ones are coHee ted from these 
habitats along with those of major carps. 
The Nageodram /ish (Osuc,hilus thomassi ). Common 
-in the Godavari and the Krishna rivers and attaining a 
maximum length of 24 inches, O. thomassi is uti lized to a 
limited extent for stocking ponds in Andhra . K nown as 
nagendram in Andhra, it constitutes a fishery in the Tunga. 
bhadra river. The conspicuous snout overhanging the mouth, 
the fringed upper lip, la rge pores on the snout, II to 12 
branched ra),s on the dorsal fin which has a dark band, and the 
dark outcr edge of the tail are characteristic features. 
It is reported to be a plankton feeder, subsisting mainly 
on planktonic and filamentous algae and also on some planktonic 
crustacea. It attains sexual maturity in the first year of life 
when it is 9 to 12 inches in length . It breeds in rivers from 
June to September, and fry and fingerlings are usually avai lable 
till the end of December. 
The Sandhkol Carp (Th)"michlhys sandhkol). A medium 
size carp attaining a maximum length of about two feet, 
T. sandhkol ( known as aku chapa in Andhra ) is indigenous 
to the Godavari , Krishna and Tungabhadra rivers, with 
its nearest relations found only in ~1alaya. The rather 
Bat body, prominent head, terminal mouth, thin lips, very 
small scales and silvery sheen of the body are characteristic 
features. The dorsal fin has ani y nine-branched rays. It is 
utilized to some extent for stocking ponds. 
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Planktonic algae predominate in the gu t contents of 
fingerlings and adul ts. However, organic debris, sand grains 
and mud particles are found in appreciable quantities in the 
gut of the majority of specimens. The fish is probably, there-
fore, a column-surface feeder which by virtue of its terminal 
mouth could pick up food from marginal shallows also. 
I t is a slow-growing fish attaining a length of about 12 
inches in the first year, at which size sexual maturity is also 
attained . It breeds in rivers from lune to September. Very 
little is known of the life history and growth of the species. 
The Carnatic Carp (Barbus camalicus). The Carnaltc 
carp has a restricted distribution in the rivers along the base 
of the Niigiris, the Wynaad, the South Kanar. hills, in Madras 
and in Mysore. It is one of the major barbels of the Cauvery, and 
is an e.xcellent sporting fish, attaining a length of over t,,1'0 feet 
and a weight of about 25 pounds. Known as pouri in Madras, 
it is distinguished by the relatively deep body, small head, large 
scales and the distinct greenish body colour, particularly 
on the dorsal aspect. It closely resembles B. hexagonolepis, 
which is also available in the Cauvery. The young ones of the 
two species are distinguished in the field as follows : 
Distinguuhing 
jeaJures 
Caudal spot 
Dorsal fin 
Pectoral and \'enlral 
fins 
Bubel. (2 pairs) 
B. carnaticus (Po!Jri ) 
O.S inch to 2.0 indus long 
Distinct, conspicuous, 
dark 
Not pigmented; eight 
branched rays 
Colourless and transpa-
rent 
Conspicuous, easily visi-
ble to the naked eye 
B. Nxagonokpis (Karambai) 
0.$ inch to 2.0 inchts long 
R ather diffused and in-
conspicuous 
Anterior and outer mar-
gins black Of dark 
grey in colour ; Nine 
branched rays 
OUlermost f ay milky 
white or light yeUow 
in colour 
Rather inconspicuous and 
not so easily visible to 
the naked eye 
B . carnalicus is predominantly a vegetable feeder, animal 
matter constituting one-si.xth of the gut contents. Filamentous 
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algae, leaves of aquatic plants, marginal grass and other vege-
table debris constitute the bulk of lhe feed. Sand grains are rarely 
seen in the gut and so the fish cannot be called a bottom feeder. 
I nsects, and occasionally, fish scales and other fi sh remains may 
also be seen in the gut. It is a voracious feecier, as is very often 
seen from its gorged gut. It appears to be active during the 
night also. 
Sexu:.l maturity is at tained when it is relatively small in 
size. l\1ature oozing males about five inches long and ripe females 
about six inches long are not uncommon. Sexual maturity is 
thus atta ined probabl y during the first year of its life. The 
fish breeds in rivers du ring both the monsoons, June-Jul y 
and November-December. The young ones are collected in 
large numbers from various centres along the CauV'ery and 
Bhavani rivers. 
B . camalicuJ is used for stocking ponds in N[adras. The 
growth, however, is slow; being 9 to 10 inches in the first year 
of life. 
The Chocolate Mahaseer (Barbus htxagollal,pis) : Believed 
to be a species of the Assam- Himalayan streams. B. 
hexagonolepis is found also in the Cauvery river in ~'Iadras . 
It is called katli in Bengal, bakar in Assam and karambai in 
M adras. Specimens 27 inches long and about 10 pounds in 
weight, afC not uncommon in the Cauvery river. They a re 
easi ly distinguished from the allied B. carnaticus by the character-
istic blu ish tinge of the dorsa-la teral region of the body. It 
is an excellent sporting fish caught with ine..xpensive baits 
like bananas, earthworms, oilcake pas te, g rasshoppers, flm .... ers 
of cucumber and aromatic leaves like those of the Tulsi plant 
(Ocimum Sdllclul7I ) . 
Being: a voracious feeder, its stomach a nd gut a rc usually 
gorged with food . Gastropod shells, fil a mentous and pla nktonic 
algae, vegetable debris and sand or mud a re the main items 
encountered in the stom ach. Bottom-feeding near the margina l 
5h a1l0\\ .. s is clearly indica ted. In the early fingerl ing stage, this 
species (karambai ) feeds ma inly on insect larvae, aquatic bee tles 
and fli es. Aquatic vege tation a nd marginal grass constitute the 
main food found in the gut o r advanced fi ngerlings and adu lts. 
The species is used for stocking ponds in l\1atlras , though 
the growth is no t more than nine inches in the first year. As 
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in B. carnaticus, sexual maturity is attained fairl y early in life, the 
males having been reported to become mature even when they 
are only 91 millimetres long. The breeding season is during the 
rainy months. 
The K. , himeen (Barbus dubius) . Known as ko<himetll 
in dras, I his medium-sized carp, attaining a maximum 
length of about two feet, is also used for stocking tanks in 
Madras. It also is indigenous to the Cauvery river system. 
The characteristic tapering bead with a protracted snout, the 
stout rayon the dorsal fin and the general pink colour of the 
body distinguish this species from its allies. 
Bottom-feeding habits are evident in the adults as well as 
fingerlin~, as seen from the gut contents which consist of sand 
and mud along wi th gastropod shells and insects. Adults may 
also feed on planktonic algae. In riverine habitats, young 
ones of B. dub ius feed in shoals along the shallow margins a, 
may be inferred from the shallow pits in the mud made by 
their protruding snouts while in search of worms. 
The fish breeds in rivers during the North-east monsoon 
months and fingerlings are collected during J anuary-February 
for stocking. Very little is known about their rate of growth 
in ponds. 
The Sarana (Barbus sarana) . This is a medium si ~e barbel 
attaining a length or over a foot and is dhtributed through-
out India. It is known as kuruka in Kerala, patljelli in Madras, 
kannaku in Andhra, sarana in Orissa and Bengal, polah in Uttar 
Pradesh, sennu in Assam, juudoori in the Punjab and kudali in 
Bombay. 
Though there is no regular culture of the species, in 
cenain localities, particularly in ~1adras, fingerlings are 
collected ror stocking in ponds. It is a voracious feeder, 
consuming quantities of decaying macro-vegetation, gastropod 
shells, worms, insects and filamentous algae. It breeds ~n 
rivers during the monsoon months but not in ordinary ponds. 
The young ones are caught along with the fry of major carps 
and stocked in ponds. Usually, only a few specimens su rvive 
and grow rapidly, 3tlaining a length of about 10 inches in the 
first 10 months of their lire, and se;,.-ual maturity also at the end 
of this period. 
The young ones, [5 to 30 millimetres long, have a dark 
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caudal blotch and a smaller dark spot on the body dorsally 
at the com mencement of the do"al fin. Barbels are also cons-
picuous. In larger fingerlings the spot at the dorsal fin disap-
pea" while the caudal spot persists. 
The Common Carp (Cypr;IIUS carpio). The Common 
Carp is an exotic fish introduced into India from Ceylon 
in 1939. It is essentially a cold-water fish, but being very 
hardy, it easily adapts itself to warm water conditions of 
the tropics. Originally stocked in-the Nilgi:i Hills in Madras, 
it has now been distributed to other states also. It is a 
major carp, growing to about three fcet in length. Specimens 
weighing up to 32 pounds have been caught in the Vellore Fort 
Moat Farm in Madras. 
Three varieties of the Common Carp are available in 
I ndia. They are: 
1. The Mirror Carp (C. carpio var. specularis ), with .. 
large, shiny yellowish scales over the body, 
2. the Scale Carp (C. carpio var. Commllnis), with rather 
small scales completely covering the body and 
3. the Leather Carp (C. carpio var. Xudus) with scales 
almost completely absent on the body which conse-
q uently has a leathery appearance. 
The Leather Carp is not as common as the other two. 
C. (arpio is an omnivorous feeder with a variety of items 
included in its menu. It browses on the shallow bottom and 
margins, takes in vegetable debris, insects, worms, crustaceans 
and also planktonic algae. They arc active generally in the 
evening in the marginal shallows as may be seen by the consider-
able splashing made at the surface water. The young fry 
feed largely on plankton ic crustacea . 
In upland waters, C. carpio attains sexual maturity at 
the end of the first year of life, when it grows to 15 to 18 inches 
in length and two to three pounds in weight. In the warmer 
waters of the plains also the growth is quick, to the extent of 
about two inches per month. The fish breeds almost through-
out the year with a peak period from January to April. 
Though the species grows rapidly and the gonads mature in 
the warmer waters of the plains, there is so far no record of 
their breeding in them. 
Unlike the major Indian carps, C. carpio breeds in ponds. 
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Being adhesive, the eggs are found sticking to the leaves or' 
submerged aquatic plants. The young ones hatch out within , 
four or five days. The fry a re very hardy and can be trans-
ported under a wide range of conditions . 
The Golden Carp or the Crncian Carp (Carassius 
vulgaris). The Golden carp is also an exotic fish in India, 
introduced from Europe as early as 1874. It is a fine-looking 
fish with a rather deep body covered with bright golden scales. 
The rather small mouth devoid of barbels also distinguishes it 
from C. carpio. It grows to a length of about 18 inches and a 
weight of about three pounds. The species appears to be a 
pure plankton feeder, consuming large number of water-fleas. 
and other. animalcules. It breeds in ponds almost throughout. 
the year wi th a peak period from February to April. Sexu~1 
maturity is attained early in life. The males of over four inches · 
in length are usually fully ripe and oozing, while the females over ' 
six inches in length are likewise sexually ripe. Stripping and 
artificial fecundation of eggs are possible and have beellJ 
successfully aacmpted. The eggs are adhesive as in C. 
carpio and are attached to the leaves of submerged aquatic 
plants. 
The gro\\"lh is rather slow, being only six to eight inches.: 
in the first year. Sexual maturity is probably at tained in the 
first year of life. The species has been reported to have bred 
at the Sunkesula Fish Farm in Andhr. State. 
The Tench or the Doctor Fish (Tinea (inca ). An 
exotic fish like the Common and the English carps, Tench was 
introduced into India as early as 1874. It is a medium size 
carp which in its home waters in Europe) Asia minor and 
western Siberia, is reported to grow to a length of 22 inches. 
and a weight of over seven pounds. Essentially a cold-water 
species, Tench thrives satisfactorily in the Ootacamundl 
Lake in ?vladras and has been reported to have acclimatized' 
and bred in the Sunkesula Fish Farm in Andbra State also. 
The small scales, the rather dark golden-greenish colour 
of the body and the rounded tail are the distinguishing 
features. 
Tench prefers still waters and is generally regarded as 
a bottom fish, A study of the stomach contents of specimens 
from the Ootacamund Lake shows that the fingerlings feed 
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Nam< 'f fish 
T echnical l.o€Q/ 
LAbto gonius COlli ( lkngal ) 
Klmrsa (O rissa ) 
... Couri, (Auam) 0 
Lobeo nandj"a Nandin (Bengal) 
Labeo dunumnri Thooli (Malabar) 
LabeD sp . Partl (Mad ras) 
OTHER INDIGENO US CARP S 
Maximum size 
auaitl4d 
Qv(:r two feet 
About three feet 
About 18 inches 
Over t\vo fee t 
A1aximum growlh 
In OTll year 
10 to 12 inches 
Region where 
available 
The Punjab, Bengal, 
Ori!l!l3, A5!lam, Ut-
tar Pradesh and Bi-
h .. 
Nort he rn nengal and 
Assam 
K crru a, South Kan-
ara,-Bombay 
M adras 
Source Breeding stilSOn 
Majo r rivers , June-August 
do. 
Rivers July-August 
Cauvery rive r do. 
appreciably on planktonic crustacea and the adults on insects, 
vegetable debris, algal filaments and pla nktonic algae, though 
planktonic crustacea still continue to be an item of food . Early 
fry are almost exclusively zooplankton feeders. 
Tench breeds freely in the Ootacamund Lake, the peak 
period being February to April. Stripping a nd artificial 
fecundation are possible and have been successfully attempted . 
Sexual maturity is a ttained at a relatively small size, the 
smallest mature male and female specimens so far encountered 
being 5.2 inches and 6.2 inches, respectively, in total length . 
As the eggs are very sticky, they are easily attached when laid 
to the leaves of submerged aquatic plants. The eggs hatch out 
in five to SLX days. T he groWtJl is rather slow, being' six to 
eight inches in the first year . 
Other indigenous carps. There are a few other 
carps besides the species detailed above which could be 
util ized for stocking purposes (sec page 40) . 
Though these are large or medium size carps, their 
utility for purposes of pisciculture is yet to be stud ied . 
SALT-WATER FISHES 
The fish seed resources of brackish \vaters offer a n easy 
means of meeting the increasing demand for fish seed for 
stocking inland waters, fresh and brackish. There are several 
species of salt water fishes the young ones of which are available 
in various seasons of the year in shallow creeks and lagoons all 
along the coast. Elaborate methods have been developed, 
particularl y in Madras, for quick accl imati7ation of selected 
brackish water fish seed to fresh water conditions. The natural 
history of the important species now utilized for stocki ng inland 
waters is brieny discussed below. 
v The Milk Fish (Chonos challos) . Chanos, which grows 
to about fOllr fee t in length J is one of [he common marine fishes_ 
frequ ently occurring a long the coast J in es tuaries and in back. 
waters. I t is called poomee1l in Kerala, ku.:hal or paalmetn in 
¥adras and paaluchapa konisalu in Andhra. It is extensively 
cultivated in brackish·\'.-ater ponds in the Philippines. In 
India J CharlOs fry are collected in considerable n umbers from 
coastal creeks J particularly in the Gulf of Manaar, and stocked 
in inland fresh waters_ 
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In fresh water, the fish is predominalll ly a plankton feeder, 
though in the brackish \ ... aler ponds in Indonesia and the 
Philippines it has been found to subsist mainly on filamentous 
green algae. It has been shown that to a certain degree it can 
adapt itself to live on any kind of avai lable food in its environ· 
ment, even if it results in some structural modification in the 
alimentary system. 
The spawning habits and spawning grounds of Chano! are 
yet to be discovered. However, millions of fry are caught 
every year from the tidal creeks near Pamban, Pulicat, Ennore, 
Covelong, Chunampet, Adyar, Cuddaiore, Porto Novo, 
Muthupet, Tuticorin, etc., in :Madras, Coondapoor and. Tarakka l 
0'.' the West Coast, and in almost all the tidal creeks along the 
Andhra coast. April , May and J une constitute the peak 
period for collecting fry. The transparen< larvae, 13 to 15 
millirnetres long, can be directly transferred from salt water 
to fresh water and transported by rail O\'cr a period of 12 to 18 
hours without heavy mortality. Early fingerlings do not appear 
to be as hardy as the early fry, as is seen from records of morta· 
lity during acclimatization and transpon. 
Chano! is reported to grow quicker in fresh water than 
is salt or brackish water. I n India, the maximum growth 
reported in the firs t year is 15 inches in salt water, 19 inches 
in brackish water and 25 inches in fresh water. The rapid 
growth, the non-predacious habits and the rich fla\'ou r of its 
flesh are features that favour its extensive cultivation. 
The Pearl Spot (Elropills SlIraltllS;s ). Eiropllls suratel/sis, 
belonging to the Cichlid family , with its nearest relatives 
in Africa and Madagascar, is a brackish-water perch 
indigenous to India and Ceylon. In I ndia, it is confined to 
Peninsular India-Travancore-Cochin, '.:\1alabar and South 
Kanara along the West Coast, and as far north as the Chilka 
Lake on the East Coast. It occurs in estuaries, back waters 
and creeks as also in fresh-water ponds. It is called karimeen 
in Kerala, sethakmdai in :Madras, duvvtllachapa in Andhra and 
kundal in Orissa. 
The deep, laterally compressed body a nd dark greenish, 
scales with occasional pearl -like white spots on them and a 
series of vertical dark bands are charac teristic features. 
-Fingerlings up to I! inches long have. a conspicuous eye spot 
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(ocellus)'on the hind part of the dorsal fin. ~dvanced fry have 
a series of vertical dark pigment bands on either side of the 
body and a spot on the caudal peduncle. 
Pearl Spot is essentially a vegetable feeder subsisting 
mainly on fi lamentous algae, aquatic macro-vegetation and 
planktonic organisms. vVorms, shrimps and insect larvae 
oftcn form appreciable portions of its feed. It is known to 
feed on fresh sewage also. The young ones feed almost exclu-
sively on zooplankton and the advanced fry take in plenty of 
aquatic insect larvae, but when they are about f inch long or 
upwards, they begin to feed on filamentous algae and other 
vegetable matter. EtropLus is known to have a special liking for 
the hair weed (Spirogyra). 
Though essentially a brackish-water fish, Pearl Spot is 
equally at home in fresh water and breeds freely in both, 
The Pearl Spot (Etroplus suraunsis ) 
almost throughout the year, with a peak period during Decem-
ber-February. Sexual maturity is attained \ .... hen at a length 
of about ' six inches. The males are generally larger than the 
females. 
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During the breeding season, the breeders swim about in 
pa irs (male and female), selecting sui table sites in shallow water 
for hreeding. Eggs are a ttached to submerged objects like 
bricks, stones, twigs and pla nks and are guarded by the 
parcnts. Fecundity is fairly high, judging from the number of 
eggs (a bout 2,000) seen in each patch of egg mass. The 
brownish laid eggs are 2 m. X I m. in dimensions and 
ha tch ou t within three to five days of laying. The parents 
zealously guard their offspring for about a month , by which 
time they grow to about! inch in size. They seem to grow fairly 
rapidly as in about eight to nine months they attain sexual 
ma turity a nd a length of six to seven inches. T hey grow to 
over a foot in length and over three pounds in weight. 
Pearl Spot is hardy and thrives well in various types 
of wa ters such as are found in irriga tion wells, domestic ponds, 
step-wells a nd temple tanks. As it thrives and breeds even in 
ornamental cisterns, it has been acclimatized to inland waters 
in many parts of the country including Bombay, Bengal, 
Hyderabad, ~Iysore and Coorg where it appears to have 
established itself. 
Though a hardy fish, the fry and fingerlings do not stand 
direct transfer from sa lt water to fresh water. For uti lizing 
the vast brackish water seed resources for stocking fresh walers, 
the fry and fingerlings have to be acclimatized to fresh water 
by the gradual lo~vering of the salt content of water. It has 
been found that with half a day's conditioning in the natural 
habita t a nd half a day's stay in each of the three grades (quarter , 
half and three quarters fresh water) of salt and fresh water, the 
fish can be acclimatized without any mortality. 
Fi ngerl ings from fresh wa ler nettcd out from ponds and 
directly put in hWldies without any conditioning have been found 
to sta nd t ra nsport of over a thousand miles by rai l. The finger-
lings and breeders collected from the brackish wa ter in the Chilka 
Lake were found to stand direct transfer to fresh water and 
could be transported to Cuttack (over 80 miles) with negligible , 
morta lity 
Pearl Spo t is an es teemed food ftsh. Its non-predacious 
habits and c~sy adaptability to different kinds of waters a re 
useful features for its successful culti va tion in ponds. The 
s[rong s pi~es on lhe dorsal and ana l fin s :ue to some extent 
defensive in nature and the medjum·size predators are generally 
incapable of doing appreciable hann to Pearl Spot. 
The Grey Mullet (Mugil cephalus). Among the score 
or so of species of grey mullets found in the Indian waters, M. 
cephalus is perhaps the largest and the most widely distributed. 
It is called thirutha in Kerala and chaala madavai in l\'ladras. 
The disti nct greenish colour of the body, the conspicuous blue 
patch at the base of the pectoral fin and the more or less 
constant dark patch on the edges of the tai l are character-
istic features of the species. The young ones of this mullet, 
along with those of other species, often abound in shallow 
brackish water creeks and lagoons, the season of availability 
varying to some extent in different places. 
Filamen tous and planktonic algae, vegetable debris 
and mud are generally found in the gut of th e grey 
mullet , which feeds at the bOltom in shallow expanses 
where the algae are picked up together with mud and sand 
particles. 
The young Qnes can be acclimatized easily to fresh water 
conditions both in the natural habita t where when given free 
access to fresh water areas lhey migrate into lhem, and artifi· 
cially by sui table dilutions of brackish water. The growth is fai rly 
rapid, about 16 inches in one year in brackish waler (Narakkal 
Farm, Travancore.Cochin), 12 inches in 14 mOnlhs and 24-
inches in two years in some of the Madras fresh waters. Speci-
mens weighiloci three to six pounds have been obtained from the 
Vellore ~Ioat Fish Farm in ~1adras. M. ctphalus is extensively 
cultivated in brackish water ponds in the Philippines a nd in 
fresh waters along wi th carps in China and J apan. I t grows to 
about three feet in length. 
Of the common grey mullets, 1t;[. seheii, 1\1. lroscheli and 
M . waigiensis are a lso more or less easily acclimatized to fresh 
water. Acclimatization of mullet fry and fingerlings and 
their stocking in inland fresh waters are a routine prac tice in 
Madras. 
The' Freshwater Grey Mullet (Mugil corsula). One 
of the medium size grey mullets, attaining a length of about 
18 inches, All. corsula is common in es tuarine and brackish waters 
in Bengal and Orissa and also far above the tidal influence in the 
Ganga and the Mahanadi river systems. Unlike o ther mullets, 
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it is essentially a surface fish, which has developed aerial vision 
and swims at the surface with the eyes and the adjoining 
region of the head projecting out of water. The food and 
feeding habits of NI. corsula are more or less simi lar to those 
of o ther mullets, consuming mainly as it does bottom mud, 
algae, insects, etc. The young ones voraciously feed on 
planldonic crustacea. 
iH. corsllla breeds in brackish as well as fresh waters. 
Unlike most other mullets, it breeds from May to September, 
with a peak period during June-July, corresponding to the 
South-west Monsoon. The eggs are pelagic or semi-pelagic, 
0.90 to 1.035 millimetres in diameter, and hatch Ollt within 
16 to 18 hours after lert ilization. The hatchlings are a 
Ettie over two millimetres in length and float on the water 
surface. Larvai and post-larval stages are · often caught in 
appreciable numbers in carp fry collection nets along with fry 
of carps. They are active and swim about on the surface with 
a characteristic motion of the rather darkish tail region . 
lvI. corsula is of len cultivated, though in small numbers, 
in ponds along with carps. No reliable data on its growth in 
fresh \vater arc, however, available. Specimens eight to nine 
inches long are sexually mature . 
• The Cock-up (Lales calcaTifer ). This most popular 
game and table fish is an estuarine or brackish-water perch 
commonly found in coastal waters. It grows to a maximum 
length of five feet. I t is known as narimetn in Kerala, ~oduva 
in Madras, pandugopa in Andhra, blulki in Bengal and khajuTa 
in Bombay. 
Lates is a highly carnivorous fish and Lives on o ther ruhes, 
prawns, shrimps and snails. 
It can tolerate wide ranges of salinity of water, ascend 
the rivers and get natu rally acclimatized to fresh water, where 
it attains a length of about I8 inches in the first year. Breeders 
range from 20 to 24 inches in length and breeding occurs 
probably during the cold season. The young ones can be 
acclimatized to fresh water. 
On account of its predatory habits, this species is not used 
for stocking with carp, although in Bengal a few specimens of 
bhetki are deliberately introduced into carp ponds in the belief 
that the carps ",..-ill have ample run a nd exercise in escaping 
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their predators. In the salt-water bheries in Bengal, the species 
is cultivated on a small scale. , The successful cultivation of 
Latts will depend upon lhe number and qualily of forage fish 
present in a pond or bred for the purpose. 
The Indian Tarpon (Megalops cyprinoides). This is a 
medium-size food and game fish of the coastal region, 
migrating into the adjoining inundated tanks and ponds 
during the ra.iny months. It is called vaalathall in Kerala, 
1J1fJlaankendai in Madras, kallnangi in Andhra and 1Ulharm in 
Orissa. It grov,,'s to about two feet in length. 
Tarpon is a predator, feeding largely on shrimps, insects 
and young fish. In addilio.n LO lhe above, lhe fingerlings feed 
also on planktonic crustacea and algae. Though it grows 
well in fresh water, it does not breed in ponds. Sexual maturity 
is attained when it is about 10 inches long. Breeding grounds 
and earl y life histm')' of the species are not known . Flat, 
ribbon-shaped, leptocephalus-like young ones, 26 millimetres 
long or smaller, found on the coast in large numbers during 
June-July and Kovember-December, enter brackish waters. 
They arc extremely hardy and can, therefore, be transferred 
directly to fresh water without any casualty. The fingerlings, 
A collection of ribbon-shaped yOUDS' of the Indian 
Tarpon-Mtgalops cyprinoidts (tran. parent when alive ; 
turned opaque white on fudng) 
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however, are less hardy and suffer fairly heavy mortality even 
when gradually acclimatized to fresh water. 
The growth in freshwater ponds is fairly rapid and a 
length of 1:2 to 16 inches may be anained in the first year 
of life. 
LIVE FISHES 
These comprise an important group of extremely hardy 
fresh· water fishes brea thing atmospheric air directly by means 
of specialized accessory respiratory organs. As the flesh of 
some of these fishes is reported to possess highly nutritive, 
recuperative and medicinal properties, the live fishes are often 
in high demand and fetch a high price. All the indigenous 
species a re predatory in habit and thrive in natural weedy 
waters of a semi-marshy nature. The exotic Gourami 
(Osphrollmlus gorami) is an exception. J n India, no well-
organized scientific method of cu ltivation of these fishes IS 
practised a t present. A brief account of the natural history of 
the more important species 3rc given below. 
The Gourami (Osphrontmus gorand) . This is an exotic fish 
introduced into India from Java and I\-fauritius, and \ .... hich 
has established itself fairly well in ~Iadras, including 
the Cauvery ri ver system. Considered the best fresh-water 
table fish in the 'world , it is a hardy fi sh that thrives in a variety 
of ",'aters. From ~,fadras it has now been introduced into other 
states in India where it has successfully bred. 
Being primarily a vegetarian fish in its natural habitat, 
the Gourami su bsists largely on aquatic plants like water.lilies, 
lotus, submerged weeds, surface creepers , marginal grasses and 
algae. Insects, shrimps, worms, etc., found on aquatic 
vegetation have also been fou nd in its stomach occasionally. 
Under captivity, it can be fed on meat , ftsh, prawns and eggs. 
Gourami breeds almost throughou t the year. Eggs 
are laid in a fairly large nest made out of aquatic weeds and 
marginal grass. The nests arc generally made amidst weeds 
at the shallow margin where the deplh of water does not exceed 
a foot. In ponds devoid of weeds, artificial facilities for nest· 
building mil)' be provided by introducing bits of dry palm leaf 
or fibres . The nests are guarded by the parents. About 500 
to 3,000 eggs are laid. Theyare large, spherical and 2.2 to 2.4 
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millimetres in diameter, and hatch out within 10 days of being 
laid. The batchlings which at first float on the surface, cling 
on to weeds and grow to fingerling size (three inches long) in 
The Gou.rami (Osphronmws gora"") 
about three months. The growth thereafter is rather slow, a 
length of eight to nine inches being attained at the end of the 
first year. 
As parental care is restricted, the hatchlings arc helpless 
and have practically to fend for themselves. In natural ponds 
where other fishes may also be present, the number of fry and 
fingerlings of Gourami will be limited, as a good number will be 
preyed upon by predatory and other fishes. If tbe fry are 
segregated soon after hatching in the pond and carefully fed 
on zooplankton, almost all of them survive and reach the 
fingerling size. 
The COIlUllOD Murre! (Ophiuphalu.r striatUJ). Murre! 
forms the bulk and mainstay of the pond fisheries in several 
parts of peninsular India. It is regarded as an excellent table 
fish in the Punjab, Madhya Pradesh, H yderabad, Mysore 
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and Travancore-Cochin, and is more highly priced and in 
greater demand than carps. 
Of the several species commonly found in the [ndian 
waters, O. sLriatlis is perhaps the commonest and, economi-
cally, the most important. The different species of murrels 
resemble each other closely_ A fi eld key based on external 
characters and colou;;'is given below (sec page 52) 10 fa cilitate 
their correct identification. 
Being a predator, Afurrel feeds on minnows, minor 
carps, major carp fingerlings, insects, frogs, and other live food. 
Early fry of Murrel probabl y largely feed on zooplankton and 
I the fingerlings mainly on insect larvae and young fish if 
available. 
A catch or almost 100 p er cent mumls (0. slriatur) 
from one of the natural pa ddy field ponds in Cran· 
ganore, Cochin 
O. stria/us breeds in ponds almost throughout the year 
with a peak period immediately preceding and during the 
monsoon months. Sexual maturity is a ttained at a length of 
about 9A or 10 inches. The Hoating eggs are laid in nests 
which ; rc mere clearings made among shallow, marginal 
weeds. Both the parents guard the nest in which the eggs hatch 
out within 2+ to 40 hou"s after fertilization. Larval develop-
ment is \'cry quick and a length of over 31 mill imetrcs, on an 
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average, is attained within 18 days after hatching. In natural 
ponds under limited forage conditions, the young one grows 
to a length of 10 to 12 inches a t the end of the firs t year. Under 
favourable conditions, a quicker growth of up to 19 inches 
has been recorded . ~ 
The Large Murrel ( Ophictphalus marulius). Probably 
the largest among the murrel5, O. maruiiuJ attains a length 
of about four feet and is found almost throughout India. 
It prefers large pi eces of waters like lakes, reservoirs and 
The ~e Murre] (OphiupJuzJuJ marulius-advanced fingerllnc') (top) and 
the KDravai Murre! (Op.liClphalw PunctQtUI) 
swamps, though it is also found in rivers. It does not 
breed in small ponds. It is so highly predacious, even 
cannibalistic, that ''''hen stocked in confined waters like irri-
gation wells, the survival is limited to only a very few or often 
only one. Even carps in the first year arc preyed upon 
by this Mllrrel. 
It breeds from April to June, and the breeding habits 
. are similar to those of o. striatus. The young ones grow fast, 
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Disti"guuhlnl 
!t1J1Ur6J 
Dorsa l fin rayt 
Anal fin ray. 
Scales rro m , nout 
10 dorsal fin 
Pectora l fin 
Dotty colo ur-
aduhs 
Bod y colour-
young One, 
Maximum size 
attained 
FIELD KEY FOR INDENTmCATlON OF COMMON MURRELS 
• O. mllruliw • • O. s l ritll lU ' • O. J'UflClallU I 
45 to 55 37 to 45 29 to 32 
20 to 36 23 to 26 21 to 23 
15 to 16 18 to 20 12 
Plain , no t spo tted or Plain, not spo tted or st ri ped Plain, not spo tt ed o r striped 
striped 
Dark brown or green- Vcry dark b rown above lal l'- Drown on the ha ck. li ghtt' r 
i.d) grry above:: latc- ral line; anti continuing be- be neath ; dull or dirt y }'dluw 
ral linc; dull while low the line all irregula rl y ground colour; clark Spo l S on 
below; dark spots on shapccJ steaks ohlique anll ro- body; rarely vert ical band~ 
.ides uglil y para llel , lower half yel-
lo w or p a le pink 
wid e orange red firoad , latera l reddish orange nla cki.~h w o und colou r ; lut e-
ban I On each side; band rrorn e ye to (ail; iris gol- ra l, bright gold"n yel low 
O cell us- a hrown d e ll with a red nll ~ h : bright band; y,ollow ~pu l o n snou t; 
51'01 su rrounded by golden ocdpit a l pui nt ; bas.;; of base of lin not black 
paler dng at u pper anal flU black all along 
half of base of tail 
Four feet Over two feet 
I 
About a foot 
• O. ,achy" I 
32 to 37 
21 to 23 
12 
V ertica lly ~t rirf·d. yellow and 
dark alt ernating 
Brown o n the back. light er 
lw lllw lataal line, becoming 
distinct ly hlu u.h. No spots; 
rarPlv ",on ic.;d b:mc.Js forward-
Iy sloping 
T wo d ark brown ho ri1:ontal 
bands on e ither s ide. wilb 
li g ht er pigmelltt d a rea in be-
( " ' CC II the t wo bauds ; ;n 
la rgtOr frt a cn nlipic uo us ocd-
Ius at 11C hind end of the 
dorsal 6n may be prescnt 
About eight il1cllt~' 
attammg a length of about 26 millimetres by the 19th-
21st day after hatching. A maximum growth of about 30 inches 
at the end of 'he firs, year of its life is on record . 
The Kor.vai Murrel ( OPhicep""lus punctatus) . This is 
one of the smaller species of the genus attaining a foot 
in length and subsisting largely on small fishes, aquatic 
insects, micro·crustacea, shrimps and, occasionally, molluscs. 
T he young ones feed almost exclusively on planktonic 
crustacea and insects. 
Breeding season and habits are similar to those of O. 
Itriatus. Very little is known about its growth, hu t sexual 
maturi ty is probably a ttained in the first year of its life as in 
O. striatus. 
Of the other species of the genus, O. gachua is of 
very limited economic significance, while OUf information 
on the life habits of O. stewarti, O. micropeltis and O. 
amphibiUJ is extremely meagre though these species attain a 
fairly large size and are of potential value for cultural 
operations. 
The Cllinbing Perch ( Anabas testudineus) . Widely 
distributed throughout India and also in the South-east Asian 
countries, A. testudineus grows to a ma.ximum length of about 
nine inches and is a highly esteemed food fish in several places, 
fe' ching a higher price than the best carp. Though preda-
tory in nature, it is not highly piscivorous and does very 
little harm to carp fingerlings over four inches in length. 
Though the young ones feed voraciously on micro-crustacea 
and insects, the adults are predominantly wsectivorous, though 
shrimps, ostracods, gastropod shells and young fisb are also 
taken. 
The breeding season and habits are similar to tbose of 
the murrels. Under favourable conditions, it attains sexual 
maturi ty in the first year of its life. 
The Singhi ( Htleropnuestes fossilis) . This is a common 
catfish with accessory respiratory organs and, therefore, able 
to breath e atmospheric oxygen. It is available throughout 
India and attains over a foot in length. Though not as 
highly priced a food fish as Anabas or Alurrel , its flesh is 
supposed to have invigorating qualities. The fish is very much 
dreaded for its poisonous pectoral spines which can inflict 
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very painful wounds leading to local inBammation and even 
fever. 
It is predacious in habit but not markedly piscivorous. 
Insects, ostracods, worms, algal matter, organic debris 
and fish and fish remains constitute the main items of food. 
Varying quantities of mud or sand arc also oftcn taken in. It 
breeds during April-June but very little is known of its life 
history or growth. 
The M.gur (C{arias balrachus) : This is another catfish 
with habits very similar to that of Singhi but not so common 
as the latler, though found throughout India and growing 
to a much larger size. Being an esteemed food fish , it is 
always in high demand and fetches a good price. As in Singhi, 
the pectoral spines of Magur can also inAict painful wounds. 
Magur is a predator like Singhi but not so markedly 
PlSClvorous. N[edium size specimens have been found to take 
prawns in appreciable numbers, aquatic insects and their larvae 
and sand or mud occasionally mixed with algal filaments. 
The fish breeds in ponds during April-June but very little 
is known about its life history or growth in different types of 
environments. 
OTHER FISHES OF CULTURAL VALUE 
Besides the carps, salt-water fishes and live fishes dealt 
with above, there arc a few others which are valued for cul-
ture. The most important of these are the Feather-back, 
Notopterus ,hilala, and the catfishes Wallago aUu, J.\1ysJUJ seeng-
hala, and Pangasius pangasius. 
The Chital (Nolopterus chila{a). This is the largest of the 
three species of the genus found in India, confined to the 
major river systems like the Indus, the Ganga, the Brahmaputra 
and the Mahanadi. It grows to over four feet in length and 
is considered a tasty fish in several places. The laterally 
compressed deep body with the characteristic dorsal hump, 
small head, very long anal fin conti nuous with the tail and 
the blotch-like markings on the sides of the body, particularly 
at the hind region, are distinguishing features. 
The adult Chi/a{ is a predatory fish which subsists mainly 
on small fish . In the early fry stage, it feeds voraciously on 
carp fry and aquatic insect larvae. The fish breeds in confined 
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waters, attaching the eggs to submerged objects. The parents 
are reported to guard the nest. The young ones grow quickly; 
attaining a length of about 12 inches within 60 to 70 days. 
The species is neither cultivated at present nor is any-
thing known about its cultural possibilities. 
The Freshwater Shark ( Wallago allu). One of the 
largest of the freshwater catfishes attaining a length of 
about six feet, l-V. atlu is widely distributed all over India. It 
is highly predatory in nature and is extremely destructive to 
carps. I ts large mouth, well-armed with teeth, enables it to 
successfully attack and destroy even medium size carps. 
A variety of items including even limbs of human beings has 
been observed in its stomach. Wallago breeds in rivers during 
the rainy months. It is reported to attain a length of about 
30 inches in the first year of its life. 
On account of its predacious habits, this species should 
be carefully removed from carp ponds. No attempts appear 
to have been made to culture this quick-growing species in 
ponds on scientific lines. 
The Catfish (Mystus setnghala). This is another of the 
larger riverine catfishes found almost throughout India in 
the major river systems and connected waters. It attains a 
length of about six feet and is in still greater demand than 
W. allu as a food fish. 
The fish is a predator with marked piscivorous tendencies, 
Barbus .fi am mtorus and Ci"hina reba having being found most 
frequentl y in its stomach in the Cauvery river. Insects and 
their larvae, crustaceans, gastropods and very rarely aquatic 
weeds are also consumed. 
The fish breeds in rivers as , .. 'ell as in ponds during April 
to Jul y. Its breeding habits are peculiar in that a sort of nest 
in the form of a depression is made at the bottom by scoop-
ing out the earth. The eggs are laid in this nest and are 
guarded by the parents. Very little is known about the 
developmen t and grO\vth of the species. 
The Pangas (Pallgasius pangasius). This is yet another 
of the common major riverine catfishes attaining a length of 
about four feet and found all over India. It is a predatory 
fish in its natural haunts, but unlike ~Vallago and My.rlus, 
it seems to live largely on gastropods whose shell·remains 
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appear to constitute the largest single item among.t its stomach 
contents. As many as 400 shells have been found in the 
stomach of a specimen 24 inches long. The remains of 
insects and flsh have also been found in addition to a small 
proportion of vegetable matter. The fingerling. are almost 
completely insectivorous. 
The fish breeds during the monsoon months. Very 
little is knc· ..... n about its cultural possibilities although it is 
reported that in certain parts of East Bengal this catfish 
is introdu(.ed into carp.stocking ponds. Its marked partiality 
to a moll uscan diet may be utilized to control the excessive 
multiplication of molluscs in ponds and reservoirs, though its 
piscivorous habits have to be given due consideration. 
FOOD AND FEEDING HABITS OF FISHES 
FOR successful fish farming, a thorough knowledge of the feeding habits of the selected species of [15h is essential 
to clIsurc that all available food in the pond is used by 
the species stocked. As the food resources in ponds are 
varied, as also the kinds of fish and their fceding habits, a 
judicious combination of species for rearing would achieve 
this object. 
The majority of our commercial carps are omnivorous 
and draw thei r sustenance from more than one source of food 
in lhe pond. Among the major carps, Calla is primarily a 
planklon feeder, and is, therefore, con fi ned to the upper column 
or surface layers, while Rohu and Alrigal feed at the bottom . 
T he mai n items of food are given in the T able on page 57 
as shown by an analysis of the gu t con tents of a large 
number of Calla, Ronu and klrigal in the various stages of 
their growth. 
Our knowledge about the food and feed ing habits of 
our cultivated fishes is still very limited. All available infor-
mation is summarized and given on pages 59 to 61 to enable 
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FOOb CONSUMED BY TJtE MAJOR INDIAN CA1U's. CAT1.A, ROlltJ AND M1UGAL DUIUN~ vARtous STAGES 
Avnage percentage of items of fooa germolly tfteountereti in I~ stomath and gul 
Na"" ./ fob Length in millimdres Uniul/ul" I Filam .. taus 
I 
I'egdable I Animal<.l" Insects 
I 
Sand or 
alglU alga, debris and watt, mud 
fleas 
Calla calla (Cut/a) 11. 0 to 20. 0 100 
- 3.0 87.0 
- -
21.0 10 40 .0 9.9 
-
2 .5 87 .b 
- -
4 1 010100 0 10. 0 
- 18.5 70 .0 
-
1.5 
IO 1.0 and longer 8 . 3 0 . 7 38 .0 44.1 
-
8.9 
1.46,0 ,ohita ( Rollu) 11 .0 to 20 .0 
- -
20 .0 60 .0 
-
20 . 0 
2 1.010 40 .0 14.9 4 0 7 .0 37 .1 
- 37 .0 
41 .0 to 100 .0 14.0 12 5 41.5 18.0 
-
14. 0 
10 1.0 and longer 27 .9 0.7 56.0 0 .5 0 .4 14.5 
Cirrhina mrigala (Mrital ) It.Oto 20 .0 19 .0 2 .0 26 .9 33 . 5 
-
18 .6 
21 .0 to 40 .0 22.3 3 .0 43 .0 15.2 
-
16 .5 
41 .0 to 100.0 25 .0 
-
55.0 
- -
20 .0 
100 .0 and longer 26 .2 6 . 7 45 5 
- -
21 . 6 
- --
the fish farmer to select the right species of fish which can 
use the maximum food resources available in his P Jnd . 
Several of the cultivated species of carps have very similar 
feeding habits, the bulk or, at least, ~n appreciable part of 
food consum.d being sand and mud with decaying vegetable 
debris. T hese fishes are non· predators with toothless jaws, 
and cannot, therefore, bite their food. They can, however, 
swallow fooj which is crushed with a se t of tee th at the 
throat before it is passed down into the stomlch. They have 
certain structural adaptations su ited to their peculiar feeding 
habits. 
Catla has a slightly upturned mouth which enables it to gulp 
in quanti lies of water which are filtered through its gi ll s, all 
the particulate organisms which give it sustena nce being 
retained. It seems generally incapable of picking up food 
from the bottom of the pond or of browsing on weeds. 
In Rohu the mouth is a litt le sub-terminal in position with 
thick fimbriated lips. The structure of the gill rakers shows that 
they are not adapted to filtering minute plankton organisms. 
The structure and position of the mouth and lips arc adapted 
to sucking out the debris from the bottom and for browsing 
on weeds. 
In i\t/r igal and Bala, the mouth is clearly terminal with 
thin lips, enabling them to pick up the bottom mud and debris 
easily. The gill rakers are ill-adapted for filtering water and 
retaining particulate organisms. 
These differences in the structure of the mouth and the 
intestine appear only in the earl y fingerling stage. The 
highly coiled intestine, characteristic of the adult fish, seems 
to be formed later when the baby fish, with its straight tube-
like intestine resembling that of adul t predatory fishes, changes 
its feeding habits. There is hardly any difference in the 
position of the mouth also in the tender fry of most of the 
cultivated species of carps. That the baby fish are exclusively 
animal plankton feeders in the fi rs t few days of their life is 
proved by the structure and position of their mouth and 
intestine. As the young fish grows, the intestine becomes 
more and more coiled, and with this change the position of 
the mouth also shifts. Feed ing habits thus differ a t different 
stages. 
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NATURAL FOOD CONSUMED BY THE IMPORTANT FRESHWATER FOOD FISHES OF INDIA 
( M entioned in the order of importanti') 
8ped e. of fish 
Catta eal/n 
LAbta roMla 
Labea ca/basu 
Labea fimbrialw 
Lab,a /(on/jus 
uhto gonius 
LAb,. nandina 
..!jeo balo 
f ry 
Ani m1.1 cu lcs 
and 
wa ter-fleas 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do . 
do. 
Major item s of food cODSiuned by 
fingerling. 
\ ' 'ater-fleas, a few p lankton ic a lgae 
and some vcgctahlc d ebris 
Vegetable debris, microscopic 
p lants, few water-fl eas, debri!l 
and mud 
Vegetable debris and microscopic 
p la nts (mainly), few waler-fleas, 
detritus a nd mud 
do. 
Filamentous algae a nd rOiling leaves 
o f aquatic plants, uni ce ll u lar a lgae, 
losect remains, detritus and mud 
Vegeta ble d ebris, unicellular a lgae, 
d etritu s and mud 
No d eta il ed study made 
adult. 
'vV ate r-A ea3, vegetab le d eb ris includ-
ing 30me algae 
V egeta ble (leb ri:>"J mic ro!';copic 
plant3, d e tritus and mud 
Vegetable d cbrir. mi croscopic 
p lants, d etritus and mud 
do. 
R o tting leaVe:!: o r aquatic plan ts, 
d etritus a l,<I mud , insect remains, 
a lgac 
V egel: b !e matter, microscopic 
p lants, detritus and mud 
No detailcd study made 
R etnark. 
M ai nl y plankton 
reed el' 
Bo tt om-column 
rewel' 
Bo ttom reede r 
Bot tom-column 
{cedeI' 
Mal'ginal and 
bottom reeder 
Do u om feeder 
) 
/ 
Vcgcta lJlc debris, d etritus and mud. 
unicell ula r algae 
V egetable debris, d etritus, mud, 
uniceUula r algae 
L~b«J sp. (' Partl ' ) do. do. do. 
LDheo dussumeiri do. No detailed study made No detailed study made 
Cirrhirur mrigaJa do. Vegetable debris, unicellular algae, Vegetable (h::bris ; unicellu lar algae, Bottom fceder 
d etritus and mud detritus and mud 
Cirrhina d"hosa do. Vt"getable d ebris, sand or mud and Detritus, sand and mud ; rotting Bottom feeder 
detritull, algae kavt;s of ulacrvph ytes, planktonic 
a lgae 
Ci"hina reha do. Vcgctablr debris, unicellular algae, Phytoplankton organisms, detritus d e tritus and lIIud and mud, rOiling leaves 
OSkochilus thomasri do. Unicellu lar algae, detritus and mud Filamentous algae and debris, 
th:trilus and mud 
Thyntlu:hthys sandhkol do. Microscopic plants, organic debris Planktonic algae, detritus and mud. 
and sand 
Barbus carna/u:us do. I nsects, filam en tous algae 1;" jlam('n IOus algae, leaves of aq uatic 
'" 
Inacrophytcs. d etritus, insects 
0 
Barhw dubius do. Dipteran larvae, detritus and mud Dipteran larvae. co ri xid hugs, micro· 
crustaceans, detritus and Illud 
Bottom feeder 
Barhus hexagonolepis do . Insect larvae, beetles and flies Aqualic macrophytes, margina l V egeta tion and 
grass, gastropud shells molluscan feeder 
Cyprinus carpio do. 'Vater-ficas, few algae, vege table V cgctab le matt e r and d e tritus, 
luatter unicellular algae, Insects 
Carassiw vulgaris do. Animalcules and watec·fl eas Animalcules and water-fleas, vegctable debris, unicellular algae 
Plankton feeder 
Tinea linca do. ,"Vater-fleas, filamentous algae, Filamentous a lgae, vegetable debris, 
vegetable debris algae 
ElropluJ suraleruiJ do. Animalcules and water-Reas, filamen· Diatoms, fil amentous algae, water· 
tous algae, unicellular algae Oea5, insects, Icaves of aquatic plants 
Os/Jh,onemus ,,,,ami do. Insecu, crul tacea Macro-vegetation , insect. VcgetabJe(eeder 
lAI,s ealearil" 1 Fishes, prawn. Predator 
Anabas lesludineus Animalcules Insect larvae, water-fieas l ruects, water-fieu, vegetable debris, Predator 
and 6.h 
waterfleaa 
A/ugi/ cephalw 1 
M ugi/. s/'. 1 
Mllgil corsula Animalcu les Microscopic planu, water.Ae:u, D etritus and muri ; unicrllular and 
and detritus and mud fila1Jlt~n tous a lgae, insccts 
water-ficas 
Wallago allu \ \'al ('rO(,35, 
insl"cts, 
I nsects, other fish ry and fingerlings Small and mroium size fish Predator 
~ fish rry 
Myslus Jungha/tJ do. do. do. Predator 
Clar;as magur W:Hcr-ncas Insects, ost racods, debris P rawns, sh rimps , insects Prcdator (?) 
H ateropmuslu fossilis do. Insects, ost racods Insects, ostracods, debriJi and algae Predator 
Chanos damn 1 Microsco pic and filamentous algae Microscopic and filamentous algae Plankton reeder 
!.frgalops cyprinoides Animalcules 
and 
Insects, zooplankton, fish fry Small fi sh, insects Predator 
water·lleas 
Ophicephalus maruJiw do. 
and 
Insect larvae, fish fry Small and medium size fish Predator 
insect larvae 
Ophicephal/lS slri411# do. Dipteran larvae, zooplankton, fish Small fi sh like Da,bus spp. Chela Predator 
fry and Elocus 
Carps which pick up or dig out their food matter from 
the mud at the pond bottom have the lips somewhat protrusiblc 
as in Barbus dub ius. This fish feeds largely on worms, insects 
and snails at the bOllom. With their protrusible lips they 
scoop out the bottom silt in search of prey, making small shallow 
pits in the process. If such sma ll pits arc found in shallow 
river margins, it is a clear indication that B. dubius has been 
feeding in that area. Some of the minor carps like RoMee 
spp. (,.Ii<> and ,.igersi) and Pea rl Spot (Elr.plus suralinsis) 
have similar feeding habits. The latter, though not a 
marked predator, bites off portions of aquatic weeds and 
algae with the tee th in its mouth. 'Courami has also similar 
habits. 
In predatory fishes, the mouth is generally large and pro-
vided with a number of teeth, which, however, are not so 
much for chewing the prey as for preventing its easy 
escape. \,yith its terminal mouth, the predator can easily 
snap at and catch relatively larger victims. Un like the 11011-
predators, the intestine is very short with a distinct bag- like 
stomach. The Large Gaby (Gl(tjsogobiUJ giuris) , the Murrel 
(Ophi" Phlllus spp.) and the fre shwater shark (Wallag. allu) are 
familiar instance3. 
CULTURE OF CARPS 
As in Ch ina, the annual seasonal collection of millions of early fry of major carps from rivers in the States of Bengal, 
Bihar and Orissa in India and their stocking in nursery 
ponds for rearing, is a very important step in our fish cultural 
practices. Different types of ponds are utilized as nurseries and 
different methods of 'preparation' of the ponds are followed. 
There is, hO\vever, very little reliable infonnation about these 
practices, most of which constitute family secrets in peasant 
families handed down from generation to generation. It is a 
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common practice to purcbase and liberate some fry or finger-
lings in ponds without any attention being bestowed on the fate 
of the stock. Only a few attempt to clear the pond of unwanted 
fishes or predators, while still fewer people manure the pond or 
feed the fish artificially. Reliable data on such important 
aspects of pisciculture as the density of stocking for given waters 
and the percentage of survival of the different species at different 
stages, are lacking. Even an expert fish farmer is unable to 
ensure a satisfactory yield of fish in his pond . ReportS of total 
failures of nurseries managed even by experienced fish farmers 
are not uncommon. 
Against this background, the various fish cultural techniques 
outlined and suggestions made, which are based on experimental 
data and repeated ficld observations, should be of parucular 
help to the fish farmer and the Extension worker. 
Every area of perennial natural waters has a crop of 
fish in it. lut every type of water, whether perennial 
or seasonal (long or short) . can be uti lised for raising 
a better crop of fish by adopting proper methods of culti-
vation. 
Pond" vary in location, size, depth, soil, shade, etc., 
be'5ide3 in the qual tie; of water, fish food resources and natural 
stoc.( of fi,;h. I n other word ), no lw) pondl can be considered 
e '\a:tly ali .ie for fish production, because each has its own 
physic.al and biological characteristics. Though most ponds 
faJI into well known categories in respect of their fish 
production or physico .chemical conditions, they require 
special treatment for increased fish production. Different 
categor:es of ponds are required: for cultivating different 
species of fish and also for rearing the d fferent stages of I:fe 
of each species. 1 he important phases of carp culture and 
the lypei of ponds required for each phase are given on 
page 64. 
Hatching pits. T hese are to be located dose to the 
breeding bunt/lis (as in l\1 idnapore and Bankura din ric ts of 
,.yea bengal) or to the riverine collection grounds ( like 
Nazira in Assam, ~atyamangalam and Bhavani in Madras) 
from where feni Iized eggs are c<.!lected in large numbers. 
1he size of the pits may vary, but 8 feet x 4 feet x 2 feet is a 
convenient size. 
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Phast of carp culturt 
Hatching of laid eggs collected from 
riven or Dundh-t)'Pt tanks 
Nursing the hatchling! during the 
first two weeks to one month 
Nursing advanced fry or early 
fmgerlings to the late fingerl ing 
size (four to six inches) 
Rearing fingerling! to adult size 
Inducing mature carps to breed 
Catlgo,} of poflJS ftquirtd 
Hatching pits , 8 feet x 4 fed X 2 feel, 
with rect an~ular, coarse and fine-
meshed miniature cloth tanks with 
or without arrangements for running 
water. 
~unery ponds. preferably shallow 
(3 to 5 f('el d~p) small, seasonalj 
if perennial. four to six feet derp, 
long and narrow to facilitate netting 
Rearing ponds, long-seasonal or 
~rennial, depth four to six feet, 
preferably long and narrow 
Stocking ponds, prrcnnial. 5 to 10 fee' 
or even dct'p(·r: prcfcrabl~ narrow 
(up to 100 to 1.50 feet ) and long 
Breeding ponds-hlmdh type or ord i. 
nary and small. with weeds for 
species which breed in ponds 
A series of such pits, preferably interconnected so as to 
allow the water to flow from one pit to the other, should be 
A unit of hatching pits at Nazira, Sibsagar, Assam. 
Note the cloth tanks in which figs are laid for 
hatching 
available. There should preferably be a continuous and 
slow flow of water either from a natural source or from an 
artificially created Row (by a pump) in and ou t of the pit, so 
that the eggs when laid for hatching are well aerated, 
In each pit, a smaller rectangular cloth tank, 6 fee t x 
3 feet xl! reet , made or cheap coarse cloth should be tied to 
bamboo poles fixed in the pit, A similar open tank, bu t of 
,mailer dimensions (5 reet x 2! feet x I foot) made of round-
meshed mosquito curtain cloth may be fix ed within the outer 
course clo lh tank, with its upper edges projecting out of the 
wate~ surface by three to four inches only. 
Smaller hatching pits, without the cloth tanks or hapas 
inside, are commonly used near the bundh-type tanks in 
Midnapore district. The survival of hatchlings in these pits 
is reported to be low as usually several hatchlings get injured 
while being collected rrom such pits, 
Nursery ponds . Wherever possible, the nursery ponds 
should be located close to the collecting ground so that rresh 
fry could be released directly into them without conditioning 
A view of the e.-perlmental uunery ponds at the K.illa, 
Cuttack . The series CODsist s of 48 ponds, all of equal 
.be, with an adjacent canal that is fed from the Mahanadl 
A set of uperimental cement 
cisterns at Cuttack. The small cis-
terns aft 6 feet X 3 feet x 3 feet and 
the larger ones 12 feet X 6 feet X 
3 leet in dimensions 
Tender carp fry bein« mnsured 
in spedally made cup. before stock. 
in, in DUl"5ery ponds a t the Killa, 
• _ Cuttack 
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Two to three weeks old fry netted 
from ODe of the nursery ponds. Tbe 
fishermen are enpged in c:reatinl a 
mild current of water to induce the 
fry to swim against and get selft'" 
gated from the numerous aquatic 
insects 
Tbe haul-two weeks old fry heiDI 
measured in special cups bel .. 
r estocking ill reariDs PO~ 
and transport. Small ponds, 50 feet X 50 feet, which can be 
easily controlled, are preferable 10 large ones. They should 
be seasonal and shallow, \ ... ·ith not more than three to four feet of 
water, and should dry up completely during the summer months. 
Eve!} short-season ponds containing .~ depth of three to [01.11' 
feet of water for about three months of the monsoon season 
may perhaps be better for this purpose, as they have the addi-
tional advantage of all the fish enemies being eradicated when 
this watff dries up. 
Though such an annual exposure of the pond bottom to 
the sun is not essential, it not only helps to eradicate the 
fish predators, hut also to implf)ve the general hygiene of 
the pond bottom by getting rid of the poisonous gases, if 
any, and enriching the same by contact with ai r. If the 
ponds are not seasona l, they should preferably have outlets 
for dewatering, so that they could be drained when re-
quired. In the absence of such facilities, the pond should be 
dewatered by baling or pumping out water once c\'ery four or 
five years. 
Kursery ponds should, as far as possible, be located far 
from the ri \'er banks so as to avoid fluctuations of the water 
level in the river during flood and dry season. 
Rearing ponds. They may be perennial or seasonal, 
retaining water for a long period. The advanced fry or 
early fingerlings should be kept in such pond, for two to 
three months when they attain advanced fingerling size (four 
to six. inches in length) . N~tting is greatly facilitated if the 
ponds are long and narrow, and have gently sloping sides and 
the depth of water does not e.xceed six. feet. Old sil ted ponds 
a1e not suitable for rearing fry. Paddy fields holding water 
to a depth of I! feet to 2 fe'! t for two to three months may also be 
utilized for rearing cady fingerlings. 
Stocking ponds . All perennial ponds, a third of an 
acre or larger in area, and over six feet in depth, are bener 
used as stockir: g ponds. As all ava ilable standing waters are 
to be used fOt fish cui ture, the size of a pond need not be taken 
into consideration, but if new ponds are constructed, a long run 
for the fish and easy netting facilities may be borne in mind. 
Long and narrow ponds, not exceeding hvo to three acres in 
extent, may prove to be of a manageable size for netting by 
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a group of six fishermen using a relatively small net of 100 or 
150 feet in length . 
Breeding ponds. The most important of these are the 
bundh-type tanks in which the major Indian carps are known 
to breed. These are minor irrigation tanks, some perennial 
and others seasonal. The rain , .. 'a ter, flowing down the 
sloping catchment area, is suitably blocked in a 
natural or excavated depression by erecting an eanhen bundh 
across the outflow. ""ith the continued accumulation of 
water in the depression, the level of waleT rises, submerging 
the adjoining shallow areas or fields. A weir is constructed 
for the overflow of water when the depression is full, and the 
adjoining extensive shallow fields are submerged. 
Breeders of carp are reared or introduced from else-
where into the pond. Early in the monsoon, the pond gets 
rapidly filled up, and later the rains cause sudden floods by 
enhanced flow of water from the catchment area. \Vhether the 
water flows out through the outlet or not, the fish move up to 
the shallow, inundated grounds or fields (a foot or two in depth), 
for the purpose of spawning. 
The irrigation tanks of South India are similar to the 
~undh-type of ponds of the North. They may be utilized for 
&Cocking with breeders, where required, fOI development 
purposes. 
The exocic carps Cyprinus earpiQ, Tinea tinea, and Carassius 
wlgaris, breed in ordinary ponds. Though no systematic 
breeding of these fishes in special bleeding ponds is practised at 
present in our country, the method followed by fish breeders 
in Europe \\·hence the fish had been brought to India , is 33 
gi~ below. 
Spawning ponds are generally 50 feet X 20 feet x 8 inches to 
12 inches", th a ditch of about li to Ii feet deep all round 
to serve as a refuge for the breeders and also to facilitate 
fishing out of the brood . The bottom of the pond is covered 
with grown grass on which the eggs are to be deposited . The 
bottom of the pond generally slopes down towards the out-
let so that draining of the water is easy. The male and female 
brood-fishes are stol'ed in separa te ponds, As soon 
as the spawning pond is fill ed with water, the breeders are 
introduced into the pond. Generally, only one pair of 
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spawners is put in each pond. Often, however, one to t\u:ee 
sets (a set consisting of two males and one female) of spawners 
are put in a pond 100 sq uare metres in area. 
I n Thailand, the fish was recently found to spawn in 
small artifici.al c isterns in which palm leaf or bamboo mats were 
specially provided for the attachment of eggs. The bamboo 
mats with the altached eggs are later removed to hatching 
ponds. 
CULTURAL METHODS 
Seed collection, handling and mortality. Our 
major rivers are the most important sources of seed of Indian 
carps. From these, millions of eggs, hatchlings and tender 
fry are collected every year during the monsoon months. A 
fair quantilY of eggs is also collected from the bundh-type 
ponds of Bengal by the simple process of disturbing the 
ground on which the eggs are laid so as to float them up and 
catch them with simple cloth nets. 
A systematic collection of carp eggs in this country 
appears to be in vogue only in Assam, particularly at Nazira 
on the liver Dikhow in Sibsagar. A large number of eggs 
are collected there for a few days every year, a simple method for 
Two Dets in operatioa (coDectiDc carp qp 
iD millions) in the river Dikhow at Nuira, 
Sibs_pr, AssaID 
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the purpose being employed. The eggs drift in the main 
flow of water. At lhe COIl~clion spot Cal Nazi,") where the 
f iver bank is steep and the depth of water considelable, two 
long bamboo poles are fixed near the bank with a boat tied on 
to them across the current. A piece of round-meshed mosquito 
netting, about 15 feet x 6 feet in dimensions, is fixed to two 
small bamboo poles at either end a nd held by two persons, 
onc at each end, in posi tion against the current. Every 10 
or 15 minutes this net is lifted up and the eggs caught are 
collected and removed to a hUlldi. 
Two persons and a boat are thus requi red for operating 
'lne net in the above fashion. I t would, however, be more 
economical if, at the commencement of the season, bamboo 
poles are permanently fixed a t different Ic\'cl5 and nets of the 
type used for carp fry collection in Bengal or Orissa, but made 
of round-meshed mosquito netting and with larger open 
rectangular ta nk-l ike ta il cloth, a re subst ituted in p lace of the 
simple rectangular ne tt ing now in use. One person with a 
boat could then operate successfully at least five nClS, the posi-
tion of which could be shifted "3.S and when required, depending 
on the water level. 
Hatchlings and fry are collected mai nly from rivers in 
specially made fry nets. These arc conical o r funnel -shaped 
ne ts made of cheap coarse cloth so as to allow easy filt ering of 
water. 
The length of the net varies CIO to 22 feet ) a t di fferent 
places. It is open at both ends. T he narrow tapering end 
is fitted with a ring C9 to 12 inches in d iameter) made of 
reeds or cane. The mouth of the net is provided with tape 
or rope for proper fixation on to the poles. The capacity of 
the net is often enhanced by add ing two "wings" at the 
mouth . 
T he net is fixed in shallow water \vhere the fl ow 
is slow or gentle. It is fLxed to poles with the mouth facing 
the current. The hind portion will drift in the dilcction of the 
curren t in which posi tion it is fLxed to the poles, just below the 
surface. The upper edge of the mouth of the net will be seen 
above th e water. To the hind r ing of the net is tied a tail-
piece cloth, of len two feet long and a foot deep, and tapering 
posteriorly. TillS tailpiece, usually called gamcha, is also 
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A battery or fry-calcbiag net8 in operation in the Mahanadi at the 
Nuapatlla Fry Coll~ctlon Centre, Orissa. Note the position of tbe 
nets in relation to the baDlc and the .hallowness of water 
A collection of carp egg. in varlous staKe. of development 
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tied with the upper edge just above the water. The carp fry drift-
ing \ ... ith the current pass through the mou th of the nC l , ge t 
collected in the gamcha and 3 fC periodically removed and tem-
poraril y stored in small pits or in miniature cloth tanks fixed 
in the river itself. 
A critical study of this common practice will reveal tha t 
during collection the tender fry get injured in severa l ways. 
If the ne t is nO{ properl y fixed, resulting in resistance to the fast 
current, several fry are either inju red in the net or die. The 
damage to the fry can be grea dy prevented if the net 
is fixed mouth first, aHowing the tail portion to drift in the 
direction of the current a nd then fixed to the poles in the 
full y stre tched position . 
Usually, flood waters wash down la rge quanti ties of debris 
which a rc oflcn caught in the net. These accumulate in 
the gamcha, and physica lly choke and injure the tender fry . 
This cholUng can be appreciably minimized if the form of the 
poste riorly tapering gamcha is changed to an open rectangu lar 
tank- like one, roughly 2! feet X I foot X I! feet, and by intro-
ducing a net screen of about half inch mesh at the mouth of 
the net. The large-sized debris will be caught against the net 
and can be removed from time to time so as to a llow the free 
Bow of water and the movement of the fry contained in it. 
The coUection of fry from the nets is usually cleared a t 
long and irregular intervals, more panicula riy at night. 
\'Vhen the collection is heavy and the fry are not cleared a t 
regular, shorter intervals, there is bound to be considerable 
overcrowding in the gamcha, particularly when the choking 
due to accumulation of debris is not cleared. It is, therefore, 
essential to have the nelS cleared at regular fl.xed intervals. 
I n collecting the fry from the gamcha, even trained fisher-
men lift it very often out of the water to drain and transfer 
the whole mass of fry and debris together to a bucket of water. 
This results in injury to the delicate fry from which recovery 
is often impossible. The correct method of clearing the 
gamcha is to lift up its nearer end by passing a hand under-
neath, driving the fry to the farther end, and passing the 
hand forward till all the fry congregate in a limited volume of 
water which can then be scooped up with a small vessel to 
be transferred to the water in the bucket. 
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A coll~cdoD of carp Cry at: the . case at: which they .... 
ordinarily coUected from riven 
.' 
/' 
A developing carp en wi.b the embryo Jaa. dIll ...... dated; Am.-with 
advanced embryo inside 
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The fry thus collected are carefully separated from the 
debris by passing the collection through a fine-meshed sieve 
through which the fry will pass. Wben the sieve is placed 
on the mouth of a hundi and the collection poured over it, the 
debris is ca ught on the sieve allowing the fry to fall into the I 
hundi, a process that entails considerable injury to the fry if the 
sieve is not kept immersed in water. 
If the fry are to be temporarily stored in hundies, pits, or 
hapas, when they are collected, care should be taken not to over-
crowd them with the fry. Overcrowding results in quick 
loss of dissolved oxygen and accumulation of carbon dioxide 
in the water and fina lly in the death of the fry. Even if the 
exact number of fry that could be safely kept in any particular 
container is not known, a careful watch maintained over the fry 
would reveal gradual overcrowding of the fry on the surface, 
which is an indication that ~he water needs partial or complete 
renewal. 
This is easily done by pushing a coar.e-meshed cloth 
down into the centre of the waler in the hundi and then quick~ 
ly removing the water with a cup without handling the fry . 
Fresh water is forthwith sprayed or gently poured into the 
hundi to replace the foul water removed already. In spite of 
all these precautions, someweak fry may succumb to the strain 
during collection. 
The hatchlings and fry have oft en to be stored for a few 
days, until they are ready for transport in hundies to distant 
places. Both in storage and transport, they are Jiable to 
suffer injury or advserse conditions, ultimately leading to death. 
\'Vhen the conditions of \vater at the place of collection, 
in the conditioning pit, or in the container are significantly 
different and the fry are sudden ly transferred from one to the 
other, they a re likely to be adversely affec ted. The safest 
course in such cases would be to gradua lly mix the two waters 
before transferr ing the fry. 
On bright sunny days, the water in the shallow condi-
tion ing pi ts or con tainers is likely to get heated up, particularly 
when they are not in shade, result ing in large-scale mortality 
of fry. The con tainers should, therefore, be kept either in the 
shade of a tree or protected by a temporary shed erected for 
the purpose over the Izapa pits. 
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A series of hapa pits for temporary storage of fry collected from 
the rivn Mahanadi at the Nuapama Fry CollectioD Ceatre. 
Orissa. Note the superstructure providing shade over the pits 
Overcrowding in the hapa or the container should be 
avoided to prevent depletion of oxygen which results in 
mor tality. 
In hapas or container:s with stagnant water, the weak 
and injured fry are susceptible to early attacks by fungi 
or bacteria . vVhenevcr possible, running water should be 
readily available in hapas to prevent this. ]f such an 
arrangement is not feasible, common salt may be added to the 
water to make it a weak solution (0 ' I per cent ). This will 
' not in any way adversely affect the fry but the fungal and 
bacterial infec tion will be checked and better hygiene 
will prc.vail in the hopa. 
Conditioning of the fry and fingerlings is a common practice 
in many parts of India. This consists of keeping a number of 
them in a limited volume of water for a definite period during 
which the gut contems are voided through the vent and the fish 
get accustomed to the limited volume of water in the contai. 
nero As conditioning involves starvation of both the fry and· 
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A doth hapa Cor keepm, carp 
Cry In the Taldanda Catoal, 
Cuttack 
fingerlings, it should not be prolonged so as to prevent morta ... 
lity. The larger fry jump against the net or container in 
attempting to escape and injure themselves, thereby rendering 
themselves liable to funga l and bacterial infection. 
It has been found that fingerling' of Mailsm, the Carrwlie 
Carp and the Indian Tarpon are capable of being transported 
over long distances in an excellent condition jf they are regu-
larly fed 00 mosquito larvae during the journey. I t is possi-
ble that young carp fry might also stand the ill-effects of long 
distance transport, if they are given their natural food 
(Cladoceralls, etc.) during conditioning and transport. The 
feeding of fry and fingerlings with cultures of animalcule. 
during conditioning and transport should, therefore, prove to 
. ., be a wholesome practice. 
Although sieving the fry collection results in the separa-
tion of most of the larger fry of predatory fish from the 
carp, the fry of smaller predatory species and some insect 
larvae escape through the meshes of the sieve into the 
container to feed on the carp fry . There is liltle doubt that 
in the un,ieved collection of fish fry the carp fry suffer 
injury and death due to the presence of a large number of 
predatory fish fry and insect larvae in the limited space of the 
hapa or hwzdi. . 
The fry are liable to suffer injury if netting them out 
and measuring are not done with the uUDost care. 
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Seed transport and mort~ty. The fry and finger. 
lings are transported in earthen hundies or in tin carners of 
various capacities and shapes and sometimes in sealed containers 
wi th oxygen. At the temperature that prevails during the 
A uriu of tin carri~r8 beins filled up witb river water (or 
transporting fdh fry from the Nuapatna (Orissa) Fry Collec-
tiOD Centre 
rainy season, the dissolved oxygen requi rements of fry and 
fingerlings carried in a five.gallon container with river or pond 
water are not unduly high. The number of fry or fingerlings 
that could thus be safely transported is given on page 78. 
T his data is in respect of a closed container at rest . 
When the fish seed is transported in open comainers, the 
constant jolLing brings about an appreciable replenishment 
of atmospheric oxygen in the waler. Th is will afford a longer 
safe period for the fry than is shown in the table. 
In rail transport , using ordinary open earthenware hundies 
with about six gallons of water, part of which is renewed 
rct=ea tedly en route, the number of fry that can be transported 
...rely is given on page 79. 
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VoIumt of u;et" in Initial Jissoit'td Silt of fry to No. of fry to ApproximlJJt 
the contailLtr axygtn contml he Iransported be put in each safe pmod 
cOtltaintr in minrllts du.. 
ring which 
transport can 
be rjJtcttd 
5 gallons 4 ppm 6-7 mm 50,000 19 
" " " 
30,000 31 
" " " 
20,000 47 
" " 
15 t020 mm 1,000 40 
" " " 
500 80 
" " 
30rnm 300 120 
" " 
150 240 
" 
5 ppm 6 to 7 mm 50,000 25 
" " " 
30,000 42 
" " " 
20,000 62 
" " 
15 to 20 mm 1,000 60 
" " " 
500 120 
" " 
30 mm 300 165 
" " " 
150 330 
" 
6 ppm 6t07 mm 50,000 31 
" " " 
30,000 51 
" " " 
20,000 77 
" " 
15 tolO mm 1,000 75 
" " " 
500 ISO 
30 mm 300 207 
" 
ISO 414 
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Lcrglh 'fh No. ptr Iwndi Duration of transport Ptr,mtage of (in hours) mortality 
i to finch 1,500 up to 24 2.0 to 5 .0 
.. 1,200 up to 36 2.0 to 5.0 
f to I inch 1,000 up to 20 2.0 to 5.0 
.. 800 up to 30 2.0 to 5 .0 
1 inch to 2 inches 500 to BOO up to 24 10.0 
2 to 3 inches 200 up to 8 10 .0 
vVhcn the d issolved oxygen content in the water goes 
below the minimum required , the fry show signs of distress and 
come up gasping to the surface. This is an indication tha t 
the waler should be renewed immediately. This is done by 
carefully remQ\-ing some water from the container and replaci ng 
gently with an equal volume of fresh untreated water. 
Chlorinated ' .... ater should not be used, as it is harmful to fish. 
As fry or fingerlings which die in transi t hegin to rot and 
foul the water, making it unsuitable for the other live fish, the 
dead fish should be removed periodically. Likewise, specimens 
inftcted with fungi or bacteria and which swim feebly wi th 
partly damaged whitish fins, are likely to infect the healthier 
fry in the container; they should also be removed. 
' ,Vhen fry are transported over long distances in open 
A .~netl oC earihrn 
hwuJies with carp Cry k ept 
fo r s ale at the Sealdah 
fry 1DaI'ket, Calcutta 
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vehicles, the metal containers and · the water in them get heat-
ed up. This results in the death of the fry. If cheap woollen 
or gunny coverings are provided for the containers and kept 
moist by sprinkling water on them, the temperature of the water 
can be kept down. Alternatively, earthen pOLS which keep ,the 
water cool may be used as containers. As the transport 
of fry of different sizes in the same container also contributes 
to the mortality of fry, they should as far as possible be sorted 
out according to size in different containers. The fry of preda· 
tory fish and insects and their larvae should be scrupulously 
eliminated from the containers. 
The fry can successfully be transported by air in sealed 
containers with oxygen for long distance transport. New, 
four-gallon kerosene tins fitted up with air.tight screw cap lids 
for filling in water and fish, and with tubes for letting in oxygen 
from an oxygen cylinder and displacing water, have been 
successfully used. When the tin is filled two~thirds with water 
and a third with oxygen, the number of fry tha t can be safely 
transported is given below: 
Leng" of fry Number per tin 
I to I inch 800 '0 1,100 
11 to 2 inches 400 
I inch to I i inches I 325 
I 
Duration of transport 
(a ir ) 
12 hour'S and 8 
hour'S by road 
24 hours 
16 houl"S 
Mortalit.J 
(fH' ''''') 
5'0 12 
30 
3 
The fry and fingerlings are to be conditioned for abou t 
six hours before pac.king in the tins. Fingerlings over twO 
inches in length are unsuitable for economical transport over 
long distances: 
SEED STOCKING, REARING AND MORTAUTI' 
rf there are appreciable differences in the temperature 
. and other conditions between the water in the contaiAer and 
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that in the nursery pond, the fry released in the latter are 
likely to be adversely affected. As a rule, therefore, the fry 
should not be directly released into the pond. The container 
with the fry should be kept partly immersed in the pond for 
some time allO\\'ing the temperature to equalize. Small 
quantities of the pond wa ter should be occasionally sprinkled 
into the container. After about half an hour of this accli-
matization the container may be lilted so as to allow the fry to 
escape into the pond . 
The fry stocked in the pond should be provided with 
enough quantities of suitable food. The general practice of 
releasing the tender fry into the pond without previous 
"preparation" to receive the stock followed in many places is 
definitely harmful and uneconomical. A systematic prepara-
tion of the nurseries is essential for ensuring satisfactory 
survival of the seed. 
The try of predatory fish, which take a heavy toll of carp 
fry, are often inadvertently introduced into the pond along 
with the latter. Improved me thods of collec tion and careful 
segregation of all unwanted fry by careful sieving alone will 
help reduce mortality of valuable fish seed. 
Apart from the predatory activities of the numerous 
aquatic insects, minnows and other unwanted fishes in the 
water, the cannibalistic tendency of the carp fry themselves 
in their early stages has also to be remembered when fry of 
different sizes arc stocked toge ther in the same pond at inter· 
vals of two to three days, as some of the smaller and weaker 
fry are eaten by the larger and stronger ones, To avoid this, 
try of the same size should, as far as possible, be used for 
.tocking in a single day. Further slocking in the same pond 
should, as a rule, be avoided at least till 10 days of the 6rst 
Itocking . A second stocking, ir rou nd necessary, is best done 
after the first stock has been removed after a lapse of about 12 
to 14 days. 
In certain ponds, the microscopic fl oating algae multiply 
rapidly and turn the water bottle-green in colour. Sucb 
blooms occurring on sunny days uti lize the carbon dioxide in 
water, releasing oxygen quick ly to the point of supersa turation. 
Oxygen, though essential for life, is harmrul when present in 
acessive quantities. Tender carp fry present in sucb a 
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(water are soon affected . The excess oxygen usually accumulates 
in the form of small bubbles in the gu t and other body spaces, 
includin:s blood vessels, making the fry unstable and float on 
tae surface. The continued accumulation of gas eventually 
results in the bursting of the stomach or gut, and death. As 
already stated, algae are not preferred as food by the tender 
fry. The release of fry into pond, having thick algal blooms 
is, therefore, not advisable except when the bloom is on the 
decli ne. Ad\'anced fingerlings may, however, do \vell in such 
pond,. 
Overgrowth of submerged or floating weeds and filamen~ 
tous algae are as unsuitable as algal blooms for carp fry in nur-
sery ponds, as they are not used as food. In a pond full of 
such wc(:ds, the plankton contents on which carp fry generally 
thrive will also be very poor. 
Thus several favourable factors shou ld prevail in the 
water from the moment carp fry are released in the ponds up 
l to a period of a week or 10 days thereafter, so that a satis-
factory growth of the fry may he obtained. Unless 
suitable steps arc taken to create and maintain such favour-
able conditions during the critical period, the majority of fry 
will perish, making pisciculture an unprofitable concern. 
PREDATORY FISHES IN NURSERY PONDS 
The common predatory fishes met with in nursery and 
stocking ponds have different local name,. they are Ophice-
pltalus marulitls: sal (Bengal), gajar (Assam); bhor (Bihar); saiD 
(Orissa) ; pula chapa ( Andhra ) ; POD verall (Madras); vaaka braal 
(K erala) 
O.striattls: shol (Bengal), (Assam); sowra (Bihar); sheulo 
{Orissa) ; sowaralt (Andhra); veraal (Madras); braal (Kerala). 
O.micropeltis: chaerurneen (Kerala) 
O .. rtewarti: dudu-cheng or lei cheng (Bengal); 
O.Pwlclatus: loki, lata (Bengal); cheng (Assam) ; gOlisha 
{Orissa) ; kora,'ai (Madras). 
O.gachua: chC1lg (Bengal), (Assam); chainga (Bihar), 
chengo (Orissa) ; para korava i (:vIadras) vaUudi (Kerala) . 
Anabas lesltldineus: koi (Bengal), (Assam); kobhai (Bihar) 
kou (Orisa), tltaltimala (Andh ra) ; panayeri kendai (Madra,); karipidi 
(Kerala). 
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NanduI nanduI: nandllI or dudhurkal (Bengal ); bao-vaadhi 
(Assam); vaadhul (Bihar), (Uttar Pradesh); m,uIsoassal (Punjab); 
bodari gossipora (Oriss. ) ; sepli (Andhra); andi kalla (I'~e rala ) . 
Glossog.bius giuris: bel" bhalia (Bengal ), bhllla (Bihar) 
kharpa (Bombay), boul la goo-Ioo-wah (Punjab), gula bali gira 
(Orissa); "akadolldhu (Andhra); IIluvai (Madras); paichi, poo{han 
(Keral. ). 
NOlopleruI lIoloplerus: pholui (Bengal); kamdoolee (Assam); 
golhi (Bih. r) ; pholi (Uttar Pradesh); chatal chambam (Bombay); 
purri (Punjab); pholi (Orissa), ampallankalhi (Madras) . 
.N. Chitala: chilal (Bengal); seellll (Assam); mohi (Bihar) 
chillala (Orissa) . 
Latts calcarifer: bh' lki (Bengal); fi lada, kajura (Bombay) ; 
beltli (Orissa), paniu m,,"u, pa>!dug,pa (Andhra); koduva (Madras); 
narimten (Kerala). 
Hetuopnuestes fossilis : siT/gee, (Bengal), singhee, sheente 
(Assam); sillhi (Bihar); sillgi (Uttar Pradesh); lahoord nulli. 
(Punjab) ; singee (Orissa); ramalu (Andhra); Ihaeli (Madras); kadu 
(Kerala). 
Clarias batrachus: magllT (Bengal) j mah.gur (Assam); mangri 
(Bihar); kllg-ga (Punjab); magura (Orissa); marpu (Andhra) ; 
anai (:vradras); mUIU (Kerala). 
Wallago allu : boal (Bengal); boal (Assam); bowali (Bihar); 
balia! (Orissa); vaaluga (Andhra); vaalai (:..,radras); Vaala 
(Kerala). 
Silonia silalldia: shilen (Bengal), (Assam) , siland (Punjab), 
shiland (Orissa); wanjou (Andhra); pallalhi (Madras). 
Pangosius pangas-ius: pangas (Bengal), (Assam), jt/lum 
(Orissa); aik<lalhe (Madras). 
Ompol: spp: pabda (Bengal) ; patboh (Assam); clucha,a 
(Bihar); gugli (Bombay); pallu (Punjab); pab!ah (Orissa), duka 
dumu (Andhra); vaalapaUu, cholla-vaala (Kerala). 
Mystus mllghala : ai, (Bengal), (Assam), (Bihar); pogaI 
(Uttar Pradesh) ; t<ngra (Punjab) aadi (Orissa) , sli"'gal 
(Andhra); cumboo-k, II<Ute (Madras); a<Ua (Kerala). 
M. aar: ai, (Bengal ); mngala (Punjab) ; aadi (Orissa); 
mukul-jdlah (Andhra); a<Ua (Kerala). 
Nf. cava.rius: kavasi lengra (Bengal); shingti, shingala (Born. 
bay); kalltia (Orissa) ; nah,a jdla (Andhra); v<lIa kell,Ute cuUa 
(Madras); kaa, i (Kerala). 
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M egalopI (Jprinoides : punnikown, naham (Orissa); kannangi 
(Andhra) ; morankendai (Madras) ; vaala lhan (Kerala) . 
Anguilla btnghalenIiI : kuchia (Bengal); ahir (Bombay); 
malugu (Andhra) ; ve/aangu (Madras) ; malinjun (Kerala). 
AmphipllouI cuchia: kuchia (Bengal), (Assam), (O rissa ); 
dandaopaum (Andhra) . 
Predatory fishes, are almost inva riably present in ponds, 
though in varying number . Even in ponds completely iso-
la ted from other sou rces of water, some of the predatory fishes 
like the murrels, Alwbas, and o thers, crawl in over wet ground 
from neighbouring waters. And once they get in to the pond 
it is t.,(lremeiy difficult to eradicate them by the usual netting 
operations. All the predators feed on carps, adult specimens 
preying upon fingerlings and yearli ngs, and the young ones 
destroying the ca rp fry. A fry of JValiago attu kept in an 
aquarium with 100 ca rp fry, with the number devoured by it 
made good every 24 hours, has been reported LO have consumed 
1,096 fingerlings of carps in 40 days. 
Some of the predatory fishes like the murrels, Anabas, 
}/andus, H!teropnutSlts, Clarias a nd ,}.·()/(Jpterus breed in ponds a 
little prior to or at the commencement of the monSOOn. Their 
young ones, feeding on the plankton in the nursery ponds, 
grow so fa 5t that when the carp fry are read)' LO be introduced 
into the pond, they a re large enough to destroy them in 
large numbers. 
Young fr y of Chital (N .chitala), Silufld (Silolla Iilandia), 
Pangas (PaligasillJ pOllgasius), etc., which are very of len caught 
in the rivers along with the ca rp fry have been found to be 
highly destructive. In most of them the stomach is gorged 
with carp fry which very of [en form 100 per cent of the feed. 
Even the spiny eel (l\1astau mbelus pallcalus) with its small mouth 
is partial to carp fry. The young ones of Chilal, the larger 
r iverine catfishes like r'VallagG, Sii(Jllia and ;\lyslus, the murrels, 
and the cl imbing perch (Allobas) are exceedingly destructive to 
tender carp fry. 
OTHER PREDATORS IN NURSERY PONDS 
Aqua tic insects usually abound in all fresh waten. 
Some of them, particularly the back-swimmers (Notonectids), 
• occur in thousands during the rainy months in the manured 
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nu"ery ponds in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. Several specie. 
of dragon-fly nymphs, aquatic beetles and bugs and their 
larvae, the water-scorpion ( nepa), the water-stick insect 
(Ranatra) and others a re also commonly seen in ponds. All 
these insects are e.xtremely destructive to the tender fry which 
are planted in nursery ponds . 
The back-swimmers are found in the column of water 
aU over the pond, occasionally coming up to the surface to 
breathe. Th~ dragon-fly nymphs are generally found at the 
shallow bottom or creeping amidst weeds. Most of the other 
aquatic insects also have to come up to the surface of \'..-ater to 
breathe. 
As soon as the tender carp fry are released in nursery 
ponds these insect predators, particularly the back-swimmers 
attack and start eating them . "Vithin a few minutes of 
releasing the fry in the marginal waters, almost every 
specimen of backswimmer (}(otonectidtu) in the water within 
sight may be seen holding a fry each in its jaws. In this way, 
these predatory insects often destroy some thousands of fry 
almost immediately after introduction into the nursery ponds. 
Laboratory experiments have shown that the back-
swimmers are capable of attacking and kill ing carp fry even 
when they are four to five days old (half an inch in length) . 
The larger insects like nepa and Ranalra can killlarg.er fry even 
up to an inch in length. The olive beetle (Cybister) and its 
larvae are highly predatory and lUll even early fingerlings, 
upto two inches in length. As the harm done by aquatic 
insects in nursery ponds during the first thrce to four day:!! 
after stocking is immense, these predators should be completely 
controlled so that carp fry may be reared with success. 
The back-swimmers (JVot?"ectidae) arc of almost the same 
size as a \·..-eek-old carp fry. ""hen nursery ponds are netted 
with a fine-meshed nct either for thinning out the stock or for 
coUecting the fry for sale, a very large number of these insects are 
also caught in the net. "Vhen the fry are taken from such ponds 
for transport in hUlldies or kept in hapas, these insects again 
cause immense harm to the fry by clinging to the body of the 
fish fry already weakened owing to lack of oxygen in the 
congested container. 
The insect predators should be completely eradicated 
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EnenUeli of carp fry-the com.mon pred2.tory aquatic insects: A. the 
back.swinuner Anisops, B. the dragon.ay nymph, C. the water 
scorpion and D. tbe w~ter .tick-insect 
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from the nursery ponds immediately before stocking and during 
the first few days aftel stocking. The same applies to the 
hapas in which the fry are temporarily stored, and to the 
hundies in which they are transported. 
WEED F1SHES IN PONDS 
As no attention at present is being paid to the careful 
preparation of the pond in carp culture, the nursery rearing 
and stocking ponds generally contain a varying population 
of minor carps, carp minnows and predatOl y fishes. The several 
species of small fishes belonging to different families are collec-
tively called "weed fishes" as they, like the 'weeds in the field, are 
harmful to cultivated carps. Multiplying rapidly in the ponds 
even before the commencement of the rains, their young ones get 
sufficiently grown, not only to compete with the major carp fry 
for food but also to directly prey upon them. 
LaboratolY experiments have deady shown that all 
species of weed fishes, big or small, take a direct toll of the tender 
carp fry and devour them as they do with \,oater-Heas when 
introduced into watl..r. Field e.xperiments on the r~aring of carp 
fry in ponds containing weed fishes have also clearly demonstrated 
that only a small pelcentagt. of the fry inuoduced actually 
survives to reach the fingerling stage. 
The early fry of the majo·. carps are to some extent canni-
balistic in habit. The weaker ones are easily pre-yed upon by 
the strom~er and larger ones. This habit is mOle pronounced 
when the fqr are conditioned in hapas 01' hundies for some con-
siderable time, as in tbe ahlicnce of adequate food they reed on 
the dead or dying ones. 
ERADICATJON OF PREDATORY AND WEED F1SHES 
Among the predato!}' fishes, the murrds, r1.nabas, H elero-
pnu'.slcs, Clnrias, erc., are hardy species, breathing atmospheric 
air but capable of staying at the bottom of the pond or buried in 
mud for considerable periods. Ie is, therefore, eXlremely di fficult, 
if not impossible, to eradicate lhem from the ponds by netting. 
As a rule , the pledators are fished out by sti tring up the bottom 
silt, ",,'hen the \vater level in the pond is very low, and then 
quickly drag-netting the pond. This is repeate-d at intervals 
of several days. Large numbers of predatory fishes as also 
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the majority of carps and other fishes can be caught in this way. 
As a complete eradioation of the predators is seldom possible by 
this method, those that have escaped the drag-net soon multiply 
in the pond. 
I n deeper watC::fs, netting operations arc hardly effec· 
tive. The murrels, for instance, burrow in the bottom mud 
and escape the nets. Complete dewatering in summer, partial 
desilting and exposure of the pond bottom to the sun for some 
days ate the only effective methods for eradicating the mtlrrels 
from shallow ponds. 
In deeper ponds which can be dewatered only at gl eat cost, 
a thorough and repeated netting should be followed by systema-
tic baiting with hooks. Carp minnows (Clrtla, Amblyphar)'I/J.don, 
Barbus, etc.) serve as very convenient live baits. Short, baited 
hooks suspended from floats scattered all over the ponds, or a 
long series of hooks suspended from a long Hoaling line at fixed 
intervals, will sene the purpose. I n relativcl ~' small ponds, 
the two ends of the long line arc ftx:ed on opposite banks, but in 
larger sheets of water they arc tied to floa ts provided at either 
end, or with one end fixed and the olher floating. Bai ted 
and set a t dusk, the line is left overnight and drawn up 
the next morning. Repeated use of such baited hooks can 
effectively check the predatory fish population in the pond. 
As stated above, some of the predatory fishes (murrels and 
the ClimbiTlg Perch) breed in ponds, with a peak period in April-
11ay. The gregarious young of murrd move about in a single 
large shoal, often guarded by the palent fishes. Ifa hook baited 
with a live minnow or worm is introduced near the shoal, 
the parents will forthwith take it. As soon as the parent fiSh 
are removed in th is manner the fry could also be carefully net· 
ted out with a piece of cloth . This method can be effecr:vc 
only during [he breeding months when the: broods can be located 
by their conspicuous reddish colour. 
The Large Goh), Glossogohius giuris, also breeds prolifically in 
ponds almost throughout the year, with the peak coinciding \\lith 
the rainy months. The eggs, plotected by tube· like capsules, 
are attached to the underside of bricks, \vooden planks, 
etc. Hard objects like these, If deliberately provided in .the 
marginal sha llows of ponds, facilitate the deposition of the eggs 
on their underside. Laid eggs halch out within 2! lO 3 days. 
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The eggs may be collected and destroyed, thus controlling the 
population of Gobies. 
Poisoning is an effective method of eradicating predatory 
fishes . Several indigenous fish poisons are known. Tuba root 
powder or Derris pOWdCl, a well known insecticide, is largely used 
as a fish poison also. The active p~inciple known as rotenone 
is present in the commercial Derris powder to the extent of 
five per cent only. As it is a contact poison, the delicate gill 
membranes of the fish are damaged, resulting in their inability 
to take in sufficient respiratory oxygen from the water, and 
finall y in death. 
Though different species of fishes are affected differently 
by the poison, a high dose of it brings about death in most 
cases, while a mild do!c is enough to palalysc their nonnal 
acl:J.vlUes. Generally speaking, the predatolY fishes arc hardier 
than the non-predatory ones and lequire a fairly heavy dose of 
Derris Pm,,-der for eA.ective stunning. The common predators 
in nursery ponds, namely, O. punctatus, O. ga['huQ, A. testudi· 
neus, H. fossil.) and Amphijmr.us cu[,hia, are killed by a dose of 0.3 to 
0.5 parts of JOtenone per million paJ ts of water. Young ones of C. 
giuris aTe fata ll y affected even at a dose of 0.05 parts of rotenone, 
but complete stunning of the larger adult specimens is effected 
by a dose 0[0.2 parts of rotenone per million parts of \vater . 
The quantity of poison required is calculated on the 
basis of the volume of water in which the fish live. The area of 
the pond is calculated first by multiplying the length by the 
breadth if the pond is roughly four 4 sided and by multiplying 
the square of the radius (half the diametcl ) by 3. 143 if circular. 
\'Vhen of irregular shape, the pond is considered to consist of a 
number of squares or circles, the individuaL areas of which are 
calculated and added up to get the total area. The average 
depth of waler in the pond is dete~ mined by a number of 
soundings at representa tive points, preferably a long the length 
of the pond or diagonal ly. 
One cubic !"oot of wateT weighs about 64 pounds. The 
tota l weight of \Vater in the pond could thus be obrained by mul-
tipl)'~ng the total water content in cubic feet by 64. As Derris 
powder contains only five per cent rotenone, the quantity of 
rotenone calc:ulated at a particular dose should be multiplied by 20, so as to get the quantity of Derris powder required. 
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The followi ng form ula may be used for determining the 
quantity of Delfis powder required to be put in a t a given 
dose. ''''a ler content in cubi c feet X 64 X dose of rotenone X 20= 
\Veight of Derris powder required in pounds. 
For a given dose, this may be simpli fied as follows: 
Dose oj foteno,v in part I Com'P.,d;'g dose Quantity of Dmis powdtr 
ptr million of Dtrris POWMr uquirtd (in gro.nunm) 
0.01 0.2 water content in 
c. ft. • 0.0058 
0.02 0.4 
" 
x 0.0 11 6 
0.03 0.6 
" 
x 0.0174 
0 .04 0.8 • 0.0232 
0.05 1.0 • 0.0290 
0.06 1.2 x 0 .0348 
0.07 1.4 x 0.0406 
0.08 1.6 x 0.0464 
0.09 1.8 x 0 .0522 
0.10 2.0 x 0.0580 
0.20 4.0 x O. 116 
0. 30 6.0 x 0. 1740 
0.40 8.0 
" 
x o. 332 
0.50 10 .0 x O. 290 
0.60 12.0 x O. 346 
0. 70 14.0 x O. 406 
0.60 16.0 
• O. 464 
0.90 18.0 
• O. 522 
1. 00 20.0 
• O. 580 
The required quantity of the poison is \ .. :eighcd and dis-
solved in water to make a thick brown sol ution wruch is taken in 
a cup or any small handy \'cssel and sprinkled all over the sur-
face . The surface w::tter is then splashed about by a few persons 
. getting into the wa ter and wading through or s\vimming across, so 
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that the poison gets quickly mixed with the water. Within a few 
minutes, fishes will be seen coming up to the surface in distress. 
Soon they get weak, gasp fo r breath, lose equilibrium, dash about 
violently, float for a few minutes, making occasional convulsive 
movements and die and quickly go down to the bottom. The 
fishes should be collected in a net d ragged near the surface or 
water while they are still floating on or near the surface of 
water, as otherwise, they will drop to the bottom dead: and float 
up in a rotten condition the following day. 
Fishes which habitually live at or near the bottom are 
killed much later than those that live near rhe surface of 
water or in the column. The live fishes, however, come up to 
the surface occasionally to take in air when they come in to con-
tact wi th the poison. Most fishes die wi thin three to four 
hours after application of the poison. 
Among the common weed fishes, the glass fishes Ambassis 
ranga and A. nama are very quickly affected by rotenone. Chela 
bacaila and Barbus stigma are more resistant, but a duse of 4.0 
par ts of Derris powder per million parts of \vatcr kill~ almost 
all weed fishes. 
Although Derris powder kills the microscopic ani mals 
(zooplankton ) in the wa ter at ~nce , the floating microscopic 
plants (ph ytoplankton) are not affec ted. The toxic effect of the 
poison persists in water for four to five days if the dose is up 
to 6.0 parts per million and [or 8 to 12 days if it is up to 
20.0 parts per million. At the close of the period mentioned in 
each case, the toxicity disappears a nd the zooplankters begin 
to appear in the 'Nater. 
Derris powder is lethal to other aquatic organisms also. 
Thus frog tadpoles are killed within two to three hours by a 
dose of 3.0 pans of the pO\vdcr to a million parts of water, 
though toad tadpoles are more resistant to the poison. Dragon-
fly nymphs, back-swimmers, snails, etc., are also killed to some 
extent. Even bottom-living organisms like chironomid larvae 
and worms are also destroyed. 
The poison is very effective in shallow waters (up 1O five 
feet) on hot sunny days. \ Vhen the temperature of the water is 
below 25 Q C, the action of the poison on the fish is comparatively 
delayed. I n deeper waters: the effect will be felt only gradually 
and beyond a depth of 20 feet the action is insignificant. Belter 
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results have been reported In China where Derris powder 1S 
applied along with lime. 
CONTROL OF INSECTS IN PONDS 
An effective control of aquatic insects in nursery ponds is 
one of the fundamental and essential steps to ensure successful 
rearing of carp fry in them . In the absence of suitable control 
measures, the rate of survival of fry will largely depend on the 
population of insects present in the pond at the timt': of stocking. 
A simple method of control of insects is to drag-net the 
pond repeatedly with a fine mesh cloth net a day or hvo be-
fore the carp fry are to be stocked in them, and destroy all the 
insects thus caught. This substantially increases the survival 
of fry and production offish in the pond. This operation should 
be carried out very carefully so that the water is not unduly 
disturbed and the favourable ecological conditions for the 
zooplankton population in the water are not upset. As. the 
insects cannot be eradicated completely by this operation, 
the aim will be to reduce their number to an appreciable 
extent. 
Many aquatic insects (beetles and bugs) can migrate from 
pond to pond as they can fly ' out of water. Even if a pond is 
effectively cleared of its insect population, it wi ll be repopulated 
very shortly from other adjoining waters. The netting out of ' 
insects should be so timed as to leave little interval between 
such removal and the stocki ng of the pond wi th fish fry and the 
plankton in the pond shou ld be as little disturbed as possible. 
In vie\vof the above, insecticides like lime and Derris powder 
which an: lethal to the microscopic animals and render the water 
toxic for the succeed ing few days, cannot be applied fo r the 
contro l of insects in nursery ponds. 
Experiments at the Pond Culture Substation at Cuttack 
show that many species of aquatic insects, including the des-
tructive back-swimmers ( ~otonectids), can be eITcctivcly con-
lfolled by spraying common vegetable oils. Oils of mustard, 
coconut, til, linseed, castor and groundnut can be used 
without any adverse effect on ei ther zooplankton or on carp 
fry. (Linseed oil at 50 pounds per acre, however, though very 
efiective agamst notonectides, has a sl ightly unfavourable effe~t 
on zooplankton and also carp fry. It should not, thereforeJ 
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be applied in nurseries immediately before or immediately after 
stocking them with fry.) 
Owing to high viscosity, these oils do not readily 
spread on the water surface. This can, however, be overcome 
if any of the relatively less viscous oils like mustard oil 
is made into an emulsion with about a third of its weight of any 
cheap washing soap. \Vhen sprayed, this emulsion spreads 
quickly, forming a thill fi lm over the water surface. The back-
swimmers, which have the habit of coming up to the surface 
of the water to breathe air, come into contact with the oil film 
which chokes the respiratory tubes and brings about their death. 
The required quantity of soap is dissolved in a limited 
volume of water by boiling, and in this solUlion, when lukewarm) 
weighed quantity of the oil is thoroughly sti rred to form a yellow 
emulsion . Before the emulsion is sprayed over the water surface, 
it is diluted with the pond water. Small quantities of the 
emulsion taken in a cup or can are sprinkled with force over 
the water surface so as to spread the same over the water. 
As the wind will bank the film of emulsion to one side of 
the pond, many insects may escape the effect. It is, therefore, 
advisable to choose a still and windless day for spraying. On a 
windless day, the back·swimmers in a pond can be completely 
killed '\lithin four hours of the application of the emulsion. 
The quantity of oil to be applied is calculated on the basis 
of the waler surface of the pond. An emulsion made of 50 pounds 
of mustard oil and 16 to 18 pounds of soap per acre of wa ter 
surface yields satisfactory results under field conditions, but the 
effect will last only for 8 to 12 hours after which the pond could 
be repopulated by insects. A nursery pond is, therefore, 
treated with the emulsion a day before it is stocked with carp 
fry. Ponds so tremed have given very satisfactOry results, 
the survival of fry bei ng as high as 90 per cen t or above. The 
additional expenditure involved is fully compensated for by the 
substantial final resullS in the yield of fingerlings. 
As the oil emulsion has no adverse enect on carp fry or 
plankton and as its effect on insects lasts only for a few hours 
after application, a supplementary treatment, a day or t,< .. o after 
stocking, may be found necessary and even advantageous. 
Larger insects like the water-scorpion, the , .. 'ater-boatman 
and the olive beetle, the larvae of other beetles and bugs 
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and drag n-fty nymphs, are not generally killed by the dose 
which is fatal to back-swimmers ()1otonectids) . L,boratOlY 
experiments with slrom~'cr doses of the emulsion have proved 
their efficacy in the comra l of the population of the larger 
insects also. 
Depending on their cost and availability, mustard, coconut 
or lil oil may be used with cfiecL Castor oi l is too thick to make 
a satisfactory emulsion. 
As aquatic insects attack even ad\'anced fry and early 
fIngerlings during nelting, conditioning and transport, the 
application of mustard oi l-soap emulsion is recommended for 
ponds containing those phases also. 
When a week to IO·day old fry are netted from nursery 
ponds, they will be mixed with a large number of ~o(Qnectids. 
These should be completely segregated from the fry, not by the 
casual method of producing a mild art ificial current and allow-
ing the fry to swim against it , but by the entire haul being kept 
in a medium-sized cloth hapa illlo which a little mustard oil 
soap emulsion is sprayed on the surface to kill the Notonectids 
and removing them. If this precaution of separating the Noto-
nectids from the fry:is not taken before the latter are introduced 
into hundis or tin carriers, very few fry ''''ill survive the attack 
of these insects in the limited space of the container. 
MANURING OF NURSERY PONDS 
The main object of nursing carp fry in specially prepared 
ponds is to raise a short- term crop of as many healthy finger-
lings as possible in the limited area of the pond . As the number 
of fry theH the natural resources of a pond can support until they 
attain the fingerling size is generally very limited, the pond must 
be specially prepared to support a much larger nwnber of fry 
than its size and resources warrant. One important way of 
doing this is to ma nure the pond to increase temporarily the 
supply of food for the fry. 
The manures used are either inorganic (chemical ferti li. 
zers) or organic. The common inorganic fertilizers are super-
phosphate, ammonium sulphate and sodium nitrate. Very 
little information regarding the relative utility and dose of 
these is avai lable in I ndia at present. Preliminary experiments 
at Cuttack, however, have confirmed the findings of workers 
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In the U. S. A. that inorganic fertilizers tend to increase the 
production of microscopic Hoating algae. 
In view of the fact that water-fleas (zooplankton) are 
rel atively more valuable as a food for early carp fry than 
floating algae (phytoplankton), the application of inorganic 
manure does not seem to be advisable in nursery ponds. The 
choice, therefore, falls on organic fertilizers. 
The commonest and the cheapest available organic manure 
in the country is cow~dung. Experiments show that cow.dung 
is one of the best manures for carp nurseries. Heavy manuring 
with cow-dung in experimental pots or in cement cisterns (dose 
ranging from 10,000 to 1,00,000 pounds per acre) results in-
variably in the production of a rich crop of wheel animalcules 
(Rotifera) and water-fieas (Cladocerans and Copepods) which 
appear in thick swarms in the entire column of water within 9 
to 12 days. As very few algae are produced at this stage, there 
is almost a 100 per cent preponderance of animal organisms 
during a period of abollt 7 to 10 days, depending on the dose 
of the manure applied. Appreciable numbers of planktortic 
algae begin to appear only when zooplankton swarms decline. 
Though microscopic algae are known to be the first link 
in the food chain in a watery medium, their conspicuous absence 
in the initial stage of heavy manuring with cow-dung seerm 
to be due to the fact that the animalcules which appear 
first in the watC!' are capable of directly utilizing the large 
quantities of suspended and dissolved organic matter found in 
the co\· ... -dung. 
Heavy manuring with over 20,000 pounds ofcow~dung per 
acre has not yet been attempted in natural ponds. It is true that 
an application of 10,000 to 20,000 pounds of cow-dung per acre 
results in a marked increase in plankton populations, but what 
proportion of it will be zooplankton initially has not yet been 
definitely ascertained. 
In current fish cultural practices the nursery ponds are 
usually manured after they are cleared of all predatory and other 
fishes. Cow-dung applied at 10,000 pounds per acre produce. 
in about 24 days on an average the maximum quantity 
of plankton . The dates for manuring the pond and stocking 
it with fry will depend on the period of maximum production of 
plankton and the expected dates of availability of the fry. If, 
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for instance, the fry would become avai lable in the second week 
of July, the ponds shou ld be manured by the 20th of June, but as 
local conditions vary, no general principles can be laid down as 
to the interval tha t should be allowed to la pse between manur-
ing and stocking in successful pond management. 
The manure ::nay either be broadcast ov~r the entire 
bottom if the pond is dry, or over the water surface if it is full , 
or deposited in small heaps on the sides at selected points. 
Dumping of manure at onc point is inadvisable in view of the 
fact that the desired heavy crop of plankton in a short period 
and on a given date is not produced . 
The application of raw cow-dung brings about a quicker 
production of plankton probably because of the fact that the 
nutrients present therein arc morc readily available than in 
cow-dung manu re or dry cow-dung. 
With the simultaneous addition of green manure (leaves 
ofplants like Lantalla) and cow-dung, the plankton produced is 
proportionately greater, but is very often preceded by an algal 
bloom in place oflhe zooplankton swarms obtai ned with cow· 
dung alone. 
CONTROLLING WEEDS IN NURSERY PONDS 
In manured nursery ponds, weeds, particularly the sub· 
merged ones, grow very rapidly, utilizing the readily available 
rich nutrients in the water. The growth is often so quick that 
a 0.1 acre pond is covered almost completely within a short 
period of 15 to 20 days. When weeds abound, the plankton in 
the water is generally very poor. As tender baby fish cannot 
feed on weeds and as the presence of weeds results in poor 
production of plankton, it is essential to have them removed 
from the nursery ponds. As their removal by chemical means 
adversely affects the planktOn, it cannot be resorted to in 
nursery ponds. The mechanical removal of weeds at regular 
intervals with human labour or with weed-cutting mechines is 
perhaps the best in shallow nursery ponds. . 
Marginal ,\'ceds offer excellent shelter for predatory insects 
such as the diving beetle (C)bister) . They lay their eggs boring 
into the stems of those plantli . I l is, therefore, of importance that 
marginal weeds and grass, both on the slopes and on the bundJu 
of ponds, should be trimmed to keep the insects under check. 
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To sum up, the important operations in preparing nursery 
ponds are: 
(a) removal of marginal, emergent, floating and sub-
merged weeds (macro-vegetation); 
(b) a regu la r watch to keep the weeds in check by prompt 
removal as and when they come up; 
(c) eradication of the entire predatory or, otherwise, 
harmful fish populations in the pond by poisoning with Derris 
powder in suitable doses; 
(d ) manuring the pond with cow-dung at 10,000 pounds 
per acre about 10 days after poisoning and 20 to 24 days be-
fore the expected date for stocking, and 
(e) appli ca tion of mustard oil-soap emulsion, 12 to 24 
hours before stocking, to kill predatory aquatic insects, parti-
cularly the common back-swimmers (Notonectids) which are 
the most abundant and, consequently, the most destructive 
among insect predators. 
FRY FOOD 
r ... lanuring the pond enhances the production of plankton, 
the food for the growing baby fish. 
The quantity and quality of plankton fluc tua te, and a 
clear idea of these fluctuations in the pond is essential to fix the 
time for stocking and also the number of fry to be stocked. It 
is necessary to est imate the plankton quantitatively every week 
or, preferably, every fourth day after manuring the pond. A 
small coni ca l net (called tow-net) made of mull or muslin 
cloth, open at both ends and fixed on to a circular metal frame 
9 inches to 12 inches in diameter and provided with a short 
handle is used for making collections. A glass tube, three or 
four inches long and one inch in diameter, is tied finnly to the 
tapering tail-end of the net. 
About 12 gallons of water taken from 12 different and 
representative places in the pond area are poured through the 
broader mouth-end of the net. Samples of water are collected 
in a mug of one-gallon capacity by a person standing in knee ... 
deep water near the edge of the pond and stretching out his arm 
towards the centre of the pond. 
The surface of the pond is first disturbed slightly to 
disperse or mix the algal scum, if any, and the mug is held 
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with its mouth downward to about six inches below the surface 
of the w~ter, and gradually lilted to call eel Ihe water. The 
tow-net is held in the left hand with the net ponion immersed in 
the water up to an inch or two from its mouth) and the watel in 
the mug i , gently poured into the net. This process is repeated 
with water collected from cleven other selected points in 
the pond to filter 12 ga llons of water. The net is rno"ed 
up and down in the \ ... ·aler without immersi ng the mouth so 
that lhe water is rapidly filtered and the fish food organisms are 
washed down into the glass tube tied to it's lower end. The 
tube is then untied from the net and 15 drops of strong 
formalin are added 10 the water in the tube to kill the plankton 
-organisms. 'Vithin 15 to 20 minutes of adding the formalin, most 
organisms settle down at the bOltom of the tube, as a sediment. 
I f this column of plankton sediment is ito t inch high from 
..the botlom of the tube; and is found to consist mostly of 
"The com.mon water-fleas and wheel animalcules _ the choice food of 
UDder carp fry: A. Daphn ia, B. M()ino, C. C)'€iops, D. Dia/Jt()mUJ, E. N(JuPI 
ius, F . Drachionus, C. Ktrattlla , and H. Fi/illia 
, 
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water-fieas and olher animalcules, the water in the pond may be 
considered to be sufficiently rich in plankton to be stocked at the 
rate of two to three lakhs of fry per acre. The animal or plant 
na ture of the plankton sediment is roughly indicated by a pale 
brownish or green colour, respectively. 
\'\Ihen not required for further study in the laboratory, a 
rough detcrminuion of the quantity and nature of the plankton 
may be made by the addition of a pinch of powdered comIDon 
salt whi ch would serve the purpose of quickly sedimenting the 
plankters equally well as formalin. After noting the approximate 
height of the sediment in lhe tube, the collection could be 
thrown out and the tubcuscd for fresh collect ions after rinsing. 
NURSING EGGS TO HATCHING 
T he hatchery pits wi th the hapa! fixed in position a nd water 
running through them shou ld be kept ready for receiving fish eggs 
for ha lching. 
Whether from bundh-typc tanks or from rivers, lhe eggs 
collected usua lly consist of a mixture of several species of 
major carps, minor carps and minnows, and probably of catfishes 
as well. \Vilh these, there "till also be aquatic insects, insect 
larvae and vegetable debris. The fish eggs, therefore, will have 
to be sorted out from all these before they are transferred to 
the hatching pi Is. O n collection, the fish eggs should be 
examined in shallo\' .. · flat dishes to carefully separate them out 
from aquatic insects and the debris. 
They should then be transferred to a sieve with mesh 3.0 
to 3.5 millimetres in diameter, kept partly immersed in \,,'ater 
and gently moved about as in sieving. Eggs less than 3.5 rni lli~ 
metres in diameter and which will pass through the sieve 
may be discarded, as the swollen fertilized eggs of the major 
carps are larger than these. Those retained on the sieve may 
now be transferred to the inner cloth tank or hapa made of 
round-meshed mosquito netting . A number suffic !nt to cover 
the bottom in a single layer may be kept in each hapa for 
hatching. 
The eggs lhus collected will be in different stages of develop-
ment, with the embryo not fonned in some and fully formed 
and active in o thers. They will hatch out within a period vary-
ing from 2 tol 5 hours after collection. Being slender and small, 
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Stages in the denlopment of a carp: A) ferti.l.ized f!Kg with the fully 
swollen egg membrane; B) fertilized e .s;g with the young fisb falrly 
well developed inside, C) baby fish ju§t hatched out of the egg, 
D ) baby fish two days after hatching. All these stages are collected 
from rivers and bu.adb-type ponds 
the tin y hatchlings pass casil y thtOugh the meshes of illc; hapa 
into the ollte r clo th t:mk1 while the burst egg membranes 
are left over in the inntr one. AbuUl 20 hours la ter , when a ll 
the eg~ have hatched out and the hatch iings ha\'c passed into 
the outer tank 0 1 cloth, the inner mosqui to-net hapa may he 
carefull y r emoved along with the egg membra nes. 
\\'hen the hatch lings come ou l of the eggs with their con-
spi cuous yolk-sac, they arc ahout 4 lO 5.5 millimcLres long and 
subsist on th e yo lk in the yo lk-sac for at least two days; after 
this the y beg in to feed o n o rganisms found in the water. As the 
baby fish in the small hatching pits canno t get much food in the 
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flowing water that passes through, it is essential to transfer them 
carefully to well-prepared nursery ponds on the third day after 
the collection of eggs. As the hatchl ings are kept in /tapas in 
the hatchery pits, they are collected easily in hUT/dies and 
transported to nursery ponds. 
NURSING THE FRY (HATCHLINGS AND LARVAE) 
The fry collected from rivers are generally a few hours to 
(\,,'0 to three days old after hatching from the egg. \Vithin 
a few hou rs to two to three days after collection from the river, 
they afe released into nursery ponds in which their rate of 
sun rival is usually \'ery low and fluctuating, 
In experiments in laboratory aquaria, O\'Ct 50 per cent 
of the tender fry sun'j\'ed when kept in pond water without 
food for s,,·en days. A much larger percentage ( 80 to 96 ) 
of the fry survived during the first week when the waler in the 
aquaria was even partially renewed. Daily feeding with freshly 
collected water-fieas and other animalcules helped to maintain 
the fry in an e.xcellent condition, contributing to 96 to 100 
per cent sun'ival during the first week. In these experiments, 
predatory organisms and other enemies of carp fry \\'ere com-
pletely eliminated, 
These simple experiments showed that when the enemies 
offish fry are totally absent in their habitat, a large scale mortality 
of fry does not occur during the first few days no matter how 
starved the fry might be, The experiments also showed that 
under similar conditions but with a regular supply of artificial 
or natural fry food, the survival rate is almost cent per cent, 
except when the fry has suffered injury, If such favourable 
conditions prevail in the natural nursery pond also, the rate of 
survival of fry will be high. 
The laboratory findings were tested on a miniature field 
scale, in open cemene cisterns, 12 feet X 6 feet X 3 feet in 
dimensions. Swanns of water-fleas (Cladocerans) and other 
animalcules (Rotifers) were induced in the water in the cisterns 
by heavy manuring with cow-dung and the cisterns were 
kept covered wi th fine-meshed wire-netting to keep away flying 
acquatic insects, At the time of stocking with fry, the water 
in the cisterns was dark, chocolate-coloured and had very low 
dilsolved oxygen (0.8 to 1.4 parts per million only) . The 
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PLANKTONIC ALGAE TAKEN ONLY AS EMERGENCY FOOD BY 
YOUNG CARP FRY 
PandOTina 
Volvox 
MicTOCystis 
cisterns were fished on the 10th day after stocking. The number 
of fry stocked ranged from 3,500 to 6,000 per cistern. Mortality 
was negligible and the survival ranged from 90.7 to 99 .3· 
per cent. These results, besides fully confirming the laboratory 
findings, showed that the control of fish fry enemies can success· 
full y be attempted on a larger sea,le than in the laboratory. It 
also showed that with the provision of ample [ood, the tender 
fry 'would tolerate even dangerous living conditions, particular1y 
a low dissolved oxygen content. 
Further experiments showed that the maximum growth 
and maximum survival of fry are obtained when they are fed 
on zooplankton consisting mainly of water-Aeas. The growth 
and survival of fry were considerably low when they were given 
only algal food. 
Experiments have also revealed that very young carp 
fry, with their relatively short, straight intestine, characteris-
tic of carnivorous animals in general, are incapable of digesting 
at least some of the planktonic a lgae either because the algae 
are resistant to the digestive secretions if any, in the gut, or be-
cause these items are not retained in the gut sufficiently long to 
be digested . On the other hand, the water-fleas and animal-
cules consumed are digested very quickly, judging from the 
remains voided th rough the vent within two hours of feeding 
on them. 
The number of fry to be stocked in a pond depends both 
on the feeding capacity of the fry and the quantity of plankton 
available in it. As at present, no reliable data on this im-
portant aspect are available, the number of fry recommended 
to be stocked in a pond would be largely arbilrary. 
Laboratory observations on the habits of carp fry show 
that they commence feeding at a very early stage, even before 
the yolk is fully absorbed, and that they feed almost continu-
ously on their favourite food, planktonic crustacea and rotifers. 
ifpresent in ahundance. Under full feed , the gut contents ofrry 
have been found to consist of the following : 
Length of fry Number of Number of whetl animaJ-
in millimttm 
6.8 
7. 6 
8.0 
9.8 
water_}tas 
10 
21 
34 
23 
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cllles 
1 
1 
2 
14 +2 algal 
filaments 
A single carp fry 6.5 to 7.2 m'illimenes long consumes 
within a n hour 3 to 34 water~neas, the actual number depend-
ing on the size of the fry and the stage of absorpt ion of its yolk. 
Fry of the same size take in about 130 to IjO water~ fleas within 
24 hours. The number of organisms consumed within a given 
period will depend on their availability in the environment 
and also on the number of fry feeding there. 
\¥hcn the density of zooplankton under fi eld conditions 
was taken as the criterion for stocking nursery ponds \I/ith carp 
fry, the rate of survival of fry was seen to be very satisfactory 
in several ponds but poor in others. Ponds with satisfactory 
rates of survival of fry contained abundant zooplankton at the 
time of stocking, and very li ttle sign of planktonic algal bloom 
during the entire period of rearing. Ponds having algal 
blooms at the time of stocking or during the period of rearing 
gave only medium rates of survival of the fry stocked. 
As no measures for the control of predatory insec ts are 
taken in the ponds, the high rates of survival (even up to 90 
per cent) obtained in some of them can be said to be due alone 
to the deliberate choice of the time for stocking. "Vhen the 
insect population is poor, a larger number of fry survive, and 
conversely, when this popula tion is heavy, the majority of the 
fry do not have a chance to survive even if the food supply is 
plentiful in the water. Ponds in which the insect population 
is controlled by suitable treatment give decidedly better yields 
of fish than ponds not so treated. 
AR TIFIClAL FEEDING 
It is difficult to maintain a continued high level of pro~ 
duclion of zooplankton for more than a few days in ponds. 
Even if the ponds are rich in zooplankton at the time of stocking, 
they suffer depletion within two to three days of introducing 
the fry. Ie is, therefore, difficult to maintain the same density 
of zooplankton with a heavy population of fry in them. In 
certain ponds, however, the reproductive capacity of plankton 
at the time of stocking is so great that even after a large number 
have been consumed by the fry, the volume of plankton remains 
undiminished in the first few days. If the insects are controlled 
in such ponds, the rate of survival of fry can be maintained at a 
high level. 
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When the plankton density in the pond goes down rapidly, 
there is great competition for food amongst the fry which have 
fewer chances of su rvival and growth if the food resources 
a re not maintained at a high level. Besides, there arc a t 
present certain practical difficulties in maintaining a high level 
of zooplankton incidence in ponds. !vlanuring a lone 
may not increase the production of zooplankton, as algal 
blooms often intervene, a ffecting their grmvth. Similarly, the 
duration in which manuring takes effect with reference to pro· 
duction of plankton can also never be forecast. These uncer-
tainties, together willI the fact that the supply of fry is restricted 
to a few places and to a very short period, not exceeding a 
couple of weeks in the year, make it difficult to have satisfactory 
fish cultivation. 
Laboratory experiments have shown that the tender carp 
fry feed avidly as soon as they are able to do so, on ar tificial 
foods such as rice bran and groundnut oilcake or a mixture 
of the t\VO. 
The experiments shO\\I that carp fry grow decidedly better 
when equal quantities of zooplankton and artificial food, 
rather than an excess of a rtificial food alone, are given and that 
they consume more of the zoopla nkton than of the a rt.ificial 
diet in a given time. As such, an exces, of the zooplakton over 
artificial food helps their growth better than an excess of artificial 
food over zooplankton. The fact that for the first two days the 
fry make hardly any use of the artificial food will have some 
beari ng on their condition and capacity to \ .... ithstand enemies 
in the water. 
I t is, therefore, clear that for the successful rearing of fry, 
the nursery pond should be rich in zoopla nkton at the time of 
stocking, and that from the second or third day after stocking, 
the natural zooplankton food should be supplemented by the 
artificial foods such as rice bran and oilseed cake. 
under fie ld conditions, the fry ha\'e to be fed once or 
twice a day \",ith rice bran, and/or oilcakes (groundnut, coconut 
and mustard). These arc more easily assimilated by the delicate 
fry if they are in a fine ly powdered state, when lhey will also 
remain . suspended in the column of water for a much longer 
period. The rice bra n should be passed through a fine-meshed 
sieve to remove the husk . Similarly, the pov·.'dered oilcakes 
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should also he sieved to ensure uni formity in the SIze of 
pa rticles. [n a seri es of experiments with coconut, mustard 
and groundnut oilcakes and rice bran , which gave very satis-
factory resul ts, the daily dose of artificial feed given ranged as 
follows : 
First five days after stocking 
6th to the 10 th day after stocking 
II th to the 15th day after stocking 
Dai ly, twice the weight 
of fry at tile time of 
stocking 
Dai ly, thrice the 
weight of fry at the 
time of stocking 
Dai ly, iour times the 
we.ight of fry at the 
time of stocking 
\'Vith mus tard oilcake, however, the dose shou ld be 
lower. Stall with the \veight of the cake almost equal to the 
weight of the fr y and double it in L\ ... O stages. I n ac tual practice, 
it is difficult to weigh a sufficient number of fr y to calculate 
the exact weigh of food to be given to them. ~ormally, a 
mixed collec tion of a lakh carp fry (consist ing of sizes from 6 to 
6.5 millimetres in length and each weighing, on an average. 
0.00 14 gm.) which will be contained in a cup or kUllka will 
weigh about 140 grammes. From this, the quantity of food 
required for any given number of fry can be easily calcula ted. 
The following proport ions of artificial food in terms of the 
volume of fry wou ld be helpful. 
VO/UmL of fry (in 'bati' ) Ap/lroximate volume (in 'baril' ) of artificial food 
Rice bron 
:l.0 
Groundnut 
oi/cake 
1.25 
Coconut 
oilcake 
2.0 
M ustard 
oilcoke 
1. 5 
Very lit tle experimental work has been done on art ificial 
feeding of carp fry in l ndia. The informa l ion given above is 
based on [he preliminary experiments carried out a t the Cuttack 
Substation and can at best serve on ly as a basis for further 
experimentat ion on those lines. \OVith regular daily feeding 
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with selected items of artificial food at doses varying from one 
to four times the initial weight of the fry, the a\"erage production 
of early fingerlings for the first 15 days of rcaring has been 
as follows: 
Arlijicial food Nllmbtr ()f PerctnJdge ()f A:otrage AI'tToge 
pr()vitkd ponds IJ.s~d for slUl:;cal production number 
rtanng range per acre 
Rice bran 4 47.0 to 99.0 ;7.2 3,85,930 
Groundnut oil· 
cake 5 13.2 to 71.8 36.6 1,93,070 
Mustard oilcake 4 4 .5 to 51.0 28.2 1,41,020 
Coconut oilcake 2 47.8 to 61.0 54.4 2,i2,120 
The highest rate of survival of fry was in the pond to 
which rice bran was added daily at twice the iuitial weight of 
the fry. After 15 nays of rearing, the pond was thoroughly 
fished and the early fingerlings removed . The pond was 
re-stocked wi th another lot of early fry and fed daily as before. 
D uring the second 15 days of rearing a lso the rale of fry 
survival was extremely satisfactory, though the pond \,,'as not 
manured afresh after the first fry crop was remo\·ed. 
\Vithin a period of five weeks, a total of 94,000 advanced 
fry and early fingerlings was raised in two crops in a 0.1 
acre pond, \ Vith the application of the well-tried me thods 
of nursery preparation, stocking and feed ing the fry, stich a 
high rate of production of advanced fl y a nd early fingerlings 
should make fish culture a really lucrative undertaking. In 
the present instance, the yield of fry f inch in length in both 
the crops should fetch in a ll Rs. 400 at a nominal rate of 
rupees five per WOO fry, making allowance for a mortality of 
as many as 14,000 (roughly 15 per cen t) during collection and 
t ransport. 
NURSING ADVANCED fRY 
The preparation of rearing ponds is no less essential, 
though less elab01'ate, than nursery ponds, Here, the essentia l 
steps are elimination of a ll fish from the pond and manuring it 
prior to stocking wi th fingel qngs. 
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The feeding habits of the fingerlings ale different from 
lhose of lh" young fry, thou~h eatla in the fingerling stage also 
takes in large quantities of ' .... ate r-Aeas. 1n weedy ponds, the 
growth of Catla is very slow. Although Rohu and lYlrigal feed 
largel y on decaying weeds and plankton, th eir growth is usually 
unsatisfactory in ponds overgrown \\-'i th weeds. The overgrowth 
of weeds should, therefore, ue cont rolled in rearing ponds. A 
sparse distriuUliulI uf :,uiJmergc::d weeds-altogether about 
1,I8th the area of the pond- without appreciably impoverishing 
the water. m,y be ample for a healthy growth of Rohu and 
Mrigal. HO\ ... ·ever, no reliable data are available at present 
on the extfnt to which weeds are used as food by fingerlings of 
major carps. 
The mortality ra te of fingerlings is relati\'c\Y much lower 
Lhan that in [he fry Slage. Fingerlings transported over long 
distances arc liable to be weakened for want of food or are 
liable to be injured, and suffer heavy mortaljty in ponds. 
But those exceeding a n inch in length a nd in a healthy 
condition suffer less mortality. I n seven months of stocking 
healthy fingerlings, the mortality has been found to vary 
from zero to five per cent in Calla, and 5 to 10 per cent in 
Rohu and Mrigal. From 6,000 to 8,000 advanced fry or 
early fingerlings (0.13 inch to 1.5 inches in length) may b: 
maintained in a healthy condition in a 1/1 0 acre pond for a 
period of about two months if regularl y fed with ground nut 
oilcake. At the end of this period they wi ll have grown 
to a length of 2 to 2" inches. But the poor growth attained 
in this period despite artificial feeding would indicate [hat 
the stocking rate is too high for the area of the pond. It 
is, thercf01 c. necessary to thin ou t the stock if, on periodic 
examination, the growth registered is too little for the area of 
the pond. 
One of the most important aspects of successful rearing 
of fingerlings and a:iult fish is the correct sto tki~g of the ponds. 
REARING PONDS 
As the nursery ponds are heavi ly stocked and the food 
requi rements of the growing fry increase tremendously, the stock 
has to be transferred to other ponds. Advanced fry or early 
fingerlings are generally released in rearing ponds in which they 
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a re kept till they a llain the advanced fingerling or yearl ing 
size. To secure optimum growth and production in carps in 
such rearing ponds, the fry or fingerlings should be sorted out 
according to their sizl! and stocked in known combinations. 
STOCKING FRY AND FINGERLINGS 
How many fish arc to be put in a pond is an oft-repeated 
question . For wam of reliable data, no satisfactory answer can 
be given for it a t present. As the growth of the different 
species of fishes, like thei r food and feeding habits, varics, the 
rate of prod uction of fish in a given pond will depend on the 
species of fish selected and the propor tions in which they are 
introduced so as to make the fullest use of all the food available 
in the water. 
As a sing le species fa lming helps in the uti lization of only 
a few of the several food resources of the pond, a combina tion 
of two or more species which can utilize all the available food 
in the pond should be chosen as such a mi.xed farming is an 
economic p ropos tllon. It is important, therefore, that the 
species chosen should be mutually compatible, that is to say, 
they should neither compete for food nor prey upon one 
another. 
The proportions of these compatible species should be 
hased upon the estimated stock of the various types of available 
and rene""able food resources in the pond. As the stock of 
available food \'-a ries from place to place depending on soi l 
conditions, rain fa ll , lemperatu re, depth of water, vegeta ria n, 
etc., in the pond, the propm tions will naturally vary for 
different ponds. As a correct stocking based on these several 
factors will alone ensure a satisfactory and economica l rate 
of grow th , care must be exercised in selecting the species 
and calculat ing their numbers and proportions fo r each 
individual pond. 
As has already been sta ted, nu rsery ponds (ponds for 
stocking tiny fry) and rearing ponds (ponds for rearing finger-
lings) have to be carefu lly prepared before they are stocked. A 
similar but less elaborate treatment is necesssary for stocking 
ponds with yearlings and adul ts as well. Eradication of pre-
dators, manuring and artificial feed ing will ensure rugh returns 
in stocking tanks. 
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As the species a re indist inguishable in the nursery stage, 
the tender fry of several species are all stocked together. Whil e 
there are no hard and fast Jules regarding the numer of fry 
to be stocked, the number should depend upon the available 
nutrients in the pond or its food -producing capaci ty. It has 
been suggNled tha t small nursery units be stocked with tiny 
fry at the maximu m rate of 1,500 per collah (which works out 
to just over 90,000 per acre). Stocking as many as 200 fry for 
every cubic foot of water has a lso been recommended. This 
works out 10 87, 12 ,000 fry per acre of water only one foo t 
deep-an unusually heavy rate of slacking. 
In the nursery ponds a t Cuttack, the highest rate of 
stocking in general rearing experiments l."ilh artificial feeding 
was 5,00,000 rry per acre of water surface. This resulted, in 
some cases, in over 90 per cent survival in the course of the 
first I j days. A much heavier rate of stOck ing was possible in 
cement cisterns (12 feetx6 fcet x 2t feet) with about 5,600 fry 
of which over 5,400 sU fvi\'ed within the first 10 days when the 
stock \vas thinned out. There was no artificial feeding. The 
rate of stocking works Out to approximately 3+ lakh per acre of 
water surface. It should not be very difficult to increase this 
number \vith artifiical feeding. From theoretical considera-
tions, such a heavy stocking in natural nursery ponds should be 
a disti nct possibil ity. 
Repeated laboratory experiments have shown that re-
gular feeding with zooplankton produces excellent results in 
growth. Th us, a 100 tiny fry stocked in three litres of wa ter 
in a glass j ar were successfully reared to over half an inch 
size within 15 days. This works out to about 900 fry per 
cubic feet of water. 
The food requirements of the fry increase with their 
growth. As the nursery pond cannot cope up with such heavy 
demands for food, the grown up fry should be transferred to 
other pond s which are free from all other fu h and at·e manured 
heavily. In these rearing ponds also, selective stocking of fry 
will not be practicable, as individuals t inch to one inch long 
are usually indistinguishable from one another and repeated 
handling in sorting at that stage results in fatal injury to a 
large number of them. 
It bas been stated that a pond 50 feet x50 feet X 10 feet 
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will support 2 ,000 inch-long fry for fou r months, Such deep 
ponds are not required for rear ing advanced fry, T aking 
the area a lone, the rate or stocking should be about 35,000 per 
acre, although a h igher rate of stocking (about 60,000 per acre) 
has also been sugges ted. 
I n experimental rearing ponds four to five feet deep, i to 
one inch long fry can be stocked at the rale of about 10,000 
per a cre) \ .... hrn a majority of them will survive and grow to 
about three to four inches in length in the course of about 
three months. Ko art ificial feeding need be resorted to in thi~ 
case. H the pond is more heavily slocked , the percentage of 
survival generally goes down . "Vith dai ly artificia l feeding with 
finel y powdered groundnut oil-cake, the stocking ra te may be 
raised to about 80,000 per acre, wi th the su rvival rate exceed-
ing 90 per cen t during a period of about six weeks in which 
they attain an average length of about two inches. For 
furth er sa Lisfactory rearing in the same pond, the stock has 
to be thinned out to about half. 
The necessity for selective slOcking even at the early 
fry stage is ind ica ted by the fact tha t in heavily stocked ponds 
Calla does no t grow satisfactorily in spite of artific ial feeding. 
Though it registers the fas tes t growth among the major 
carps, if its popula tion in a given pond happens to exceed 
its stockable capacity, its growth is vcry much retarded, 
particularly since it makes the least use of the arti ficial 
food provided, with its upturned mouths adapted to 
plankton feeding. Laboratory experiments have confirmed 
that Calla takes a very limited quantity of artificia l food in the 
form of oilcakes. 
Only advanced fingerl ings are released in stocking ponds. 
The number and kind of such fingerlings should be decided on 
the basis of the size of the pond, its food resources and the 
species of fish available for slOcking. The stocking ponds, like 
the nurseries and rearing ponds, should also be cleared of all 
predatory fishes and minnows. Old tanks with excess of 
bou om silt should be dewatered and partially desilted and 
all overgrowth of macro-vegetation also removed. As in the 
case of the nursery or rearing ponds, the stocking pond 
should be manured, but in smaller doses and at monthly 
intervals. 
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COMPATIBLE SPECIES 
Before stocking, the food resources in a pond should be 
assessed. Plankton, macro-vegetation, weed-dwelling fauna, 
bottom fauna and organic detritus arc the main natural 
food resources in the ponel. The relative approximte abun-
dance of these may be judged by random collections from 
known areas and estimating their volume or 'weight. This 
information, together with that available on the food and feed -
ing babits of the different species of fishes will enable a judici-
ous selection of the righ t species for the pond. 
Cat/a and the Cruci~n Carp (Caras,iu, vulgari,) feed la rgely 
on zooplankton even after the fUll.{crling stage, while the Pearl 
Spot (Etrop/u, suraltllsis), the M ilk Fish (Challo, ehalloJ) and the 
Sandhkol Carp (Thymlieh!"y' salldhko!) sustain themselves on a 
mixed diet of zOO- and phytoplankton, besides other items of 
food . The species of the genera Labe() and Girrh ina al e I)ottom 
or column feeders taking in large quantities of bottom Illud and 
debris besides rotting aquatic plants. Gourami (Osphrontmus 
gorami) and the Chocolate Marum (Barbus "'xagonol,pi,) feed 
largely on fresh macro-vegetation. The la tter take-s in snai ls a lso . 
A sa lisfacwfY combination of fishes fOf a pond should 
include a plankwn-feed ing species (col umn-surf:lce feeder) , 
a detritu5. or bottom fauna fceder (column-hollom fceder) 
and a macro-vegetation feeder. As already stated, the pro-
portions of these species will depend on the relative abundance 
of the diOerent types of food present. If algal b looms arc the 
dominallls as in most religious institutional tanks of South India , 
Chanos or Th)lnnichth)'s should do well. If zooplankton is rich, 
Calla will find the condition good . \tVhcn there is luxuriant 
vegetation, Gourami shoulci be introduced . Pearl Spot will 
feed on insec ts and worms, besides taking in filamentous 
algae and leaves of aquatic plants . Rohu and Mrigal grow 
well in ponds with abundance of decaying vegetable matter, 
including decaying phytoplankton. 
Mi.''<ed farming of carps is practised in different countries, 
particularly in China, where a great variety of stocking has 
been evolved for ponds in the different regions of the country. 
In India also, the major carps Calla, Rohu and A1rigal, of len 
with a varying number of Kalbasu and Bala, are stocked together 
in ponds in Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, the Punjab and Assam. 
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No fixed proportions for the different species ~avc, however, 
been evolved, though a combination of 30 per cent Catla, 
30 per cent Rohu and 40 per cent Mrigal is reported to be 
in vogue in certain Bengal fish farms. In view of the fact 
that most Bengal fish farmers do not sort the fl)' or fingerlings 
into species, the above propor tions a re not adhered to 
in actual practice. Reliable data on the proportions of species 
and the density of stocking for Indian wa ters are wanti ng. 
DENSITY OF STOCKING 
Preliminary experiments in stocking fingerl ings of Calla, 
Rohu and J\1rigal in various r:ombinations and densities have 
been in pr ogress at the CentDal Inland Fisheries R esearch Sub~ 
station at Cliltack for th~ lalt three years. The rearing poriod 
each year is only about seven to nine months, and the yearlings 
are either s.tocked in larger tanks or marketed. 
Satisfactory growth was found in these experiments when 
the three species were stocked in equal numbers, making a total 
of about 3,000 fish in all, per acre. In such cases, however, the 
growth of .\!rigal and Rohu was at least as quick as or, even 
qu icker than, that of Catla , indicating that the pond could hold 
a larger stock of these two species. The growth of Calla is 
slO\\' when the stock exceeds 1,000 fingerlings per acre, but in 
the case of M rigal c\o-en at 6,000 fingerl ings per acre satisfactory 
growth has been observed. 
Unless these experiments are carried out under varying 
conditions and repeated several times over a fairl)" long period, 
no definite gu idance could be given to the practica l fish farmer 
in regard to the number of fry of different species of carp that 
may be grown sat isfactorily in a given type of pond. 
T he exact stock figu re or the number of flsh to be intro~ 
duccd in any p:Hticular pond will depend on the species con~ 
cerned , their rate of growth, and the nature of available food. 
HO\\:ever, as reliable informauon on these aspects is not yet 
ava ilable, no general recommendation on the stocking capacity 
of the different waters is at present possible. 
GROWTH 
An unusually quick growth in fish is very often the direct 
result of understocking which, though enabling a few of them 
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to attain marketable size in a relatively short time, may not 
be very economical from the poinl of view of total weight of 
fish produced. In two virgin waters at Kanchcepuram, 
Madras) in which Calla were stocked at the very 10\,\' rate of 
9 to 46 pef acre, a weight of seven pounds in six months, re-
present ing a growth of 3 to 4 inches per month, was registe red. 
From observations made on the growth of the major carps, 
it is dearl)' seen lhat the normal average growth in weight in 
the first year or their life is about 2 pounds, 1.5 pounds and 
1 pound, respectively, for Calla, R!1hu and Mrigal. Excep. 
tion a l grmnhs vf a foO[ in six mOlllhs; 18 inches to two feet in 
the fir~t year and 3 to 3t fe et in 2t ro J years have been record-
ed for Calla in :-'[adras. [n the Kutla ta nk, Bombay, Calla 
attained eight pounds in weight in the first year. A vcry fast 
g row th of 12 inches (one pound, two ounces) injust 2t months 
is also on record for Calla . l\lfrigal has been reported to attain 
over 16 p.)unds in three yea rs. 
STOCK.F1GURE 
The general yield of n':ih pe.r ar:re. of freshwa ter pond in 
India ranges from 1,500 co 2,500 pounds in various parts of the 
country. rn an organized sewage· irrigated fishery in the 
Bidhyadhari spill area near Calcutta, the annual yield is repor-
ted to be 600 pounds per acre. Annual yields of 357 to 1,278 
pounds per acre have rece ntly been reported from Utta r 
Pradesh. Thc D~' ke's Pond at Vishakhapatnam (Andhra) 
yields 552 to 2.S·W pounds per acre cvery year. )low, if we 
lake the n'Jrmal grO\vLh of Cat/a, R olw and A1rigal in a well slock-
ed pond to be 2 pounds, 1.5 pounds a nd I pound, respec-
tively, in the first year, and if we expect an a nnu al production 
of2,OOO pounds per acre of wa Ler, the number of fingerli:1gs to 
be sLocked would be 
1,000 or Calla "\ 
1. 334- of Rullll and ~ \Vhen indivi.dual species alone 
2;000 of .Ifrigal j are srocked In ponds 
An <:dditional 5 to 10 per cent of the number of finger-
lings introduced should compensate for the expected nawral 
a nnual mortal ity. 
If a 30 :30 :40 comhinalion of Cat/a, R olm and Mrigal is 
stocked, the proportiona l numbers of fry would be 414 of 
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Calla, 414 of Rohu, and 552 of Mrigal plus 10 per cen t of each 
species as a llowance for natural mortality. 
\ Vith these tentative figures, th e fish farm er could use his 
discretion in choosing different combinations and densities of 
fry to experiment upon and gain experience. 
\Vhen ponds are stocked in rela tion to their avai lab le food 
resources and expected annual production, the subseq uent 
thinning out of the stock may not be necessary. If a larger 
number than the warranted stock figure for the pond is intro-
duced, a stage wi ll be reached when the a\'ailabl~ food is 
quickly exhausted and the g rowth remains unsatisfactory till 
part of the stock is remo\"ed to another pond . 
INTRODUCING PREDATORS 
Predators (Murrels, Ctc.) and non· predatory species 
(ca rps, etc. ) do not go together in the same pond. Calla, Rohu 
and Mrigal grown in stocking ponds do not seem to feed on 
aquatic insects and control them. Some of the smaller preda. 
tory fishes like .rJnabas fesludineus, Ophicephalus puncta/us, HeIer· 
op1luesles fossiLis , Clarias batrnchus and GloJSogobius giuris, which 
a re predominantly insectivorous in habi t, do nOt cause appre-
ciable harm to other fishes. Besides, because of their relatively 
small size, they are generally incapable of doing any harm to 
grown up fll1gcrlings (five to six inches) of major carps. 
It has been stated that some fishes need exercise for thei r 
"healthy growth which is provided by their being chased by pre-
dators deliberately introduced illlo ponds. \ Vhether such ex-
ercise is really necessa ry and whether or not the introduced 
predators take a toll of the carps cannot be defini tely said. 
However, if a small predator which does not harm the ca rps is 
introduced, it may increase the total yield of fish to some extent, 
feeding on the insect population in the pond . Carp fingerlings 
below a particular length (say. five inches) should not then be 
stocked. The predator should also be stocked prererably at three 
to four inches fingerling size. 
The high market value of A. teJI.l~diuells as a food fish, its 
small size and its pronounced insectivorous tendencies make 
this fish an obvious choice for introduction into carp ponds. 
H . .fQssilis and C. hatrar/Ills may a lso be included in this catego ry, 
though the latte r grows to a fai rly large size. O. pllllclaluJ and 
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C. ,t:iuris ha\'c relat ively largcr mouths a nd should, therefo rc, he 
utilized with care. 
E\'cn a full-grown medium-sized predator li ke O. stria/us 
wou ld be incapable or causing appreciable harm to a stock or 
carps of a minim um length of a foo l. The larljc ca tfi sh Pnll!!ajills 
pangasiu.,· is reponed to have been stocked in carp pond s in 
cerrain pa n s of East Pakistan. Tho ll '{h definitely pisci \'orous 
In habit. it feed s largely Oil wat er-sna ils and is beli c\'cd not 
to ca llsc" ha\'oc to thc c rop or carps. 
POND MANAGEME NT AND HARVESTING 
.\i"le l" the pond is stocked; the co nditio n of the fi"h should 
be periodically gi\'en a check up to ensure that they a re 
t hriv i n~ well. 
I r weeds O\'(' r~ro\", til e eXCl''i'i of growth should be perio-
dicall y remo\·cd. Onc or two small pa tchcs of su bmerged 
o r floating" wccds occupying a bo ut o ne-tc nlh of the water arca} 
howc\·cr. may he maintained in the pond without ha rm . 
\-Veed 'i in Illflderatt' nllmhrr , nflt o nly sen 'C a s anchorage for 
snai ls and insects} hut also a, a suu rce of nalural clt:ca}' ing 
vcge table debris. Floating \·cget.Jtion like duckwceds shou ld 
nevcr he a llmvcd to co\'c r li p the e ntire W<lte r surface. 
enless the pond s a rc "hallow (d epth o f " "i1 ter bel ow three 
feet ), shade is nOt essential. T oo much shade is not desi rable, 
and whl' n trees are present 11 11 embankmen ts. care shou ld 
be ta ken to pe riodically rC lIlf . \"t' th(' Iea\"ci) fal lin g into the 
wa ter . 
:'\cning tht' pond once a fonn: gh t} I)r at least ollce a 
m onth. with a dra ~- nel wi ll provide slinicielH rtln and e~;erc ise 
for the [i"h hesidc<i e nahling us to exami ne them. If they 
have an emaciatcd or weak appearance, pan of the s tock 
sho uld he remO\cd to another pond. CnW31l1Cd fish (minnows) 
should he removed at evcry nCllinlj . 
n ... inq the su mmer mOlllhs} w ith Ihc ie\'cl"fwal I' ::,!Iing-
steadily in the pond, the fish are prone to infectio n by para -
sites. Periodic Ilctl ing will enable timely detection o r such 
infec tion, if presen!. and the ta king of sui tab le remedial measu res. 
I f ponds have inle ts o r outlets o r ho th connect ing them 
with other ponds o r water sources, these should be full y secur-
ed by wooden or wire-nct doors ')1 screens so Ihat the fish 
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s[Qck from the pond do not escape and no unwanted flsh 
get into the pond. Li \-e fi shes like murrels and the climbing 
perch from neighbouring waters cannot, however, be prcvent-
. eel from crawling o\-er moist land into the pond . By cut ting 
the outer side of the embankment venically to a height of It 
feet at the top or by fLxing 3 fine wi re net fencing about a foot 
high on the top of the emhankment, or by constructing a cement 
parapet I! to 2 feet high all round, unwanted fishes and 
fish enemies like snakes a nd tortoises: can be prevented 
from gaining el1lry into the pond . Fish-eating b irds like 
cormorants, king fishes and gulls should either be scared 
away or their number reduced by periodical shooting. Croco-
diles and otters should like\vise be destroyed . 
As the growth of fish varies, individuals of the same size 
and age belonging to (he same species show diflerent rates of 
growth , though a ll of them grow in the same pond under the 
same environmental conditions. If there is very considerable 
difference in the size of individuals of the same species in a 
pond, it shows that the smaller fish are not grmving properly. 
\ ,Vhen the ponds <He periodically neued, the fish should be 
soIted out according to ~ize and the bigger ones remm'ed to 
another pond, thus givi ng a chance to the smaller ones to grow 
quicker. ..,<. 
"Cnder normal conditions, our carps ha\-e their maxi-
mum growth in length in the firs t year of their life, but the 
maximum growth in weight is probably in the second or 
third year, \Vhen such grO\vth in weight has be..,. alfajned, 
the fish should be remo\'ed, enabling the smaller fish to grow 
rapid ly, This is a fun damemal principle in fish fa rming 
where the harvesting of the fu lly ripe fish crop, as in the case 
of agricultural crops, should never be postponed, .J 
" ' hen seasonal \ .. 'aters reach their lowest le\'el in summer, 
the fish found in them should be transferred to deeper perennial 
ponds) if available, for fu rther grov.lth and fattening, O[\1er-
wise, the yearlings may be ma rketed. \Vhen the pond is undcr-
stocked, rhe young fish ha\-e a chance to grow ra pidly and 
atcain a marketahl e size even by the end of the first year . 
Vonds should not be 11 elted during the breeding season 
o r soon after fishes have bred in them. This will result in 
injury to and mortality of their progeny, apar t from scaring 
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away the: breeders from the breeding grounds LO which they 
may not migrate again to breed. 
The besl season for harvesting a pond is summer \,,·hen 
netting is. easy because of the low level of waler. but the date 
and time of nClLing should be so arranged as to coincide 
with the demand in the market. .\"clting is best carried out 
early in the morning before the water gets heated up, so that 
the resid uary fishes in the pond are not ad,·crse!y affected . 
The use of a large-meshed l1et (one inch) helps ca tch only the 
larger fish: leaving the smaller ones uninjured in the pi ocess of 
netting and less exposed to the chances of catching parasitic 
01 other infection. 
POND BREEDING OF CARPS 
As far as is known at present, in con fined \"'aters 
the major Indian carps breed only in the bundh-type tanks 0 1 
ponds of the Midnapore and BankUl a distri r.ts of lVest Bengal. 
Breeders are generally present in wet hundhs. In dry blllldhs, 
they are introduced from ponds when rain water accumulates 
in them in the rainy scason. In most bU!ldhs, thc ca rps spawn 
in the shaJlm\" areas adjoin ing the outlet. When the warer 
level in the htllldh suddenly rises as a result of the inrush of water 
from the catchment area flooding the spa\'m ing grounds, 
the breeders play about and breed in the shallows. The 
water from the btmdhs may be o\·erflo""in lS through the out-
let at the time of spawning. However, ill certain yea rs, the 
fish ha\'c been obsen·ed to breed c\·cn when the usual spawn -
ing ground was nor at all flooded and no watf'r was flowingoUl 
of the bUfldh through the ouder. The facLOrs which induce 
thc fish :0 spawn arc not yet clearly kllown. 
As in the existing practice of ca rp ~brcedi ng in bundhs 
no precamion of eliminating unwanted fishes including the 
pleda lOry species is taken. the eg-gs or fry obtai ned from the 
bUl/dlu (particularly the wer ones) arc no less mixed in quality 
than those ob tained from the rivers. 
The cggs collected from hu"dhs are hatched in adjoining 
hapa-pit s and sold on the spot , .... jthin two to three days or 
harching. The owner genera lly docs not keep the fry in 
the hapas for a longer period than is essencial to avoid heavy 
mortal ity, hut this compels him LO sell his stock of fry at very 
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low rates. The loss incurred thus can be minimized or 
eliminated in 1\,,,'0 \\fays : 
1. By keepi ng heavily manured pits ready at hand 
for maintaining a regular supply of zooplankton with which 
the fry could be fed from the second day after hatching. A 
6 feet x 3 feet x 3 feet manure pit with at least 2t feet of water 
in it, manured with 40 to 50 pounds of cow-dung would be 
enough to produce, in about a week's time, all the zooplan-
kton necessary to feed about 5,000 fry for 8 to 10 days . 
An adequa te supply of zooplankton is judged by 
the brown colour of the water. The pit should be manured 
a. week before the expected date of spawning of fish. The 
number of such pits could be increased if required. 
The fry should be fed from the second day after hatchjng 
to pre\'ent mortality. 
2. By maintaining, as detailed al ready, previously 
prepared miniature nursery ponds into which the hatchlings 
could be reared and kept ready for sale as per demand. 
I n the breeding of carps in bllndhs, it is necessary to esti-
mate the exact numbel' of hreeders of both sexes of different 
species present in them and maintain a stock of only known 
propor lions of selected species. Improved methods of egg 
and seed colleClion are also likely to contl ihute to increased 
fish seed sources fo r us. 
The Common Carp (Cyprillu! carpio) breeds in ordinary 
ponds with plenty of submerged vegetation to which the eggs 
are attached. I n India, this fish breeds onl y in the colder 
waters of the hills (the ~ilgiris, the Shevaroys and the Kumaon 
Himalayas). ~o special propagation methods are adopted 
in a ny of these places. Though it is known to breed even in 
medium-sized cement cisterns in some of the Souch-Eas t Asian 
countries, th is has not yet been attempted in India. 
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CULTURE OF OTHER FISHES 
THOUG H several species of quick-growing salt \,,'ater fishes occur in our coastal and brackish wa ters, very 
few of them are cultivated. Young ones of ~1ilk 
Fish, Pearl Spot, Tarpon, Cock-up, Mullets, Perches~ etc" 
are stocked in small numbers in freshwater ponds. 
Brackish-\·..,atcr fish farming in I ndia is restricted to the 
few experi.mental fa rms like tbe Narakkal Farm in Cochill , 
the Aayi ramthengu Experimental Farm near Kayamkulam 
in Travaneore-Cochin, the Adyar Fish Farm in l\1adras, the 
Bhasa-badha embanked fisheries in the Sundarban areas of 
Bengal and the paddy-cum-prawn fields in Travancore-Coch in. 
In all these cases, low-lying areas or fields under recla-
ma tion are embanked and provided with sluice gates which 
are regulated for taking in tidal water . T here is no planned 
stocking, but fish seed and the young ones of prawns which 
come up with the tide are allowed to enter the emba nked 
fields in large numbers and held behind in the recedi n~ tide 
by bamboo :-.c reens o r nets at the sluices . T he yuung [tsh 
thus caught in tlle fields grow quickly and are fished v"iiliin 
four to five months, \vithout the a id of methods of delibera te 
culture. 
The cul turable non-predators which occur together 
with predators in these fisheries are not segregat~d . In the 
Bhasa-badha fisheries in Benga l, the fry are allowed to en ler 
the fishenes during the monsoon months when the water 
is less saltish, and grow for a period of only four to 
five months umil they are caught in the winter months. 
In the embanked prawn fisheries of Travancore-Cochin, 
after the paddy harvest during July-September, the water 
containing fish seed is let into the fields duri ng high tides 
from O ctober onwards. \ Vithin two to three months (from 
December onwards), the fishing star ts. The ~arakka l Fa rm 
in Cochin is mainly a muHetry though other fishes like ~.Iilk 
Fish, Bekti and Pearl Spot, are also caught in appreciable 
numbers. A few mullet fin gerlings are collected f!"On! neighb-
ouring waters and put into the ponds which get na tura lly 
stocked d uring the tides also. In the Adyar Farm in ~fadras , 
the natura l stocking during the tides is no t depended upon, but 
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is supplemen ted by fi ngerlings of Belki , Pearl Spot, Tarpon, 
1I1ilk Fish. etc. , collected from the adjacent backwaters. 
As the present system of brackish-v.ra ter fish fa rming in 
India is purely empi rica l: there is excellent scope for aug-
menting the yield of lish fro m this source by adopting scientific 
methods of fish cu lture. 
LIVE FISHES 
The li\'c fishes, unli ke the carps, are capable of directly 
brea thing a tmospher ic a ir , a nd have \"cry oft en to come up 
to the surface of wa ler to do so. Being thus practica lly inde-
pendent of the oxygen fl uc tua tions in the wa ter, the li\'c fishes 
arc capable of tolerat ing even foul wa ters in which ordinarily 
no other fish will thrive. The common li,'c fishes of cu ltural 
value in the count ry arc the following: 
Gourami, Osphrollemus gorami, an exotic perch 
introduced into :Madras from ~[auritius 
and now transported to a lmost all the 
~ l a t cs In the country 
The Large J[/lrrd , Ophiu phailis mamlius, fou nd th roughout 
J ndia 
The Common Jllurrt/, Ophictphalus sln·a/us, found th roughout 
India 
The KoralJoi .Hllrrtl, Ophicephalus punc/aills, found throughout 
India 
''I' he murrel, Ophicephalus stewarti, found in northern Bengal 
and Assam 
The murrcl, Ophicephalus micropeltis, found a long thc \\,'cs t Coast, 
pa rticula rly in Kera la 
T he l\1llrrel. Ophiaphaills amphibius , found in non hcrn Bengal 
and Assam 
The Climbing Perch, . lnaba.l· Jestlldineus, fou nd throughout 
India. 
The Sirlghi, IIetcrop11lUst fs rossilis, fou nd throughout 
Indi a 
The Nlagur , Clarias batrachlLs, found throughout India 
All these fi shc'i , excepting Gourami, a re predawrs 
breeding in ponds. Cllder na tural condi tions, some o f lhem 
breed in ri\·crs also, but ponds, swamps a nd lakes c OllS ticule" 
the main seed sources. • 
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As Gourami feeds predominantly on m~cro-\'egeta­
tion, it should be stocked in weedy waters. B!! ing a perch 
with strong spines on the dorsal and velll ral aspects of the 
body, advanced fingerlings, six inches and over in length, are 
capable or holding their own against m: dium-sized preda -
tors and can, therefore. be stocked even in ponds from which 
complete eradication of predators is nm possible. As it does 
not directly compete for food with the major carps, 
Gourami cfluld also form a supplementary stock in carp ponds. 
Being a nest-builder, breeding facilities in the form of sub-
merged and emergent vegetation should be provided for their 
sa tisfa cLOry propagation. In ponds devoid of weeds; objects 
such as dried grass and coconut palm leaf fibers should 
be introduced to enable the fish to build its nest. 
Gourami guards the nest till the eggs hatch out. Ol1ce the 
young ones come out of the nest, the parents do not anempt 
to protect the brood. At this stage, the young ones, \-'>'hich 
are still more 01' less helpless, oft en fall easy victims LO the 
numerous enemies in the water which include predaLOry insects, 
minnows, gobys and all other fish in the pond including their 
parents. The survi\-al rate of you n~ ones is , therefore, limited _ 
To improve the survival rate, one of the two methods described 
below can be adopted. 
I. Special breeding ponds_ :;mall and shallo\,," with a 
constant level of waler and an abundance of submerged vege-
tation should be selected and a ll other fish removed_ After 
heavy manuring with cow-dung. the ponds may be slOcked 
with a known number of breeders. The males and females 
are distinguished by their external features: the male with 
brighter colour, a smooth knob-like prominence at the nape 
and rather thick lips, and the fennle without them and with "" 
rather thin lips. ,"Vhen these fish breed, the young ones will 
be comparati\-cly safe from enemies bu t the large number of 
insects and insect larvae in the water will still take a toll or 
them. Besides, the young fish genera lly requi re water-fieas 
and an imalcules {zooplankton) as thei r main food which can 
be produced on ly in very limited numbers in the pond, as 
manuring has little effect on their production because of the 
abundance of \ .... eeds. 
2_ In view of these limitations, an alternative method 
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is to have a few cement cis terns about 12 feet x 6 fee't x 3 feet. 
The breeders are introduced into a weedy pond where careful 
",'a tch is kept over their nest-building acti\'ity. \'Vhen the nests 
are completed, the cisterns should be filled with water to a depth 
of 2! feet and immediately manured by add ing about 60 to 70 
pounds of cow-dung in each. The cisterns shou ld be kept 
covered by fine-meshed wire-netting on a su itable frame so that 
tbe flying aquatic insects wili , to a large extent , be prevented 
from entering the cis tern. 
\Vithin 10 to 12 ~ays of manuring, millions of \vater-fleas 
and other animalcules are produced in the water, by which 
time the eggs will hatch out in the nest. \Vithin the ne.xt 
twO to three days: i.e., before the young ones go out of the 
nest , they shou ld be car~fully scooped out and transferred to 
the cement cisterns. \tVith an abundance of the desired food , 
they grow quickly, the mortality is very Im\1 and the fry attain 
the early fingerling length of about one inch within a month . 
The hatchlings from two or three nests may be kept in a 
cistern. \\' hen they grow to about an inch in length they 
should be transferred LO small namral nursery ponds, also 
manured heavily beforehand with cow-dung or stable refuse. 
After rearing them to twO to truee inches, they may be trans-
ferred to the weedy waters for growing . 
THE MVRRELS 
Experiments on the culmre of murreis have been altempted 
in the Punjab, Bombay a nd ~1adras with disappointing results. 
Though the murrels breed in ponds, the lan'ae arc reported 
to be extremely difficult to rea r after a certain stage on account 
of the specialized live food they need. 
In the Punjab and in Bombay, the survi\'al of fingerlings 
stocked in ponds was found to be very low, though the growth 
was quite satisfactory. These early failures a re no doubt dis-
couraging, but certai n fundamental poims ha\'c to be consi-
dered in finding out the causes of such fai lures. The murrtl is 
a predatory fish \\lith pronounced p iscivorous tendencies, For 
its p roper propaga tion a n abundance of small fish which is its 
main food must be ensured. ~o anempt a ppears to have 
been made in the early experiments referred to abo\'c to provide 
enough forage fish for the mllrrels to feed on. Thus no scientific 
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method ofcu h i\'a tion ofmurrt'is has ye t been attcmpted in Ind ia . 
As in America , ''''here p rcdaLOry fishes arc \'e ry successfull y 
culli\'a ted in pa nels, the Indian murrel could a lso be cult iva ted 
similarly in pOllds il'suitable methods are adopted, 
As th e murrtl breeds in ponds and the cunspicuously 
coloured young ones usua lly lOo\'e about in shoa ls protectcd by 
the pa rents, the natural c;eed re:m urces may be depended upon 
for SLOckio!{ purposes. Laid c~~s c:ollec tecl a nd kept in the 
laboratory for hatching die in la rge n umbers, even when 
a rtificially ae rated . The hatchlings .. soon after absorp tion 
of yo lk) a lso be~i n to die in considerable numbers in the 
laboratory, Rea ring the young ones through lhc$c twO stages 
may well be left to nalUre and the fry, ~ to one inch long, 
collected from natura l habi tats. The fry feed la rgely on 
wate r-Aeas and o ther a nimalcu le<.; he:-.ides la rvae of aqua tic 
insects, They should. the refore, ' ue released in nur:-.ery po nds 
prepared ill the sa me manner as for the carp fry, i.e,: heavily 
manured and wiLh a ll fish eli nlinmed , and a llmvec! to grow 
thcrc for about two months by which Li me they will have 
attained the finge rling stage, about threc inches long, 
Stod. ing-ponds for fingerl ings should bc carefully pre-
parcel. Common fo rage fi she'> like Amb~l'PhOl)'II !!odo l/ . Cllrla, 
Roh/ee, AII/bassis, Rasbora. Bllrbus, e tc" should he rea red in the 
ponds befiJre the 11lurrrl fingerlingc; a re released in them. 
Nlost forage fishes breed in ponds durin~ April-Ju ne and by 
the time murrrls arc to he sto('kcd , the young ones of the 
former will ha\'c grown to a length of an inch or two to be 
fed upon y the murrds. 
Prel iminary cxpe rill1ents on the cu lture or forage fishes 
at CU lIack have shown thaL the common specie .. like Harbus 
stigma and Chda bocoita breed proli fi cally in pondJi , and that 
starting wi th just 20 pairs of breeder!) the pro~eny of over 
8,000 are ohtained within fi\ 'c months when th e lallcr ha\'c 
a lready atta ined maturity and the proclu('( ion has bcen about 
41 5 pounds per acre. Xo definite d ata on the forage fish -
predator ra tio in respect of our preda tory fi shes are now 
available, However, sa ti sfactory f{ro\vth a nd yie ld of murrels 
may be expected under the fo llowing cond ilions : 
1. Stocking-pond s mar have margina l weeds to 
ha rbou r aqllali r inscct'> bill should not hav(' weeds 
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in the deeper portions. 
2. Breeders of forage fish like Amblypha1)'lIgodoll, Chela 
and Barbus or some other suitable combinat ion of 
species to be int roduced into s{Qcking ponds some. 
time in :Vlay, at the ra te of JOO to 600 of each 
species per acre; the pond to be manured before 
\ .... ith cow-dung or farm)'a rd refuse or compost for 
enhanced production of food for the fry of forage 
fish : 
3. }1,Jurrel finge rlings, three to four inches long, to be 
introduced sometime in August, at lIle rate of 
about 1,000 per acre. 
THE CLIMBING PERCH 
The Climbing Perch 
murrel is also not cultiyated 
(Allabas lesludillells ) like the 
on scientific lines in India at 
present. 
Being a ha rdy fish and capable of utilizing atmospheric 
a ir for breathing on the land, it often migrates over the land by 
crawling on moist ground with the help of the spines on the 
gill cover. Occasionally, it enters prepared carp nursery ponds 
and breeds there, the fry attain ing a length of ~ to one inch 
within about 20 days . 2,000 and 4,000 fll1gerlings, respectively, 
were obtained from two such ponds in each of which only one 
pair of breeders was found when completely fished by poisoning. 
It would appear from the above that well prepared nursery 
ponds cleared of all fish predators and manured to produce 
a rich cmp of water-fieas and other animalcules are equally 
favoured by Allabas to breed and their young oncs to thrive 
and grow. 
As Allabas is predominantly ilisec tivo rous~ the 'cultivation 
of forage fishes docs not appear to be essential for its propa-
gation. In \ .... eedy ponds with a fair population of small 
minnO\ .... s and minor barbels, Allabas fingerlings should find 
suitable conditions for quick growth . 
The Sillghi and the JJagur also are not cul tivated at 
present on scientific lines in l ndia. They are bottom fishes 
and are not so markedly piscivorous as the murrtls. \·Veedy 
waters abounding in shrimps, insects and molluscs are likely 
to be favourable for their growth and propaga tion . 
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OTHER PREDATORY FISHES 
The problems in successful cultivation of predatory 
fishes are akin to those of live fish cu lwre. The import3m 
predatory fishes other than live fishes which are su itable [or 
culti\'ation arc Chital (~r. (hila/a), Pall gas (P. pal1gasius) , 
the sunghla {'\1. sernghla) and the salt-water Cock-up (L. 
ealcaTi/er ). The rresh-watcr shark ( IV. allu) bei ng extremely 
predatory might be difficult for cultiva lion in ponds, bllt its 
very quick grO\ .... th is a favourable factor [or consideration. 
)J'o scientific work has so far been done in India on the 
cultivation of these predatory fishes. As in the case of murrels, 
it will be necessary to prO\"ide sufficien t forage fish in the pond 
for the predators to feed on. The most prolific and quick-
growing species of the indigenous forage fishes have to be 
selected after conducting suitable expcrimel1ls as the first step 
in the cu hure of predatory fishes. 
FISH ENEMIES 
THE enemies or fish in ponds belong to diverse groups or the animal kingdom as follows: 
I. The common aquatic plant or b ladden ... ·ort ( UtriclIlaria 
spp.) which traps and kills small fish rry. 
2. A variety or aquatic insecLS. including the more 
common water-boatman, water-scorpion, back-swimmer, 
diving beede, giant ' '''a ter-bu f{ and dragon-ny and their nymphs, 
which attack and cat fish fry and e,'cn early fingerlings. 
3. ~1inor carps, carp minnows and other miscellaneous 
small fish found in ponds, reeding on the tender carp rry. 
4. Predatory fi shes, destructive to carps al ~ ll stages. 
5. Frogs and tadpoles. The latter though known to 
be herbivorous, have been fou nd to have eaten carp fry . 
6. "Vater-snakes and to rtoises, harmrul mainly to 
fingerlings. 
7. Crocodiles, causing havoc among grown-up fish. 
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8. Cornlorants, gulls, king-fishers, kites, crows, herons, 
scorks, ducks, ctc. Fish-eating birds destroy large numbers 
of even one-year old fishes. 
9. The common otter is destructive to large fish . 
Parasitization of fresh water fishes and frequent mortality 
among them prevail particularly during the summer months 
when the water level is low and stagnating. There are several 
kinds of fish parasites which affect fishes of all kinds resulting 
in their death. The fry and fingerlings of carps which suffer 
from frequent handling du ring collection, conditioning and 
transport are more liable to be infected than adult fish. 
Fin rot is a common disease in fishes caused by bacteria 
and the water-mould Saprolegnia. I nfection by bacteria can be 
detected by the whitish opaqueness of the infected pan while 
fungal infection gives the infected par t a white fluffy appearance. 
Roughly handled and bruised fish are more prone to infection 
by them. The fins are usually affec ted, their margins being 
gradually eaten off: hampering normal mOYements. Acute cases 
in ".'hich the enlire tail fin is eaten off, spells danger to the hind 
region of the body which swells, resulting in the death of the 
fish. 
The mould called Brallchiom)'Ct.s causes gill rOl by obstruct-
ing the veins in the gill filaments. If the infection is limited 
to a few specimens, their treatment for 5 to 10 minutes in a 
bath of three to five per cenl salt solution wi ll stop the infection, 
If the infection is due to bacteria , a similar bath in a weak 
potassium permanganate solution (five pans in a million parts 
of water) gi\'es good results. 
Injured young fry of carps kept in hapas or pits catch the 
bacterial infection quickly. Preventive measures such as care· 
ful handling during colleclion, reducing the number of fry 
in a hapa and keeping thcm in gently Rowing water till they are 
released in ponds, go a long way in keeping down infection, 
but treatment of fry wilh a solution of potassium permanganate 
or common salt arrests ils spread . 
Jf there is a large scale infection in ponds rhe fishes 
should be transfer red to clear ponds, and the water in the 
infected ponds d ra ined completely and the pond bottom treatcd 
with lime. 
A.s protozoan parasites (J\1)IxosPQridians) , which often 
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form yellowish or pale cysts on the body or on the gills, are 
not easily killed by saline or pcrmangana te baths. the infected 
fishes are best rcmO\'ed and destroyed. 
The a lmost invisible worm C)'nJdac~)'lus is a common 
paras ite on ca rps in ponds, pa rticularly Rohu. By attachin g 
itself with its long hooks to the gi lls, the ski n and Ollter parts of 
the body, it causes irritation {Q the fish. A five-minute bath 
in a wea k sollltion of acet ic ac id (one pan of :1cid in 500 to 
1,000 parts of water ) followed by another in :1 three per cem 
salt solut ion is, however, sufficient to control it. 
Carp lice (Arg,,!us) and the a llied Lemaea and Ergas;!uJ 
belonging to the Crustacea arc an impurta lll group of fish 
parasites. Argulus attaches itself to the body of the fish 
by means of suckers a nd hooks, but it can a lso swim freely 
in water. Large-scale infection of Ar.guilts in ponds and rivers 
is not uncommon , with some acute cases of infection in ponds 
known in wh ich O\'er 2,000 speci mens have been fo und on 
a single Rohu. The infection resu lts in the slo\\' sapping o f 
\' ital ilY of th e fish to the point of dea th . 
. \ few \\ ooden or hamboo poles flxed in difli;renl placcs 
in tht' pond are sa id to help the infected flsh to get rid of the 
parasites by rubbing thei1 body against thcm. Tn case of 
a la1 ge-scalc infection. applicat ion of a weak ;:tl coholic 
solution of 'Garnmexane' ( I! to two par13 of 'Gammexane' fo r 
a mill ion parts of water) to the pond has checked the mortality 
of infected fi shes. 
Lcrnaea is a minute rod -like or filamcnt·like external para· 
site sticking out from the angle of the shoulder-fin and body, 
on the tail or other fins. from the eye socket, from the corner 
of the mouth and other parts of the body. The head of the 
parasite is bu ried in the tiss lles of the fish to suck ou t the 
blood of the hos t. T hl' majority of carps are subject to 
infection particularly during the summer months, bu t \'c ry 
heavy infection is rarely met wi th. \~'hcn flY and fingerlings 
are infected, their growth slows down . 
\ \'hen a few fishes a lone are affected, mechanica l rCI11O\'al 
of the parasi tes b~' pulling thelll out frolll their anchorage by 
means of fine forceps would suffice, preferably followed by a 
weak permanganate bath for two to tluee minu tes. R epea ted 
applica tion of 'Gammex:1 llc' cffec li\'cly erad icates the parasite. 
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Coa:u::taoa. fish parasites I A .• 14 m.m.. Iollllry of the mlaor Barbel 
Ba,bus sligmo., iDfectecl by a parasite (Lnntua), .eea Picldas: out f-rcha. 
the dktal portion of the body which ia coasequeatJy .wollea; 
B. tbe fish Uc~ ArgwlU 
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Ergllsi/us is generall), found attached to the gi lls ill 
several of the fresh-water and estuarine fishes, but is nor known 
to be very harmful. 
Numerous internal parasites of fishes are known, but 
ilone of them causes large-scale mortality. Some /lukes (flat-
worms) pass their larva l stages in the body of the fishes which 
thus act as intermediate hosts. 
Fishes are subject to several kinds of diseases, not caused 
by parasites. Of these, the most important is the gas disease 
caused by excess of nitrogen or oxygen. Excess of the latter 
due to an abundance of \'egetation in the water will sometimes 
TCSUlt in accumulation of gas beneath the skin, on the fins, 
around the eyes, in the stomach and intestine, or in the 
choking of the blood capillaries. Botb large and small fishes 
are affected, but if they are transferred in lime to fresh water, 
they revi ve. 
Large-scale mortality of fi~hes sometimes occurs in ponds 
usually in summer, or when lhere is an algal bloom in the 
water. Continuous sultry \" cather followed by sudden showers 
favours such mortality. \Vater stagnates completely without 
any circulation. The algae multiply, fonning a dense bloom. 
The bottom layers are fast depleted of oxygen by quanti-
ties of decaying organic matter augmented by algae dying 
and settling down at the bottom. The respiratory demands during 
night markedly deplete dissolved oxygen in water and vcry 
early ill 'the morning only the topmost layers of water 
.contain some oxygen. \rVhen sudden rains fall under such 
<:ircumstances, the surface and bottom waters ge t mixed a nd 
the dissolved oxygen content of the mixed water falls below 
the minimum required for the fish to live. All except air-
breathing fishes soon come up gasping for breath, and die of 
asphyxiation . 
This fatal depletion of oxygen usuaUy takes place in the 
early mornings. If the distress is detected In time, the stock 
of fish may either be transferred to other ponds or the water 
in ~he pond aerated by beating up the su rface water with poles. 
As the day advances, oxygen will be replenished by the algae, 
reviving the fishes. 
Some algae may cause mortality among fishes by chok-
ing the gills or by producing toxic substances in the water. 
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A TYPICAL FISH FARM 
DEPENDABLE sources of water supply to ponds and soil which will retain water 3 Te of fund amental importance 
in the selection of a site for pond construction. Low-
lying, water-logged or marshy areas aTe suited to excavation 
into ponds, but the soil, if peaty, would reduce the produc .. 
tivity of waters. A clay-loamy soil is perhaps the bes t from 
the point of view of water retention. and ferti lity. 
When it is intended to rear carps in new ponds, the 
requirements for nursing, rearing, and stocking fish in different 
types of ponds ,hould be remembered. A small farm, 10 
acres in extent, should have the area divided as follows for diffe-
rent purposes :-
Kurseries ! acre 
Rearing ponds 2 acres 
Stocking ponds 7 t acres 
The nursery ponds should preferably be small and shallow, 
40 feet X 20 feet x5 feet (depth of water only three to four feet) 
being a convenient size. Rearing ponds should be slightly 
larger (60 -80 feet x 40 feet), but need not be proportionatel), 
deep. Stocking ponds should be deeper (six to eight feet) and 
longer so that the fish will have a longer run for a healthy growth. 
The width of the stocking pond should not exceed 100 feet, 
so that relatively smaller nets and a limited number of men 
would be sufficient to net the fish. Large ponds are not only 
difficult to fish but also difficult to manage, particularly in the 
control of o\'ergrowth in weeds. 
Shallow waters are more productive than deeper waters. 
If there is a regular and well assured supply of water in the 
nursery ponds it may he very- shallow (2 feet to 2! feet) as in a 
rice field. The bundh should, however, be properly turfed to 
prevent erosion. Fully protected inlets and outlets should be 
provided wherever necessary to regu late the inflow and out-
flow of water. 
The sides and bottom of the ponds should be gently slop-
ing towards the outlet in the latter case, so as to facilitate 
complete draining off of water when desired. If a deeper pit or 
trough is provided near the outlet in the pond, all the fish in it 
would be automatically collected there when the pond is drained. 
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FISH FARM IMPLEMENTS 
THE fish famler owning a small lO-acn: farm , consisting of small nursery ponds a nd long rectangular stocking 
ponds should keep the following implcmen13 read y 
for rout ine use 111 his farm . 
No. Itt m QlllmJily 
I. Drag. n~[ , \"et)' fi nt: mesh. 1. 
36 fee t X 12 feet wi th floats 
and weight~ 
2 . Dr~g·nc t , ! inch lUC'sh , :36 :1 
(et' l :< J 2 feel with floats and 
weig hts 
3. Drag-ne t, 1 inch mesh ; :3 
50 (pet X 14 fect with 
ftoa t and wcigh t ~ 
4 . Drag. net. one inch In I ~ J 
inch('S mesh . 50 feet :;.. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
II. 
16- 20 f~t with floa l ;; 
and weights 
Min ia ture cloth lan k or l. 
hapa, 6 X 3 X 3 to 4 feet \\,jth 
strong tape at all com t'r'i. 
l Op and boltom 
Wide mouthed earthen pots 6 
or It:uuJiu abou t fi ve-si x 
gallon capacity ( l i n ~ pre-
ferable, but costly). 
Buck,: ts 
Baskets 
Spades 
Jack knife 
Bamboo poles, 8 feet to 10 
feet long 
1 tloz. 
2 
4 
I dozen 
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UJtd jor 
~ell i ng and collecting fish fry a 
week or 10 days old from nursery 
ponds. For usc in larger ponds 
the two may be joined together 
).letting advanced fry or early 
fi ngerlings from nuner)" ponm for 
50ning and stocking 
For period ic neuing of fingerli ng! 
fo r transfer to stocking ponds or 
fo r giving them an occasional run 
and exercise 
For catching gro .... n up fish and 
('"xarnining tbeir condition and 
gowth periodicall)' or for marke-
li n~ 
For temporary storage of fish 
after netting from pond before 
sales, necessar}' also for soning 
fingerlings of major carps (rom 
Olhen 
For temporal)' storage of li \"e fish 
fry, fingerl ings or adults, after 
nctt ing and fo r transport from 
one place to another 
For carrying fish sttd. manure 
etc. from place to place 
For c."lrryi ng sand, ~ i lt , mal~un', (' \ e' . 
For trimming embankmrtll.o., 
desiiting, etc. 
For I rimming weeds on ' he em bank-
ment s and in the marginal areas 
of ponds, etc. 
For fixing the hapru in ponds and 
(or other miscd laneow use 
12. Sp~t bamboo scrcen; 10 
feet x 4 feet 
13. Weeder or bottom rake 
(a wooden or metal beam) 
6 to 8 feet long, with 
strong bamboo or metal 
spikes fi.'(ed in all directions 
and with strong tope tied 
at either end for drag-
ging 
14. Straw rope, loose, lhick, 
about 100 feet long 
15. Small boat or float 
2 For use as a miniature conditioning 
tank or lin:: pen in the pond for 
fish to be kept alive after catching 
but before marketing 
De-weeding deeper areas of ponds 
by repea ted dragging in all 
directions and remo\mg the weeds 
caught among the spikes every 
time the weeder is hauled; and 
disturbing the bottom mud to 
remove poisonous gases accumula-
ting therein 
Dragging the surface water to 
remo .... e floating weeds (Pistia, 
Lnnna, Azalia, lVolffia). thick algal 
scums, etc., which often occur in 
great abundance in ponds 
De-weeding purposes, particularly 
when the pond is deep and broad 
and abounds in rooted weeds like 
water lilies which have to be 
plucked OUt 
Other miscellaneous items may also be required occasional 6 
l~· . An extra stock of wi re-netting for protecting the inlet! 
and outlets of ponds, if any, a balance with weights for weigh-
ing fish , a !)cale (in inches and centimetres) for measuring thei r 
length, etc. will be necessary. A proper maintenance of the 
farm will require the full-time services of at least twO persons 
who could also profi tably be engaged in vegetable farming on 
bank$ and bunds of fish ponds. 
The ponds should be numbered serially, and the details 
regarding their dimensions, etc., entered in a maintenance 
register, one page for each pond. The physica l characters of the 
\ .. 'ater in the ponrts, and the forms of life observed in the ponds 
including plants, insects, fishes and other animals-big, smal l 
and immature, the farming operations such as manuring, 
stocking, netting, marketing, size of fish caught , their number, 
etc.; in fact , every lialt: operation or observation, including 
behaviour of fuh, should be recorded in the book then 
and there to faciljtate institution o f comparisons of the different 
conditions at d.ifferent times with a view to improvingl the 
farming methods. 
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Acclimatization 
Acid 
Air-breather 
Algae 
Algal bloom 
Algal scum 
Alkaline 
Alkalinity 
Anal6n 
Anchorage 
Animalcule 
Anterior 
Aquaria 
Artificial fOr">d 
Alphyxiation 
Bacteria 
APPENDIX 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
[nuring 10 a new habitat) medium or S(' t of 
conditions 
H3\"ing a somewhat sour quality 
A fish capable of di rectly utilizing atmospheric 
oxygen for respiratory purpo~ 
Simple chlorophyll-bearing plants mast of which 
live entirely submerged in water) f~sh or salt 
A preponderance of algae in wOller which i. 
turned completely green 
Floating surface la)'er of algae in the fresh or 
decaying condition 
Having an acrid taste and soapy touch 
A measure of the dissoh'ed lime (calcium) con-
tent of ..... ater 
The unpaired fin tbat lies along the middle line 
on the ventral surface of the body behind the 
anus or vent 
A basis for attachment 
A minute animal whidl cannot ordinarJy be: 
seen with tbe unaided eye 
Towards the front or head end 
Containers with glass frontage and/or sides in 
which aquatic organisms could be obsel"\'ed 
and reared 
Food not produced in the natural habitat; 
specially introduced food 
Suffocation; death due to respiratory difficul-
tiesj i. e. inadequate exchange of o:'(ygen and 
carbon dioxide 
E:'(tremeiy small, single-celled fungoid plants, 
reproducing rapidly. associatN with decompo-
sition of substances and regarded as germs of 
diseases 
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Barbel 
Bati 
Bhasa-hadJuJ fishery 
Biophysical 
Bloom 
Bottom fauna 
Bottom feeder 
Brackish 
Breeder 
Breeding pond 
Brood 
B<mJh 
../ Cannibalutic 
Carbon dioxide 
.,,/ Carnivorous 
Carp 
Calfuh 
Caudal fin 
A soft, slender, fleshy, whisker-like feeler neaf the 
mouth in some fishes; a fish beloning to the: 
genus Buous 
A small cup-like measure, usually of 130 to 150 
cubic centimetre capacity, used for measuring 
early carp fry 
Low.lying, marshy, salt water areas under recla-
mation in the Sundar bans, subject to tidal.· 
effect; embanked and pro\'ided with sluice. 
devised to trap in fish-seed to grow 
Pertaining to the living organisms and water 
conditions of the environment 
Vidt Algal bloom. A sudden appearance of 
minute algae in large numbers in waten 
Animal organisms usually living at the bonom. 
of ponds and other waters 
A fish that generally feeds at the lowcr levca. 
of water immediately above the bottom 
Water which is intermediate in taste betwem. 
salt and fresh waler 
A sexually mature fish ready to breed 
Special pond in which fish are introduced for 
breeding 
Groop of young fish of the same age and paren-
tage 
Irrigation tank of certain south western d.iJ.. 
triets of W. Bengal in which the major Ind ian 
carps breed during the rai ny months 
Tendency of eating one's own kind 
A glU formed of carbon and oxygen and evolved 
by animal respiration and combustion 
Eating animal food, li ving or dead 
A group of fresh water fisha with tooth1r;s, 
mouth 
One of a group of scaJelns fishes. often .... 'th long 
whisker-like fet=lers 
Tail fin 
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Caudad. peduncle 
Caudal spol 
Chironomid 
Chlorinated 
Chromatophore 
Climbing perch 
Su.rface column fe«ler 
Compatible species 
Conditioning 
Cormorant 
Crustacea 
Cultivable 
Culture 
C,.,. 
Derri.!l powder 
Diet 
Doctor Fish 
The hind region of the body from tAe anal flO 
to the base of the tail fin 
Pigment spot at the ba.~ of the tail fin or at the 
tip of the caudal peduncle 
An insect of the order Diptera whose young 
onC!l, blood-red and worm· like, are invariably 
found at the bottom of ponds living in tubes 
T.ealet! wilh chlo.ine 
One of the pigment cells (minute spou) usually 
found on the skin (of fUh) 
(Anahas tulutiineus) So called because of its occa-
sional habit of climbing trees and seeking 
similar situations 
A fish that generally feed.! at the surface o. in 
mid-deep water 
Fishes which can live and grow together in a 
pond without pn:ying upon one another or 
competing among themselves for their food. 
Process of keeping young fish in a limited space 
for some time. to get the gut voided of contents 
and also to accustom them to tbe limited space 
A species of fish.eating water bird ..... hich dives 
in to catch fish 
A group of animals with jointed limbs and 
body and hard external shell; e.g. pra ..... ns. 
shrimps, and crabs 
That which can be cultivated; that in wbich fish 
could be grown under controlled conditioru 
Process of cultivation of fish in all its stages 
A small bag_like !ltnu:ture containing quiescen t 
or developmental stages of parasites 
A comme.cial insecticide made of the powdered 
roots of the plant Derris elliptica, used 3., a fish 
poison also 
A specific type or combination of prescri bed food 
The T ench, TJllCa tinea, so called as its body 
slime is believed to ba\"C a curative effec t on 
wounds 
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Dorsal 
Dorsal fin 
Dragon .. Sy 
Dragonfly-nymph 
Dry bundh 
Duck-weeds 
Egg membrane 
Embryo 
Empirical 
Emulsion 
Equilibrium 
Exotic species 
Fecundation 
Fecundity 
Fertilization 
Filamentous 
Fimbriat~ 
Fin 
Fin rays 
Fin l"Ol 
Fingerling 
• 
• 
Pertaining to the back or upper part of me body 
The unpaired fin along the middle line of the 
back 
A predatory flying insect (order Odonata) which 
is aquatic in habit while young and immature 
The young aquatic crawling stage of the dragon. fly 
A bundh tank which dries up during summer 
Group of Boating plants belonging to the genera 
Lnnno. kOU4, WoljJia, etc. 
Pertaining to the em'ironment or habitat of 
animals and plants 
The thin outer en\<elope of the egg which swells 
up after ferti lization to form the \;telline mem· 
brane 
The young one (fisb) developing within the 
egg membrane 
Elementary. based on trial and error methods 
A milky liquid preparo:!. by mixing oil and water 
by means of (here) soap 
Balanced or normal position 
Species of rubes not nath-e to the countr}' ; 
introduced rrom otber countries 
Tbe process of impregnation or fertilization of 
tbe egg 
Prolificness of progeny or the large production 
of eggs by tbe female (fish ) 
Same 3.! fecundation 
Slender or thread~like 
Fringed or with short fimbriae or processes 
The organ by which the fish balances itself and 
swims 
The segmented, usually Oexible, brancho:!. or 
unbranched rods supporting the fin membrane 
A disease affecting usually tbe fin! of fishes 
Young fish, one inch to six inches long 
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Fishery 
Fish seed 
Forage fish 
Fonnalin 
Fry 
Fungus 
Cas d isease 
Gasteropod (G .l.Slropod) 
Genus 
Gill 
Gill membrane 
cm rakers 
Gillrot 
Gregarious 
Gull 
GUl 
Hair weed 
HOi>" 
The business of or place for catching. fish 
Fertilized eggs, fry or fingerlings of fish used fo r 
growing in fish culture 
mall-sized fish generally utilized as food Ly 
larger predatory fishes 
A solution of commercial formaldehyde used as 
preservative of animal or plant tiSSUe! 
Young fish up to one inch long 
One of the lowly groups of plants lacking the 
green colouring matter of higher plan ts (mush· 
rooms, toadstools and moulds) 
A piece of cloth used as tail c10t.h for tbe fry 
catching net, or for neuing fry and fingerlings 
A fi sh disease caused by excess of ni trogen or 
oxygen, resu lting in accumulation of gas in 
body spaces 
:\ class of usually spiral-shelled mollu ~cs will. 
a flat creeping foot 
A group consisting of a number of closely 
related species 
Organ by which fbb and other animals brealhe 
in wain 
The thir. layer covering tbe gills and permitting 
exchange of gases fo r respiratory purpoSQ 
Stiff long appendages developed on the inner 
margin of the hoop-like gill arch 
A disease commonl y affecting the gills 
Living together (.r s\\ imming about in shoals 
A fish Colling bird of the sea coast and river es.-
tuaries 
The alimenlary canal through which food passa 
in digestion. assimilalion and ~xcretion 
A genus of long and filamentous gTeen ;,lgaC', 
viz., S/Iirogyra 
A minialur~ tank·like structure made of ch~ap' 
cloth and fixed to poles in water for temporary 
storage of fish seed 
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Hatching . 
Hatchling 
Herbivorou~ ../ 
Hexagonal 
Hundi 
Indigenou~ 
Inlet 
Inorganic 
Insecticide 
Insectivorous 
Iris 
lrides~noe 
Lateral line 
Leather Carp 
Leptocephalus 
Lethal 
Life-cyc1c 
Live fish 
Long-seasonal pond or 
tank 
Macro-vegetation 
The process of bursting of the egg membrane and 
liberation of tbe baby fish 
Young one just hatched out of the egg 
Eating or living on plants, gross or minute 
Six-sided 
A wide-mouthed n:ssel made of mud or tin used 
for transponing fish seed 
Occurring naturally in a country ; native to 
Passage by which water is allowed to flow in 
Without life; of mineral origin 
An insect-killer made of plants or chemicals, of 
organic or inorganic origin 
Living on imects 
The coloured part of the eye 
Exhibition of colours like those oi a rainbow 
Young one (offish) after hatching, tiU the yolk 
is fully absorbed 
A longitudinal series of pores along each side of 
the body of the fish appearing as a dotted line 
A variety of the common carp (C)'PriIlUS carpio) 
characterized by the almost complete absence 
of scales 
Flat, transparent, ribbon-shaped young one of 
an eel 
Deadly 
The stages in the life of an organism from binh 
to death 
A fish that is capable of living ouuide water for 
some time by virtue of its capacity to breathe 
atmospheric air 
A sheet of water that is available for fish cu ltiva-
tion during six to eight months in a year 
Large-sized piantsl as opposed to microvegeta-
tion or minute plants 
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Major carp! 
Microscopic 
Minnow 
Minor carp 
Mirror Carp 
Mixed farming 
Mollusc 
Mucilaginous 
Mulletry 
Murrel 
Nape 
Nitrate 
Nitrogen 
./ Non-predator 
Nursery pond 
Ocellus 
Occipi tal 
V:::o . mnlvorOllS 
Oozing 
One of the larger carps attaining ~ length of 
over two feet 
:\linute, usuall y \'isible onl y under a microscope 
A fresh-water fish wh ich does not gene rally 
attai n a size larger than that of a fry or finger-
ling of larger carps 
O ne of the smaller carps as opposed to the large-
sizt.-d. major carp 
.'\ common variety of the Common carp, CJpri-
nus carpio, hav ing Jarge shining mirror-lile 
scales on the body 
The practice of cu lti vati ng more than a ile spe_ 
cies of compatible fishes in the same pond at 
the same time 
A soft-bodied and shelled animal, e.g., the 
common pond snail, o r mussel belonging to 
one of the divisions of In vertebrate animals 
Slimy 
A flSh farm where mullen form the important 
crop raised 
One of the common live fishes with the head 
remotely resembling that of a snake and hence 
called snake-headed (OphictPhalw) 
The back or upper part of the Ileck 
One of the inorganic fertilizers 
.\ gas fann ing nearl)' four-fifths of thc atmos-
phere 
One (fish) that docs not kill others for food 
A pond specially prepared for rearing baby 
carps from the early stage to advanced fry or 
("arly fingerli ng stage 
A small round eye-like spot on the fin 
Perta ining to the occiput- the hi ndmost region 
on the tOp of the head 
Feeding on animal , \'cgetable or mjncral food 
The rully ripe condition of the go nads in which 
the milt or the male as we ll .15 eggs or the rema-
Ie are ready to be shed 
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Ostracod • 
Olter 
Oullet 
Ovary 
Oxygen 
Parasi te 
Parruitization 
/ Parental care 
Pearl Spot 
Pectoral fins 
Pectoral spines 
Perch 
Peromial (pond) 
Phosphate 
Phytoplankton 
Pisciculture 
Plankton 
-./ Prroator 
• 
Prolific 
Protective food 
A smalJ group of minor crustaceans 
A common fish-eating cami\'ore of aquatic 
habits 
Passage for water to flow OUt 
The female reproductive organ in ",-hich egg 
cells develop 
An essent ial gas fanning part of the atmosphere 
which supports life 
An organism in or on the body of other 
organisms deri ving its sustenance from its host 
The process of infection by a parasite 
The practice of looking after the eggs and young 
ones exhibited by some (lShes and other ani. 
mats 
The brackish water perch Etroplus surattnsu 
The front or uppttmost of the paired fins, at the 
levd of the shoulder 
Modified, stronger rays of the pectoral fins 
A fish of a group, with strong spines on the dor-
sal and anal fins which are generally kmg ; salt 
water as well as fresh wakr in habitat 
A pond the water in which d~ not dry up 
completly during summer 
A COmmon inorganic manure 
Plant organimu of plankton 
The process of culth'ation of fish 
ThaI which eats fish as food 
Population of minute plants and animals with 
limi ted movement which passively Roat in the 
surface layers of fresh or salt water 
That which kills other animals for food 
, "jth high reproducti\'e capacity 
Food which contains the essential requirements 
for body building 
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• 
Protein 
Rearing pond 
Rotenone 
Salinity 
Scale 
Scale carp 
Seasonal (pond) 
ShOrHeatOnal 
Shoulder spot 
Shrimps 
Snout 
Soundings 
Spawn 
Spawning grouna 
ipecies 
Sporting fish 
Stagnating 
Stock figure 
Stocking pond 
Stripping 
, 
An essential food of complex com·position in 
which the flesh of fish is rich 
Pond used for rearing advanced fry to ftnger-
ling stage 
The active principle in the fish poisOn Deem 
powder 
The lOtal salt content of water 
One of the numeraw, tilin, plate-likl: structures 
covering the body of fish 
A \'ariety of the commOn carp Cypri"us carpio, 
having scales covering the entire body surface 
A pond which contains water only for a part of 
the year, usually between four to eight months 
A pond which will con tain wate r only fo r three 
to four months in a )'ear 
A pigment Spot near the peclOral or shoulder 
region seen in some fishC! 
A small prawn-like crustacean 
The part of the head in front of the eye 
Depth records 
To lay or produce eggs. especially of fishes ; 
also the laid eggs of fishes and other lower 
animals 
Selected places to which fishes migrate for spaw~ 
ning 
A group of individual specimens having close 
resemblance but differing from othen and 
belonging to the same genus 
A fish that takes bait and can be caugb t on a 
hook 
Standing, not flowing 
The number of fish that should be stocked in a 
panicular pond depending on its productivity 
A pond fo r stocking finge rl ings or one year old 
fubes 
• The process of pressing out ripe roe or milt of 
ruhes for artificial fecundation 
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Submergetl 
Sucker 
Supersaturation 
Surface feeder 
.. / Table fish 
Tail cloth 
Thinning 
T 01.1 length 
Tow-net 
Toxic 
Toxicity 
Understacking 
Unicellular 
Ventral 
Ventral fins 
Virgin water 
/ Viscocity 
Water-fieas 
Weed 
...... Weed fish 
Wet 6lU1dh 
Sunk under water 
An adhesive organ by which a parasite attaches 
itsclf 10 the body of fish 
Over-abundance 
A fish that generally feeds in the surface layel1 
of wate,r 
Edible fish of appreciable size 
The open trough-like cloth at the hind end of 
the fry catching net in which fry accumulate 
Removing part of the fish stock from a pond 
The greatest straight line distance between the 
lip of the mout and the tip of the tail flO 
Conical net of fine cloth used for filtering plank. 
ton from wa ter 
Poisonous 
Poisonous property 
Stocking below the capacity of the pond 
Single-celled 
Pertaining to the lower surface of tbe body 
The paired fins situated below and behind the 
pectloi fins ; also called the pelvic fill! 
Water not previowly utilized for systematic 
fish culture 
Thc property of being thick and not Bowing 
quickly 
Micro.crustace.ans largdy u.~ a.5 food by baby 
fish 
Unwanted plants at tbe bottom, sides and surface 
of the pond or bundh., or at or near the margin 
of water 
Minnows and other fishes which serve as food 
of other selected fishes in pisciculture 
A perennial irrigation pond used for carp breed-
ing 
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• 
Wier 
Yearling 
Yolk-sac 
A platform or side usually built of st!lne at the 
outRow end of an irrigation tank or bundh 
to allow aces! water to o"'~rfiow after the 
highest level has been reached 
A fish about one year old 
Sac containing the stored food of the egg on 
which the hatchling subsists for a few days 
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